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In 1911. the fir t public chool in 
Pharr opened regi tering nine tudent 
and an Juan' fir t chool wa opened 
enrolling 50 tudent . Four year later 
the people of the two town voted on 
the erection of a central high chool 
building which now i PSJA inth. 
When cla e began there were I 0 
cla room . an auditorium, chemi try 
and phy ic laboratorie , manual train-
ing building and an office. On the cor-
ner of the yard, there wa a barn for the 
convenience of those who rode to 
chool. By 1938, two more wing were 
added. 
In I 961 the tudent of PSJ A moved 
into an' ltra-Modem School'. At that 
time PSJA, the only fully air-condi-
tioned high chool in South Texas, had 
900 tudent . 
Today P JA ha a roll call of 577 
eniors, 762 junior and I ,021 opho-
more hou ed in 21 buildings. 
a) PSJA as tt t today. b) High chool physics lab 
tn 1921 . c) Stadium received a new face this year. 
d) E. J . Ballew how hi 60' dancing style. e) 






Since the di trict began 85 years ago, PSJA has een many 
tudent come and go. Along with the change in tudent 
come a change in fad , moral , fa hion and idea . While each 
student i always unique in hi or her own special way, they 
alway come together a a ma when it come to the late t 
fa hions, music or idea . 
From the flappers of the 20' and mini kirt of the 60' to 
the mid-calf length dre e of the 70' : from the jazz age. big 
band era and rock and roll to the hard rock and di co of 
today: from hot dog and hamburger to pizza: from drinking 
bootleg whiskey to smoking pot: from joining a world war 
effort to prate ting a conflict in Vietnam-all of the e have 
had a huge effect on the tudents of PSJA through the year . 
But one ba ic truth remains- tudents are till the backbone 
of the chool. 
Each one doe his or her own thing, whether it be clowning 
around in the rain, giving advice to a friend. spending time 
alone in thought or attending a rock concert. Students are in a 
class by themselve - together yet individuals, all striving for a 
better place in the world. 
a) Elsa Escobar dresse up for S0's day. b) 1960' 'Jock 'were camera ham . 
too. c) Chuck Doffing and Simon Guzman d1 cu s football. d) Chris Gm -
bach wa 1966 Bearette Drum Major. e) All Bears have p1rit! f) One of the 
early PSJA students was S. B. Dick on. g) A / DC's lead guitan t, Angus 





The teacher and faculty of PSJA High School deserve 
much gratitude for their ervice to the district, the students 
and ociety. Although teachers have long been appreciated, 
showing the e educator how valuable they really are to soci-
ety and to the individual tudent is not always evident. 
When the di trict began in 1915, the Pharr-San Juan Com-
mon Di trict o. 4 employed about 10 faculty members 
teaching 143 tudents. Today the district has over 500 staff 
member teaching approximately 7,000 tudent . 
In the early day , teachers were expected to commemorate 
all hi torical day , furnish parent with monthly reports of 
their student , take care of their room and maintain discipline. 
While many of these rule till hold true, our faculty has 
become le formal and more active in guiding students 




a) Brian and Donna Adams are two PSJA teach-
ers. b) R. B. Fore was superintendent in 1921. c) 
Geraldine Palmer, now retired. erved for many 
year . d) Principal J. H. McKeever gets into the 
p1rit of things. e) Lyman Bounou helps Irene 
Gonzalez with her Engh h. f) Charle Belew 
teaches his shop class in the 60's. g) uzan La Peer 
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Today at PSJA High School the tradition which were 
passed down from other generations are still carried on in 
somewhat the same fashion a they were so long ago. Some of 
the e traditions are the pirited pep rallies, initiation ceremo-
nies of some clubs such as Bearettes, the annual bonfire 
before the PSJA- McAllen game and the election of weet-
hearts by many clubs. 
Even in the old day of 1921, tudents were heartily encour-
aged to participate in all school activitie . Some of the e 
included Music Club, Dramatic Club, Girl Re erve , "Hi Y" 
Club and literary societie as well as Univer ity Inter chola -
tic League. 
But most important of all is the school it elf as a tradition. 
While students and faculty come and go, the chool remain . 
a) Bearettes break m new member . b) Pep rallies were big even m the 60's. c) 
Tenm was a fashionable sport m 1921. d) Seniors cheer for the Bear . e) The 
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Tht _year Bear Memorie decided to 
do something different with thi ection 
of the yearbook. The faculty was a ked 
to nominate six student , three boy 
and three girl , whom they thought 
de erved recognition in high chool, 
but might not receive it. The tudent 
were elected for their chool participa-
tion and out landing abilitie . The 
teacher then were a ked to rate ix of 
the e student whom they thought par-
ticipated in chool ervices, had healthy 
attitude .. good cholastic abilities and 
strong chool pirit. We have high-
lighted the e ix tudents within the 
next 20 page by u ing their thought to 
express their feeling about PSJA. Al o 
within these page unfold the la t year 
at P JA for the eniors of 1980. 
a) Rosie 11larreal walls to tart a routine. b) 
1mon Guzman gets help from a photographer. c) 
Eva Garcia finds someone be11er to tudy. d) The 












Aleja ndro, Ma rta 









Arred::mdo, Ma rio 
SENIORS 
Seniors of 1980 were led this year by 
a spirited, unique and sometimes atypi-
cal group of class officers. They are 
back row, left to right, David Martinez, 
Homecoming co-chairman, Roger 
Lara, president and Robert Gomez, 
Homecoming co-chairman. Front row 
is, left to right, Evelyn Romero, trea-
surer, Denise Skinner, Dorthy Jones, 
vice president and Janet Conquest, sec-
retary. 
Besides leading the seniors in yells at 
the pep rallies, these 'chiefs' initiated a 
'Toga Day' and several poster parties. 
They also handled Homecoming cere-
monies and the annual bonfire before 
the PSJA- McAllen football game. 
1980 
Mu ic i no stranger to J. P. Trevino. 
ot on!} wa he a member of the band 
and choir and winner of numerou 
award , but one could alway find J.P. 
and hi guitar under a tree or in the 
journali m room providing mu ic for 
anyone who wanted to Ii ten. 
J.P. plan to take hi talent in mu ic 
and make a profession out of it, 
whether it be in phy ical therapy and 
choral directing or a a profe 10nal 
inger. 





Sanden. E tela 
Bandin, Alfredo 
Barrera, indy 
Barrera, Je e 
Bauu ta. Mana 





















Ca a , Elma 




























De La Rosa. Leticia 
De Leon, Aroldo 
De Leon, Debbie 



















Flore . e. tor 
Flores. ant1ago 
Flore5. V1rgin1a 
Fon. eca. Gilbert 
Forina. Mana E. 
Fuente . Raul 
Gallardo, Joel 
Gallo1 . Pierre 
Galvan. Meli sa 
Garcia. Enedelia 







famous tune in 
the band wa Just 
one of many 
acuv1ues done by 
twirlers Patricia 
Lemen, adine 








Garcia. 0 car 
Garcia, Ramiro 
Garcia. Ro a 














Leadership is a quality that many 
desire but few possess. Irene Gonza-
lez has proven her leadership ability 
during her years at PSJA as presi-
dent and 3 year member of the 
Osoettes and secretary of the 
ational Honor Society. 
"Since I am planning to go into 
ocial work," aid Irene, "I feel that 
my activitie here have helped me in 
the way that I'll be able to commu-
nicate better with people ." Irene 


























George Guzman contemplates the "right" answer. 
1980 

























Finding ~quare rooL and the ulti-
mate checkmate are only a mall 
part of Delfino Lorenzo' life at 
PSJA. He not only ha placed in 
Di trict UIL lide Rule and Science. 
but he I al oa ma. teratche . 
Delfino wa in a five way tie for 
fir t place in the Texa. High chool 
tate Che.. hamp1on hip a well a 
on the second place team. 
He al o has placed e enth in the 
12.6 mile race and third in the 6.3 
mile race pon ored by the Valley 
Road Runner . 
The mathematical wiz plan to 
u e hi analytical ability in hi pur-
uit of a career a a surgeon at either 
tanford n1ver I!)' or the niver-
11) of Texa . 
.. PSJA ha real!) prepared me for 
the future." aid Delfino. "Since I 
have taken all the advanced courses, 
I have learned a lot and have experi-
enced the dedication to tudying, 









Hertzler. La Ince 
Hetnck. Frank 
Hmo1osa. Becky 




Jone . Dorthy 
1980 
Kristek . Rohen 
Kroge. Darlene 














Lopez. Ja, ,er 
Lopez. Thomas 
Lorenzo. Delfino 
Lujan . Irene 
Lujan . erg10 
Luna. Francl\ 











Martinez. Mana L. 
Martinez. Paul 
Martinez. Ro alinda 
Marunez. Roy 
Mel nt re. Sheryl 
\tledina. Eddie 
Medrano. George 






























Pachero. Jose M. 







Pena. Mar} Jane 
Writing and mu ic seem lo go 
hand in hand for Gina Moseley. ot 
only i she a talented mu ician in the 
Bear Band, but she ha al o written 
poetr) and children' horl stories. 
A a member of the band. Gina 
has garnered many awards playing 
drums. She ha also been a member 
of the French Club. vice president of 
the nited Methodi l Youth and 
has had several poems published. 
"PSJA ha given me knowledge in 
several different areas," said Gina. 
"It ha howed me how to deal 
with people. peer and adult . and it 
has given me the career choice that 
I'm taking. The areas that I have 
gained knowledge in will help me 
through college and life." 
Gina plan lo get a master degree 
in Chri Lian ducation and P ychol-
ogy at outhwestern niversity and 
her doctorate in p ychology at 
SM . She hope to use her degree 





First Runner- p 
1979-80 Homecoming 
Marinette Trevin 
1979-80 Homecom ing Queen 
_ r1 
Second Runner-U 
Homecoming has been a big event at PSJA for man) years. From the 40's to pre ent da) . this event has 
always taken on the excitement no other happening can muster. In 1965. L1. a Smith was selected b) her 
fellow students as the queen. Though hairstyles may change. the spmt or the event does not. 
J,rnet Brown 
orma uarez 
Homecoming 1980! A special event for 
these )Oung ladies brought a crown 
home to Mannette Trevino. The stu-
dent bod) fir. t viewed the bev) of 
beauties earlier in the week and then a 
small \,oter turnout selected · ette' as 





Pentena, Ro alyn 




Peter on, Jeff 















As editor of Bear Memories , 
Latrice Hertzler has really learned 
the meaning of responsibility. The 3 
year member has learned what it's 
like to meet deadlines and put out a 
book guaranteed to last a lifetime. 
"PSJA has helped me in one 
major area-it has given me some 
good lessons in responsibility," said 
the 3 year member of Quill and 
Scroll and FT A. 
"These will be helpful as I pursue 
a law career. My years at PSJA have 
been good and bad ones. But my 
friends have made these years worth 
my while." 
1980 










Reichert . Dina 
Reyes, Diana 
Rivas, Alon o 
Rivas, Oscar 
River, Veronica 
















Romero. Evelyn Y. 
Ro ale . Linda 
Rosale . Veronica 








a) Dr. Dave Eiser wa a guestspeaker on campu . b) Senior Rene Palacio and 







Sanchez. Antonio P. 
Sanchez. Guadalupe 



























Tover, Maria I. 
Trammell, Kathy 







The class of 1980 will have many memories of good times, good friends and 
good thoughts. Unfortunately the seniors will not be remembered for their par-
ticipation in school activities. There are a handful of students, though, who do 
take pride in being a mighty senior of 1980. These few, select seniors, with help 
from cooperative underclassmen, managed to scrounge up enough wood to 
make the annual PSJA-McAllen bonfire a big success. But apathy has 
struck PSJA in the form of those seniors who hesitate to participate 100 per 
cent in school activities. The 1979-80 school year would have been more mem-
orable if students had had more pride, more respect for others and respect for 
themselves. Those few students who don't care seemed to make the entire sen-
ior class look bad, but those few students who do have pride in their school can 
be proud of the spirit they have valiantly promoted throughout the year. 
1980 













Robert Gomez pent a very active 
four year at P JA. He wa elected 
pre ident of the Junior Class and wa 
winner of four trophie for UIL duet 
acting. 
Robert' ambition include etting 
up a pri ate law practice and hopefully 
running for a place in the Hou e of 
Repre entative . 
·•p JA ha matured me," said Rob-
ert,'Tve learned that life is not all 
peache and cream. We must learn to 
face responsiblitie with ound mind 
and judgement. Mo t important, PSJA 
has prepared me by giving me wonder-
ful memories to look back upon." 
Villanueva, Elda 






Villarreal, Ro 1e 
Villegas, Viola 
Warden, De Annan 
Welch, Benny 
Whitlock, Kathy 










Though the juniors and sophomore. 
still have one or two year in their high 
school life to go. they too are experi-
encing some of those many tough deci-
ions of planning the future ahead of 
them. important decision which will 
affect them the re. t of their live by 
guiding them toward the path in life 
which only they can choo e. It's deci-
sion like these that make young people 
tronger people and that' when the 
older generation realize this world ha. 
something to look f rward to. for . tu-
dents of today will be the leader of 
tomorro'"'. 
a) Mano sure 1s stud) 1ng hard . b) Jud, and 
Diana munching out. c) What\ a ndra looking 
for? d) As )OU can tell b) their smiles Bonnie. 
Dora. Teresa and Esmeralda are read, to meet 
the day's challenges. e) The rock ·n roli freak on 
d1 co skates 1s none o ther than Raul asceres. 
36 
<\hrcgo. lkck) 
Adame. \1 ar11tz.1 
Adame. amm, 









































Class of '81 
Hermila Sanchez and Mini Lazo are m1ling band members. 
Carlos De Leon studies away. 
Leslie Lemen. left. and Elsa Escobar "love" that math. 







Canale~. San Juan Ila 
















CaS111lo. \1ana G . 
Cast,llo. Orlando 
Castro. An1on10 
Cerda. Ro a 














De La Ro a. Raul 
De uon. C, nd1 
De uon. '-anc) 
De uon. Ro) 








Lche,ema . Roel 








f.,trada . Irene 
Del F 1erro. C armcn 
Flore,. Jr~I 
Flore\. \1 a~ Ann 
Flore,. "'-1a·umo 
Flore,. ~ ell~ 














Garcia. C, nth1a 
Garcia . E~nquc 





Garcia . \1anna 
Garcia . "1trcedc, 












Garza . Joh, 




Garza . '1ehssa 
Garza . ~orma 







Class of '81 
.. Get a load of this tune." Linda Marvin tells Johnny Moreno. 
Rand) Ysagu1erre asks ... Do you think I'd make a good Bear-
re11e0 .. 














Gnnrala \ 1\:tor 
(.jl")4j"', n. Barhara 
GuaJarJ, I rnc.,10 
Gua;arJ, I r.1,mo 
GuaJ.1rJl Ru~n 
Guana \1arg1c 
GuarJ1l ,J ll1IJa 
GuarJ101a SanJra 
Guerra. Cri, 
Guerra . l.uJunna 
Guerra. Rl"-J '\1cl1Ja 
Guerra I crnc 




Gu11crrc1. S~ I\IJ 




llall<><k I reJJ, 
Hall,xk \\ enJ, 
Hen le,. f..:.arcn 
Hernandez. t\Jnan 
HcrnanJcz ( armcn 
Hernandez, Connie 







Jad\on . Charlo11e 
JJ1mc. l.inJ.1 
Jaime,. ~wph1e 
Jarez. Jo~ l u,, 
Ja,,o. Ramml 
Jimenez Buhh, 
~cnin . f,,..:Jnth 
K1lhnger. A n~1e 
Lara. ,JrJ.1 
Laughlin Rll '.C:1 
Lazo. \1 inen a 
Leal. .\hi< 
Leal. L.1,a 





CHANGES IN STUDENTS 
Attitudes, Fads Differ 
But Students Don't 
Changing time are be t reflected in the tudent on an) 
campu . ttitude . clothing and hair tyle change a quickly 
a the ea on but tudent are ba ically the ame wherever 
you go. Student are quick to pick up on tyle changes, often 
carrying them to great extreme . Many time , the e radical 
fads lead to changes in tudents' moral , hawing a rapid 
decline in society's value . 
Coke , penny loafer and bobby ox have given way to 
Coke , clog and pantiho e. Likewi e, the Charleston, Jitter-
bug and Twi t were uper eded by the Bump, the Worm and 
di co dancing. Frank Sinatra, Connie Franci and Bill Hailey 
and the Comet have taken a back eat to the Bee Gee , Cry -
tal Gayle and Ted ugent. While attitude and fads may dif-
fer, students will basically remain the same, tuning in to com-
mon interest . 
a) 1950 Junior Clas favonte. were Joan Christensen and Dennis Smalley. b) 
Senior Clas of 1971. c) Junior las ,1921. d) Junior Class officers, 1948. e) 























1\faldonado. S) l,,a 
"1anc1as. Javier 
\1 anc1as. San Juanua 
\1ann. Roger 













"1arllnez. San Juanua 
\fan. m. Linda 
"1as,rang. T<rT) 
\1ason. Ke,,n 
Class of '81 
Rose Garcia contemplates. Charlotte Jackson watches a football game. 
Amalia Fonna works on spmt po ter. 
\fat.a AndrcJ 
\1atland. tuar 
Medina . \1anna 
\1cdrano. Joe 
\friend,-. E-.lma "1 





Meza . Ro,eman 
'1111,r \\ aller 
\imcr Ed" ard 
\11rc)a . S11\a 
"1ohnda . "'°' 
\1onccva1, . Roel 
\1on1ah·o. Glona 



























Challe. Linda \1a) 
Ozuna. Ramiro 
















Perez . Reha 
Perez. Blanca 
Perez . Delia 
Perez. Gu'it3\0 
Perez. Jc u, Jr 
Perez. \.tar\ 
Perez. Pa hlo A 
Perez. Pc1c 
Perez .. Rohen 
Puente. }frrmchnda 
Quesada . Diana 
Qum1an1lla. Jrn.,e R 






















Rc~e\. R~~ mundo 


















Rodriquez. Olga L)dia 
Rodnquez. Oscar 
Class of '81 
"Cross this path and I'll slug you one," exclaims Esteban Guti-
errez. 
"So what 1f he winked at me." Robert Martinez tells Hortencia 
Garza. 
Hey Stanley. where's the fire? 
RoJnguc1. RJmon 






Ronde. I 1m 






































Sierra. "\ ora 
Sierra. Rosendo 
Saha. ~lcJan<lrn 











l 1Jcnna. Irma 





Trc,100 . .\11ke 
frc,rno. Ro) 
T re"rno. Soma 
l ruJ1ll0. Enrique 
Class of '81 
--who whistled?" Elda Melendez wonders. 
"You're Joking aren't you?'" Gracie Maldonado asks. 
d 
l \Jlc. \1Jnl·da 
\ alJct Sandra 
\ allc I el" 
\ aria,. ( arlth 
\ ar,-a,. \1Jnha 
\cµ. Jc se 
\clez. '\ora 
\"era. \hrtha 
\ 1llanue\3 . fne<lina 




\'11 arrta1 O,i.:ar 
\ 1llarrta, Rau 
\'1llarrea Son1J 
\ 11 jJrrc-al. \ 11.:tor 
"- a ,. f ls.a 
Y'-1 •u1rre. Rant.h 
Zapala , /ulema 
7.J\JJJ. I nrique 
l.J\ala. \ '1i.:tona 
Zrmle. Ramon 
Zun11a . ~Ima 
a) ·· ir. ma) I go to the bathroom?"' asks "1ark 
Adams. b) "Duh what cha looking airy·• says 
Kevin Mason. c) ··1 can·t turn 1h1s folder in 
toda). ii was due last week." say, rturo Bo..:ane-
gra. d) .. Hmmph! And the) told me 1h1s game 















Alana . Diana 
Alana . Edv.ardo 
Janis. Jc»e 
Ian, . \11guc:I 
Alanis. \.i on1ca 


























Bak<r. Wilham Wes~) 
Bandin. Susie 











Bu tamantc. Edwardo 
Class of '82 
Eluid Cabrera learns the fundamentals of a camera. 
Ronnie Saenz caught off guard. 
Cah«ra Llu1d 
Cabrcra . Jt,hnn, 




































Ca\lTtl, I ll1Jna 
Ca,tro. Lupe: 
Ca,a,o .... Ru.:J.., 
C a,a,o .... l 1na l\1Jna 
Cazares. Rebecca 





Chapa . \.1ar\ 
Cha,ez Irma 
Cha\Cz. \1ana Ro ano 
Cha,ez. Richard 













Cums. Rosal) nn 
Da...,ila. C) nth1a 
Da,1la. S, h1a 
De La Cruz. Juan 
De La Garza. Elias 
De La Garza. Robert 
De La Garza. Sandra 
De La Rosa. Rolando 
De Leon. Danm 
De Leon. Deh~ 
De Leon. Lone 
De Leon. !\1ano 
De Leon. Ra) 
De Leon. Rogd10 
Delgado. Esmeralda 






































Class of '82 
"Concession Stand Monica" Mendez sells that candy. 





Garcia . .\rturo 
Garcia CrhloldJ 
Garcia. Da, 1d 
Garcia . Da,1d 
Garcia. Dehh1e 
Garcia . l,mael 
Garcia . Jacoh 
Garcia. J0'-1! .\ 
Garcia . Jo,e , 
Garcia. Linda Jo 
Garcia . Lud1, ma 
Garcia. \.1ano 
Garcia. \1am1ela 
Garcia. \1artha B 














a) Sandra Rodriquez listens carefull) at meeting. 
b) "I was flat till I went fluffy." 
51 
52 
Garza . DJ 
Garu . Jc 
Garza . Jc u 
Garz.i . Juan 
Garza . Juan 
Garza . Lero) 
Garza . Lou Ann 
Garz.a . \1ana 
Garza. \1ansol 





Ga, ton. Carmen 
Gil . "1arl 

























Gonzaln. M <hssa 
Gonzaln. "11kt 














Guerra , Eleazar 
Guerra. Esmtralda 
Guerra . SaU} 
Class of '82 
orma reste. Jeeping. awaits to perform again . 
Irene Villescas seems ready to fight. 











llernanJC"1 , l\l~rto 
HernanJe1 Danie:) 
Hunandez. Dann~ 
Hernandez Diana J 
Hernandez. 01ana 
Hernande, I l11aht1h 
llernanda I ernanJo 
}frrnanda J.11me 
Hernanda \1Jna l u1,a 
lternanda Pal 
fternande1. R,,..1e 
I lernande1 Ruben 
Hernandez Rut>en 
Hernande, Sandra 
Hema nde1 Sergio 
Hernandez I inn 
Herrera. L tlhan 














"-ra,,. ( 1nJ, 
I anJez. \ ,u,,ria 
Laughlin Dehhi< 
L.a,e . ~t>el 
L.eal. Joe 
Leal. Re~ na 
LN('ma. \1artrn 
l erma. l"Jro 
Linan. Uma 
Lucan,J. Bee~, 
l.oma,. l ,leh,in 
l.onj!OnJ. \1anna 
l.ongona. Olga 







Lopez. \tana rere,a 
Lope,. \1ar1ha S 
53 
54 
I ,,pez. OrlJ nJ-.) 
I ,1ra. () •. :Jr 
l.c1un,1. S,1n1J 
L UCHl. Jvhnm 
l uera. l rm.1 
l unJ. GllmJ 
l unJ . :'\ ornu 
Luna. RJlph 
I un.;i ,. nJra 
\ h. O,mjlJ. Gra1..,c 
\h. lnl\ re . StcphJ.n 
\ 1Jc1a R JmtHU 
\ 1an1..1,1'. \ 1ana 
\ 1arez. l.,peranu 
\ 1ar11ncz . .\ le, 
\ 1artmc, , Carmen 
\1 .1rtme1. l lcn.a 
\ 1ar11ne1. G1l~rt 
\ 1Jrtme, , I aunc 
\1 JrllOC/ . L.oll1e 
\ 1Jrtmc, . \1 anuel 
\1 Jrtmez . \1 anhd 
\1 Jrunez \ fawn 
\ 1Jrtme1. \1 arun 
\ 1Jrtmc,. \ 1Jrt1n 
\1 Jrllne,. \t eh-.,.1 
\ 1artmc,. RoJn~o 
\1 ,irtmtz. Sam 
\t artmc, \ lllOr 
\ hntn . Patt, 
\ 1a1a. ·\ h aro 
\1 Jtthu, . ( r, ,ul 
\1e<lellm. I , J,a 
\ted1na . \fan 
\1 enJcz. Auror~ 
\1 cnJc, . \1 on1ca 
\ knJiola. \1 10cf'\a 
\1enJu1.a . .\ ureha 
\1enJ :l/J. \1 .in-..i 
\t enJ,1u , Ste,c 
\1 end,ua l om 
\ fr,4u1ta , Ro,ano 
\ 1e1a. Elu.aheth 
\1 cza. I lomer 
\1 1rele,. lra,ema 
\1 1relc- 10. l ,..,a 
\1 11<hell. Dehhie 
\ 1ohna. l. t\3 
\ hmtaho. \ 1anJ~ 
\1 nta,rz Samm, 
\ hmtema)Or. '\ oem, 
\fontema,,,r , orm.1 
\1 on1e,. Raul 
\ 1ontt~. Roherto 
\1 vralr • Delia 
\ 1orale-,. I e-rnanJo 
\1orrno. Je- \It 
\1 orrno. \1 1lton 
\1 ore-no. Ramon 
\1 ore-no, R1cartk, 
Class of '82 
" I n·t he Just terrific." Gracie McDonald tells her little companions. 
·· o way. you aren't gonna get me to do that." proclaims L1ha Rosale . 
\1 tlrtno. Rene 
\ionn . BJl<lcmar 
\1onn . Bcha 
\1onn . ! ,1ela 
\1o\a Lmma 
\1u;1ll0. Alma 
\1unoz , \nllJ. 
\1uno, . Joe 






Oh\arcz . \1.trJit 
Oh\3fC1. Rene 
011\arcz. Santo, 





OrtcJa. Ca rmcn 
Ou,;aJo. I melJa 
Os,edo. L,J,a 
OHrrcuJc, , Aurora 
O~una . Alma '-•Iii 
Palacio, . i\ngd 
Palact<h, I mcldJ 
Palac10\, Jaime 










PlZ3na . L.u1,.a 
Pliler. Da\lJ 










Radu, 1c1ou~. Ra) mond 
Ramirez. D , 1d 
Ramirez. Lrnc. to 
Ramirez. Henn 
Ramirez. Jo da 
Ramirez. Juanita 
Ramirez Lett\ 
Ramirez. Mana de J3 Luz 
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a) Pnnc1pal Jack McKeever. 1965 school board president. b) D. U. Buckner, 
1939 pnnc1pal. c) Joe Garza. counselor. played for the 1965 Bear' football 
team. d) 1921 Sophomore Class. e) I 948 Sophomore Clas officers. f) 1971 
P.E. instructor, Coach Julio Ayala. g) 1965 Drama Class play. 
Students Continue 
School Traditions 
Student today, a in I 9 I 5, devote the same energy to their 
chool activities regardle of the size of their class or the 
number of activitie undertaken. Mo t student develop early 
talent in sport or academic field during their formative 
year at PSJA. 
Administrators, teacher and counselors all aid student in 
different capacities. Time passes and with it come a certain 
number of changes in any chool environment. Here, at PSJA, 
chool cu toms and tradition continue and will do o a long 
a there are student who bring forth fre h talent every year. 
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Ramo,. L 111~ 
Ramo~. Lupe 







Rendon . Angie 
Rendon. Jame 
















Robbin . Flo)d 
Rohl<>. Hugo 
Roble,. Jonathan 
Roble . \.1anna 
Roble,. Pam 






Rodnguez.. F ranl 
RoJnguci. Juan 
R~,Jngucr. Linda '-1a) 
Rodnguez. Lu,, 
Rodnguez. \1artha 







Class of '82 
'ladine Liu shows off uniform. 
··chns Everett ea t your heart out." says Cindy Davila. 
Yolanda G alvan 1s another pre11y face a t P.S.J .A. 
Romc.'.'ro. JJ\1(r 
Ro'11e . Jllhnm 
Ros.ale l Illa 
RnSJ!e R,1h<-r1 
RthjJe,. Romeo 
Ruht:Jc.:Jha I u .... , 
Ru11 . \1 Jna 
Runge. Chark, 
S.1cfl/ ltedi>r 
SJ1a,. E h,a 
S.1L.1,. J,1-..: 
Sal.11.ar l le.t1ar 
Sala1...1r. E-.ncJeha 
SalJ.1.J.r J,,-..c \1 .irun 
Sal.11..ir \ t ario 
Sala1Jr, \1 Jrlin 
SalJ.1na. Dana:I 
Salina,. Glona 
Salina,. \ b~ C, 
Salina,. \ 1J.,1ma 
Salina,. O,car 
Salina,. Raul 
SJn,:hc, . f. lia 
\.int:hc, [ rt:no 
Sani.:hc, J,"c 
San1.:he1 \1 amn 
Sane he, S, h 1a 
Sani.:he, s~ h IJ 




S<reJa . J,.: 
Scpuhe<la. Juha 
S<rna. ~hh, 
Sha14n . Gene 
S 1,_ Cec1Ji,, 
Sll,a. lne1 
S1ha. \t anhd 
Sm11h. Jud) 
Snider. ·ha\\ n 
Sola,. \ leJan<lra 
Sc,,11,. ·\ nadeh1 
St,li,. Carl," 
5',, J.11me 
\()j '-. Jth( 
Soi,,. l.Jv. a rJ 










T1Jenna. H ilda 








l rc,mu. l\aron 
T re, mo. Diana 
T re, mo. Ernesto 
Tre,mo. Henly 




T re, 1no. RuOCn 
l rc,te. , orma 
L n,a. Beat nee 
Valdu. Leonardo 
Valle. Joe 
\ arga,. Joe 
\ a,qucz. Ala1da 
\ a\tluc, Araccha 
\'a-.qucz. Rene 
\' a,quc,, Rc.lhert1.l 
\ 'aide,. Leo nardo 
\: cga. \1 anha 
Class of '82 
" Hmmm?" says Maricela Rivas. Cleo Rodriguez busily studies for her next test. 
Margie Olivarez seem to think that schoolwork isn't too much fun. 
\'aughn . l 1nnc::t 
\ 'ccch10. l mJa 
\ ·era. E.111 , 
\ . cla. I meld• 
\eliL Dehh1e 
\"11\anue,a Da,,J 
\ '11lanue,J I lc-a1ar 
\"11lanue,a. I m1~eJ10 
V1llanue,a. \1arun 
\"1llanue,a . Rtl"\IC 
\ 1llarreal. ,\ne1c 




\ 1lle.....:a,. Gahmt) 
\"die ca,. Irene 
\' ,, ez. Geor~e 










Zamarnpa . '-elhe 
Zarate. Aida 
Zarate. \1anucl 
Zun1ia . .\dan 
Zuniga. Johnn~ 
Zuniga . Linda 
Zun1ia. 1.un 
Zuniia. \1an 
I. orma Soto camera hy? 
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Our educator . in their way, are molding the tudents of 
today into the people of tomorrow. Ever} day, a they enter 
thi campus, they face a challenge; a challenge which require 
patience and under landing for opening the pathway to the 
advancement of our education. Little do the young people of 
today realize the importance of all thi and the opportunitie 
our educators provide us with. In the end all they would ever 
ask for in return is a bigger and brighter tomorrow. 
a) Mr. Torhne's "night job" after a hard day's work at school. b) Mr. Bounous 
tne to blow a note through a pen but doesn't ucceed. c) ls Mr. Castillo really 
looking at the test grade or could he be looking at a comic book? d) Our new 
as 1stant pnnc1pal. Mr. Ramo 1s already in the swing of thing . e) Mr. Ballew 
helps out a student on a difficult assignment. 
b 







Mr. Jack McKeever, already into his 
third )'ear as head principle at P.S.J .A. 
High i doing more than a fantastic job. 
De pite all the work and trouble we 
put him through, he still manage to 
keep hi "Cool". When tudents get a 
glimp e of him in the halls through hi 
busy chedule, they're sure they won't 
mi his warm hello's and friendly 
mile . Student at P.S.J.A. are over-
whelmed by hi charming per onalit)' 
and hi wonderful character. All the e 
fine qualities add up only to one man 
and that man can only be our own Mr. 
Mc Keever. 
Counselors are front row, Molly Thomas, Chris Willingham. Lucy Alvarado, Diamentina Herrera. 
V1rgrn1a Linville: Back row. Jose Luis Garza, Ramon Alvarez, Reynaldo Zuniga, and X,cotecatl 
Alvarado. 
Assistant principals are from left to right, Charles Cain, Leonel Barrera, Hilda Garza, 
Administration 
Works Together 
As A Team 
Office workers from left to right are Lupita 
Vecchio. ora,ma Camilo, adrna Rodriquez. 
Thelma Mettlach. 





In Top Shape 
Thank to our magnificent admini -
tration, thing are really looking great 
here at P.S.J.A. With the pas ing of the 
new bond issue, which wa one of the 
mo t important events thi year, 
P.S.J.A. will be accommodated to suit 
the need of our di trict' growing pop-
ulation. The expan ion and addition of 
chool , a new band hall and a physical 
education field hou e will total 
6,000,000. With the unity of our 
admini tration, there will be a brighter 
future for all of tomorrow' P.S.J.A. 
graduates. 
Superintendant Augusto Guerra 
A sistant Supenntendants are: Rodolfo Lopez, Richard Light, and Ernesto Alvardo. 
\ 
Enrique Moya Hector Palacios 
-- ~- ' .. 
- - -.-- ~ - ~ ,._.,,.;, - '' 
Santiago Alaniz Octaviano Gonzalez 
Dan Ramirez- Pre ident Jorge otelo 
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Il l 
Donna Adams Bryan Adams 
Engli h Science 
Thelma Balli Lyman R. Bounous 
English English 
Anna Carranza Erasmo Casares 
Biology Security 

















Jerry D. Clark 
Biology 
Elvis J. Ballew 
History 
John Carpenter 





Au tm B. Cron 
Math 












Joanne Doffing Tern Doffing 
English English 
Edgar Fuentes Fausto Galvan 
Band C.V.A.E. 
Mr . Horne doing what teacher hate mo t: paperwork! ' 
Mr. ewberg ure eem to have h1 mind on omethmg. 
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a) Coach Robert Flores watches over hi basketball team. b) Francis Hallock 
prepares his lesson. 
b 
Irma Garcia Julia Garza Joe Gill 
V.A.C. Coord. Aide Math 
Bedel1a Gonzalez Criselda Gonzalez oelia Guajardo 
Aide V.O.E. V.O.E. 
Ramon Gonzaba Alma Gonzalez 
Math Girls Athletics 
Gracie Guerra Diana Guzman 
Aide Band 
Francis Hallock Vicki Hernandez 
Business Social Studies 
uzan LaPeer Virginia Linville 
Social Studie Voe. Coun . 
a) "'-'lama" Janet Doyle heads IL acuvities. b) Harry Wh11es1de I athletic 
trainer . 
b 
Janet Jeske Belly Kel o Tom Kesselring 
urse English Band 
Dianna Longoria Robert Loredo Yolanda Lucio 
V.O.E. Spec. Ed. Spec. Ed. 
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/, 
Flora Macgomgle Linda Mar h Reynaldo Martinez Yolanda Martinez Lorreta MaCarthy 
English Engh h Mass.Comm. Typing English 
Carol McClellan Allie McKee Carolyn Morriss Rodney ewberg Viola orton 
English C.V.A.E. Journalism History Home Eco. 
,,,,-
Jane Ramo Luis Ramos David Reyna Eliberto Reyna Jaime Reyna 
Home Eco. Hi tory History/ Coach Math Hi tory 
Karen Reynolds Daisy Rice David Rivera Rosalinda Rodnguez Marie Rojas 
















Mr. Wilford Wood in one of his Marine Biology clas e . 
Mr. Hilda Garza and Mr. Rey Martinez. 
We ly Van Maire Wilford Wood Gilbert Zepeda 




Problem . .. 
Drug abu e is no tranger to the 
P JA campu . The tudent of PSJA 
eem to think that chool I a good 
place to get their daily high and low 
with a puff here r a dnnk there. Thi 
caused evere problem not only con-
cerning the tudent them elve , but 
their peer , teacher and chool re pect. 
Drug had become uch an everyday 
event that no one eemed t care or 
notice a fellow cla mate who walked 
into clas with red gla y eye and a 
trange mile on h1 face, melling 
extremely peculiar. Thi became o 
ordinary that tudent , no matter what 
age, were getting high between cla e 
and ju t whene er they made time, 
which eemed to be all the time. 
The 
Solution. • • 
Thi year the chool board voted to 
do something about the drug problems 
on campu . These problem involving 
the tudent were o evere that they 
were to be taken care of by niffer dogs 
who e ervice were obtained for the 
purpo e of niffing out marijuana and 
drug . However, many of the tudents 
objected to thi because they felt it was 
an inva ion of privacy. Thi is not nec-
essarily true, as chool property is pub-
lic property. 
The severity of the problem was not 
actually realized until case were 
reported and student were busted for 
su picion of po essing marijuana. 
Some tudents didn't eem to under-
tand that the sniffer dog meant trou-
ble if they had any drugs on them, but 




a) The break-an on October 23. 1979 was only a 
sample of the vandalism that had occurred at 
PSJA this year. Damages totaled over $1,000. b) 
This year a group from California called Los 
Cholos enrolled an PSJA along with their "low-
riders" and new fashion . c) A concert 1s a great 
way to get out of cla and listen to some good 
mu ic. This year 11 wa a concert by Free Fair. d) 
Kika De La Garza vi lied P JA at the reque t of 








This year a number of songs hot to the top of the charts. 
Many of these had great beats that one could really groove to. 
The. e songs varied from the boog1 ,n' di co beat . to the pow-
erfulJammin' of hard rock. 
The journali m taff took a poll from . enior , Junior and 
ophomore on the ong they liked the best. From the e. the 
twenty mo ·t favorite . ong were taken and u ed a the top 
twenty ong of the year. Some of the favorite album cover 
are u ed to illu trate the great ong artists of the eightie . 
TOP20 
I. Babe St)x 
2. Boom Boom Out Go the Lights Pat 
Travers Band 
3. Bab) Come Bad, Player 
4 Cocaine Enc lapton 
5 Y"1CA V11lagePeople 
6. H1ghwa) To Hell AC DC 
7 I \\.ant to Roel.. With You Michael 
Jackson 
. '\I inet)-nine- Toto 
9. Him Robert Holmes 
10. Please Don't Go--KC 
11. Are You Read1- KC and Tern De 
Serio 
12. oward of the County- Kenn, Rog-
ers 
13 . Let· Go-Cars 
14. Paradise by the Dashboard Light 
Meatloaf 
15. Rappers Delight Sugarh11l Gang 
16. I'd Rather Leave While I'm In Love 
Rita Coolidge 
17. treet. of London- Wings 
18. Whole Lot of Rosie AC D 
19. ",ever ay Die- Black Sabbath 




For The 80's 
d 
In the fashion world the new tyles that are the brighte t 
image changers make the be t election . For example, the 
women today wear beautiful, slightly fitted skirt with attrac-
tive belted blazers that have made their way back from the 
forties, just as the hair styles have, as Mini Lazos shows, d). 
Thi change has created an extremely sati fying look. When 
dre ing casually in jeans, the double belt i a fa hionable 
additive, c). For the guys, "the tud" dresser i one who ha it 
all together in clothe . Oscar Rodriguez (b) i wearing a nice 
gray weater and pants that blend extremely well. He al o is 




Aug. 1979-May 1980 
imt, 
Pharr San Juan Alamo High School Pharr. TX 78577 15c copy 
The Iranian Crisis-
What Will It Bring? 
In Teheran, Iran, on October 24, a 
band of 400 so-called students marched 
into the American Embassy and took 
60 Americans hostage. 
The reason, apparent, but extremely 
misunderstood, was that an old king of 
Iran Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi 
fled his country because of political 
conflicts. He was then admitted to a 
New York Hospital for treatment of 
cancer. 
This caused relations to become very 
heated between the two countries and 
threw all peace settlements into havoc. 
Many people who had family mem-
bers being held were devastated at the 
terrible news. 
Americans reacted angrily, demon-
strations were held, Iranian students 
studying in the US, were told to register 
with the federal government, and if 
they refused, they were subjected to 
deportation. President Carter, at one 
time, stated, "I have to restrain myself, 
my initial reaction is to do something." 
Following this, two months later, 
something was done. A bill reinstating 
registration of the draft was placed 
before Congress . That also involved 
proposals for ERA which could allow 
women to be eligible for registration. 
This left thousands of students won-
dering about their futures. For the first 
time in almost a decade, material pro-
testing Iran could be seen on campus, 
on doors, in hallways, on bumper stick-
ers and on T-shirts: all done by stu-




Mexican Oil Spill 
Hits Padre Island 
In the summer of 1979, the biggest 
issue to come along in quite a while hit 
the shores of South Padre Island. An 
oil spill in waters off the Mexican coast 
washed onto the beaches of the island. 
Although the spill was not as 
destructive to the environment as first 
thought to be, it did do damage to busi-
ness on the island. It was felt by many 
that the press blew the issue out of pro-
portion causing many tourists who 
would normally visit the island during 
this time of the year to stay away. This 
caused the restaurants, hotels and sou-
venir shops to lose money. 
Unfortunately, money that was said 
to be lost because of the slick, really 
was lost because of media coverage. 
Since that time small oil patches can 
still be seen on the beach occasionally. 
Recently there has been talk of more 
oil approaching the island, bringing 
more hardships to the businesses. 
The Rising Cost of Fuel 
Affects Us All 
A subject that everyone is presently 
talking about is the ever inflating price 
of gasoline. Today, 1980, the price of 
gasoline has almost tripled since this 
time last year. At this rate, this could 
mean that gasoline rations may soon 
come into effect. There are many rea-
sons for the high cost, the main one 
being that the U.S. oil supply has been 
cut from the Middle East. 
Several things have been experi-
mented with in order to cut down on 
the usage of gasoline. For example just 
before school started last fall, an expe-
riment began called the odd-even plan, 
which involved the car license plates. 
This was tried in many large cities, 
where the most gasoline is consumed. It 
worked for a while but did not prove to 
alleviate the problem. 
Another item which now is in the 
process of being tested is a new form of 
fuel called gasohol. The only problem 
with this is the price. Where a gallon of 
regular gasoline costs $1.08, a gallon of 
gasohol costs $1.20. 
The answer to the gasoline shortage 
has not yet been found, but a solution 
is waiting in the wings. 
Gold Prices Skyrocket 
Gold is very essential in the life of 
students at PSJA. High school class 
rings, and jewelr., have been a part of 
school life for many years. This year 
gold prices soared to the highest they 
have ever been. 
In Aug. 1976, the price of gold per 
troy ounce was $138. By Aug. 1979. the 
price of gold rose to just over $300 an 
ounce. Then in just one month's time. 
the price jumped $80. From Sept. 1979 
to Feb. 1980, the price skyrocketed 
$500 an ounce. 
Wall Street was going crazy. The 
cause for the inflation was that gold 
was in demand for profits by stock 
owners. 
Many people wanted in on the 
money. and the money was there to be 
gotten. Everyone knew this and it 
caused a new money madness. 
If prices again rise, it's the pocket-
book that will suffer. 
REG ULAR 
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Going to the movies always has been an all time favorite. 
This year certainly was no exception. There were movies for 
almost every mood. If the mood happened to be one of antici-
pation and suspense, there were an unnumbered amount of 
horror pictures one could choose from. They had such titles as 
"Dracula," who always gets his victim and "Amittyville Hor-
ror," the "true" story about a mysterious house that bled. 
Then for the easy-going mood, one could have gotten away to 
a truly entertaining movie like "The Muppet Movie" or the 
hilarious "IO". These two movies, though drastically different, 
got the same happy responses that brought the house down 
every time. Last, but certainly not least, was the ever popular 
"Star Trek," the movie which fulfilled the adventurous mood 
within all of us. This movie, a continuation of the series, was 
positively a hit with space lovers. These movies and many 
more made up the fantastic category from which one could 
choose. 
T --
SAMLEL Z. ARKOFF PRESENTS 
A PROFESSIONAL FILMS. INC. PRE ENTATION 
AMES BROUN, MARGOT KIDDER and ROD STJ;IGEJ ,. 
"THE AMITYVILLE HORROR" BANT:,"'~a,o 
Also Starring MURRAY HAMILTO Music by LALO CHI FRI 
Executive in Charge of Production JERE HENSHAW 
,ecutive Producer AM EL Z. ARKOFF Screenplay by A OOR STEF 
Based on the Book by JAY A SO 
Produced by RO ALO ALA D and ELLIOT GEISINGER 
Directed by TU ART RO E BERG C:.lo, by MOHELAB 
AN AMERICAN I TERNATIONAL PICTURE A CINEMA 77 FILM 
IR I RESTRICTED~ 
More Entertaining 
Than Humanly Possible! 
~ --~-.~ 
SIR LEW GRADE and MARTIN STARGER present A JIM HENSON PRODUCTIO 
"THE MUPPET MOVIE" 
Executive Producer MARTIN STARGER · Produced by JIM HENSO 
Written by JERRY JUHL & JACK BURNS· Directed by JAMES FRAWLEY 
Music & Lynes by PAUL WILLIAMS and KENNY ASCHER 
Co-produced by DAVID LAZER 
Stamng The Muppet Performers JIM HENSON· FRANK OZ· JERRY NELSON 
RICHARD HUNT· DAVE GOEU 
Co-stamng CHARLES DURNING and AUSTll'I PENDLETON 
Special Guest Stars EDGAR BERGEN · MILTON BERLE· MEL BROOKS 
JAMES COBURN· DOM DeLUISE • EWOTT GOULD· BOB HOPE 
MADELINE KAH • CAROL KANE· CLORIS UACHMAN • STEVE MARTI 
RICHARD PRYOR · TELLY SAVALAS • ORSO WELLES· PAUL WIU.IAMS 
...... 
Soundtnck-on-Recont.ond..,_ Reodlbcs-am __ _ 
G GENWl lUDIENClS M.-.n.....,_ .--------1 
A temptH,gly tastetUI 
comedy for adults 
who can count. 
BLAKE EDWARDS' 
10" 
DUDLEY MOORE JULIE ANDREWS BO DEREK 
, BLAKE EDWARDS' "10" ROBERT WEBBER 







~ Sports has played a unique role at PSJA this year. The year 
saw a student body full of enthusiasm quickly lose it when the 
football Bears saw their chance of a repeat district title go 
down the drain in lo es to McAllen, Harlingen and Edin-
burg. But spirit eemed to be revived with the beginning of 
basketball season and a second chance at a district title. How-
ever, thi was soon dashed a well as the cagers couldn't put it 
all together either. Girl's sport saw mediocre seasons in both 
basketball and volleyball, but had one moment of shining 
glory when Maggie Salinas came in second in tate in long dis-
tance running. Track had a good season as did baseball which 
wound up the year. 
a) JV girls huddle around their basketball coach. b) Coach J. Crosby gives 
some pointer to his players. c) Renato Salazar puts one in against San Ben-






1979-80 Bears are front row: Julian Garza, Herman Trevino, Homer Camacho, David Perez, Omar Palacios, Edward Cantu, David Salina , Ricky Guzman, Frank 
Vargas, Lee Lopez, Vaughn McWilliams, Martin McDonald, Gus Elizondo, Jesse Pineda, Rogelio Alaniz and Ernie Sierra. Middle row are: Ricky Garza, Jaime 
Salinas, Bobby Martinez, Ricky Trevino, Rocky Benavidez, George Boughs, Fernando Alvarez, Ruben Diaz, Ramiro Ozuna, Robert Vecchio, Manuel Perez, 
Eluid Serna, Frank Lara, Joe Garcia, Selimon Gauna, Roy Palacios, and Genaro Castillo. Last row are: Robert Gonzalez, Luis Cantu, Charlie Doffing, Jesse 
Barrera, Simon Guzman, Mauro Sandoval, Ross Wood, Kevin Mason, George Medrano, oel Gonzalez, Sergio Servantes, D.J. Garza, Andy Alvarez, Cancino 




PSJA 33 Donna 0 
PSJA 28 E-E 14 
PSJA 20 Weslaco 0 
PSJA 0 McAllen 9 
PSJA 31 Hanna 0 
PSJA 6 Harlingen 28 
PSJA 16 Edinburg 21 
PSJA 31 Mission 0 
PSJA 41 San Benito 3 
PSJA 17 Porter 0 
Wins 7 Lo e 3 
Bears Begin Season 
Hoping to Repeat 
'78 District Title 
The PSJ A Bears began the 1979-80 football ea on hoping 
to retain their district title. The year started out well but began 
a downhill lide after losing to McAllen in a tough defen ive 
battle. The spirited bubble bur t and when it did, o did the 
Bear . Although the Bears managed a 7-3 season it wa n't 
quite enough to keep the crown in PSJA territory. 
a) Seniors Luis Cantu. Genaro Castillo and Mauro Sandoval know who's 
number I. b) Head Coach Julio Ayala give ome pointer . c) Time to take a 







The Bears began the sea on with a 
bang when they defeated the Donna 
Red kin 33-0. Robert Martinez ent 
two TD throws into the hand of Her-
man Trevino and another went to Ros 
Wood who caught a missile of 53 yards 
for the third TD. Juan Ortega killed the 
only Red kin coring threat with a key 
interception. 
a) Running back Marlin McDonald ponder his 
next move again t Donna. b) Bobby Martinez 
(27) runs through the Red kin defen e as the 





The Battlin' Bears kept their winning 
treak alive by defeating the Edcouch-
El a Y ellowjackets 28-14. The Bears, 
however, didn't get on the scoreboard 
until the econd quarter when Martin 
McDonald plunged in from one yard 
out. McDonald also exploded for two 
more touchdowns in this quarter. Con-
trol was the name of the game for the 
defense as the Bears allowed only one 
offensive TD. E-E' econd TD came 
from a runback of a Bear punt. Bobby 
Martinez made the final Bear score as 
he went across in the third quarter from 
the two. 
a) Eluid Serna kicks one over for the Bear . b) 
Robert Martinez calls the shot behind the Bear 









Winning is no stranger to PSJA 
sport . From the beginning, Bears have 
been winners including 1921 when the 
first football squad of 16 players and 
Coach R. F. Abbott was organized. 
They played teams from Mercedes, 
Edinburg and McAllen before the ea-
on wa cancelled due to the football 
related death of a PSJA player, elson 
Demange. Bear football has brought 
home a state finalist berth in 1963 as 
well as last year's district crown. 
Basketball had already been well 
underway when football began. The 
Bear teams have brought home district 
title in 1960 and 1979. Girl's ports 
have also played an important part in 
school athletics as PSJA has claimed 





a) Bears claimed the 1979 district football title and were also (b) state finalist in 1963. c) 1921 team was the first football squad for PSJA. d) Girl's volleyball circa 







In the district opener, PSJA beat the 
Weslaco Panthers for their second 
shutout of the year 20-0. Taking the 
opening kick-off, the Bears marched 69 
yard to make it 7-0. A stingy defense 
allowed the Panthers one yard in their 
first possession. Pinpoint passing by 
QB Robert Martinez to Herman Tre-
vino put the ball on the 11 and Martin 
McDonald then cored his second TD 
of the night. Two field goals by Eluid 
Serna in the second half assured the 
Bears of their third victory. 
a) Robert Marunez runs for daylight. b) Winning 
1s always a happy occasion. c) Simon Guzman 
was sidelined with a mmor injury. 
Bulldogs Crush 
PSJA Win Streak 
in Defensive Battle 
What could have been the perfect ending to a week of pmt 
and enthusiasm was not to be thank to the McAllen Bull-
dog . The Bear uffered their first loss of the season in a hard 
fought battle again t the Bulldogs. 9-0. Chances of a Bear vic-
tory eemed excellent as PSJA went into the game averaging 
27 point a game while the defen e wa having another excel-
lent year. The night, however. belonged to the Bulldog 
defen e a the} held the potent Bear offense to an unbelieva-
ble 15 yards rushing. Bobb} Martinez' fumble on the first 
play. with a McAllen recovery. seemed to et the tage for the 
re t of the game. Attempt to core on the Bear's part were 
hindered by seven quarterback sacks for -69 yard , two inter-
ceptions and a safety. 
a) The Batthn' Bears run in ready for a victory at the McAllen game. b) Bear 
defense holds their own against the Bulldog offense. c) Bears sull number one 






Lose Wings In 
Homecoming Tilt 
Homecoming '79 came to an end when the Fighting 
Bear outclassed a hakey Brownsville Hanna team by a 
core of 31-0. The Bear cored three times in the first 
half. In the first quarter, Jaime Salina cored from five 
yard out to make it 7-0. In the econd quarter, quarter-
back Robert Martinez found Herman Trevino in the 
endzone for an 18 yard TD pa . Robert al o showed his 
running ability by coring from three yards out to make 
it 19-0. The extra point was no good due to a bad snap. 
The defense did its thing again in the econd half when 
Frank Lara intercepted an Eagle pass returning it 23 
yards. The Bears had two more TD's ending in score by 
Jaime and Bobby Martinez. 
a) Quarterback Robert Martinez runs for his touchdown from three 
yards out against BrownsV11le Hanna. b) Jaime Salinas carries the ball 
on his way to another Bear score. 
b 
Cardinals Thwart 
District Title Hopes 
The Bears chance to return as Di trict 28 4-A champs were 
thwarted when the) lost their econd game of the ea on to 
Harlingen, 28-6. The Bear managed on!) . ix point in the 
game due to a stingy Harlingen defense. Costly fumbles and 
mistakes also contributed to the Bear lo s b) stopping two 
good touchdown drives. The onl) Bear score came in the ec-
ond quarter after Martin McDonald ran back a Harlingen 
punt to the Cardinal 33. Six pla)s later, after two long runs b) 
Bobb:r Martinez. Jaime Salinas busted over from the two for 
the Bear score. Eluid Serna's conver. ion wa wide to the left 
making the score 6-6. The Bears went into the locker room at 
the half behind 13-6 and never regained the winning edge 
again m the game. 
a) Senior Ma uro Sandoval (70) tackles a Cardina l. b) Defensive coach 
Charles Chargois relays his signals. c) Jaime ahnas tries for more ya rdage 







The Bears lost their third district 
game and all hopes of a di trict crown 
when the Edinburg Bobcats blitzed 
PSJA 21-6. The Bear inability to gen-
erate a ground game contributed to the 
los . PSJA's only core came in the 
fourth quarter when Bobby Martinez 
went in from the one. 
a) Kevm Mason (84) makes a d1vmg catch. b) Jaime Salinas looks over the 1tuation. c) Andy Alvarez 
lead the Bears ma tackle. 
PSJ A Records 
Shutout #4 
PSJA recorded its fourth shutout of the year against the 
Mission Eagle , 31-0. The f1rst core came with Bobby Marti-
nez' touchdown from 4 yard out. Mi ion couldn't core 
becau e of tremendous pre sure from the defensive line and 
individual effort in the econdary. 
a) QB Frank Lara carries the ball. b) Bobby Martinez runs into Eagle terri-








The PSJA Bears out cored and out-
gained the _San Benito Greyhounds 41-
3. The Bears cored a parade of touch-
down , including a 25 yard run by 
Bobby Martinez, a 15 yard run by QB 
Frank Lara, a 3 yard ma h by Martin 
McDonald, a IO yard catch by Herman 
Trevino, and an 85 yard return of a 
punt by Herman Trevino. 
a) Coach Danny Reyna plots his offensive strat-
egy. b) Bobby Martinez (27) clears the way for a 
run by Quarterback Frank Lara (13). 
Bears Rope 
Cowboys 
PSJA took advantage of Porter mistakes to defeat the Cow-
boys 17-0 in the season finale. The Cowboy were unable to 
penetrate the tough Bear defense. Eluid Serna booted a 35 
yard field goal to put the Bear in front 3-0. 
a) Herman Trevino (23) runs with hts catch. b) Robert Martinez readies to 








The purpose of junior var ity team is 
for the players to gain the experience 
needed to play var ity ball. Thi year's 
JV team. coached by H. Jone , earned 
this needed experience and will make 
next year's varsity team true winner . 
The J .V. offense i ready for action against the 
Harlingen Cardinal . 
J.V. Football Kneeling left to nght : A. Cortez, J. Garcia, E. Cano, F. Martinez. L. Lopez. J. Garza. F. Cruz, H. Camacho. R. Aguilera, R. Gonzales, A. Garcia, 
Standing: J . Orttz, E. Chapa, J. Garcia, C. Gonzalo, L. Villarreal, P. Gauna, J. Bough, . Gonzale , R. Sanchez, E. Villanueva, 0 . Salinas. 
-
First row left to nght: J. Slayon. R. Vasques. R. Rodnguez. R. Villarreal. R. Gonzalez, E. Alvarado. J . Elizondo. Second row : G . mo. E. Gonzalez. A. Puente. J. 
Ca tellanos. R. Chavez. T. Ayala. R. Salinas. Third row : C. Reye . . R. Luna, J. Bough. A. Murillo. C. Barbe, J. Trevino. R. Beltran. Fourth row: H. Meza. R. 
Tellez. R. Perez. M. Salazar, J. Lopez, J. Shawn. M. Gill . Fifth row : R. Gomez, A. Alaniz. Sixth row : J. Robles, J. Lucio. J. Lopez. R. Gomez. 
b 
B Team Has Good Year 
Often our 8-Team goe unrecognized and we don't realize 
how hard they practice and how much enthu ia m and leader-
hip the e boy have. Lead by Coach Suarez, the) had a uc-
ce fut year they will alway remember. Al o they had a sea-
on record of 5-4-0. 
a) The quarterback throws the bullet to his target. b) The J .V. B Team defen-







Di appointing. Thi seem to best 
de cri be the 1979-80 Bear varsity ba -
ketball ea on. The year started out full 
of promi e a it wa anyone's gue 
who would take the di trict crown . 
Even though the Bear had only one 
returning starter from la t year' dis-
trict 28-4A winner , hope were high 
that the cager would repeat the title . 
However. internal problem seemed to 
get the Bear down a they ended up 
with only a 4-12 di trict record. 
a) Coach R. Flores gives ome pointers to his team. b) Arnie Ysaguirre put it 










1979-80 Bear Basketball 
Edinburg 35 PSJA 39 
Porter 43 PSJA 44 
Weslaco 51 PSJA 37 
San Benito 39 PSJA 51 
Harlingen 68 PSJA 45 
Mission 49 PSJA 37 
Hanna 53 PSJA 45 
McAllen 53 PSJA 44 








McAllen 50 OT 
Losses 7 
h 
a) Varsity player huddle around Coach Robert 
Flore before the game starts. b) Javier Garcia 




Bears Open Season 
With Victories 
Winning di trict for the econd year in a row wa heavily on 
the Bears' mind a they opened the ea, on with pre-season 
victorie against Rio Grande City, dcouch-Elsa and 
Hidalgo. Thing continued smoothly thru the dcouch-Elsa 
tournament where the Bear came in third place. The cagers 
played in two more tournament at We laco and in their own 
Quad-City Tourney before beginning district play. 
Beto Salinas- Jr. Arty Cabrera- Sr. 
JV- I yr. Var.- ! yr. N-1 yr. Var.-! yr. 
h 
Rick Garcia- Sr. 
JV-2 yrs. Var.- I yr. 
District play opened with a lo 
against Edinburg, 31-35. But the Bear 
bounced back quickly and won again t 
the Porter Cowboys. 48-43. The cager 
rolled over their next two opponents by 
defeating We laco, 64-51 and San Ben-
ito, 43-39. Things were looking good up 
to now as the Bear had a 3-1 record. 
But the toughe t part was yet to come 
as the Bear faced Harlingen, Mi ion, 
Hanna and McAllen. Harlingen wiped 
out the Bears 68-50 and the cagers 
found it hard to recover from the 
defeat a they lost their next three 
game to Mi ion, 35-49; to Hanna 53-
35 and to McAllen 53-51. The first half 
of district play gave the Bear a 3-5 
record. The defen e was strong and 
allowed only 51 point per game. How-
ever. the offen e needed a little help a 
they averaged only 45 point per game. 
a) Fred Ramirez get ready to announce the 
weetheart. b) Jay Garcia puts II up for two. c) A 
sample of the basketball pmt ribbon. d) Fred 







Tournament action for the Bear cager thi year proved to 
be tough but ucce ful a they placed in two out of three 
tourney . The Bears opened up action in the Edcouch-Elsa 
tournament by defeating Mercede 54-41. Our team then had 
a bye again t Port I abel. The next opponent was Roma, who 
defeated the Bears 43-38 and went on to take first place. The 
Bears won over the Marine Military Academy to take third 
place 41-32. Fred Ramirez wa honored during the tourna-
ment by being named to the All-Tourney team. 
In the We laco tournament. the Bears won con olation 
after three hard-fought games. The Bears lo t their fir t game 
again t Laredo Martin 34-43. However, they bounced back to 
defeat t. Joe 68-42 and San Benito 51-34 to win con olation. 
Javier Garcia wa also named to the All-Tourney team. 
The final tournament was the Quad-City in which PSJA 
was one of the host team . The Bears opened up action 
against Brown ville Pace winning 42-26. The cager went on 
to pla) Corpu Christi Ray, losing 35-40. The tournament wa 















Third Place Winner 
Weslaco 
Laredo Martin 43 
St. Joe 42 





a) Beto alma makes a move m the E-E tourney . b) Jay Garcia readie to 
block. c) Fred Ramirez receive his All-Tourne) troph) at the E-E tourna-
ment. d) Fred puts one m against Porter. e) Fred and Rick Garcia admire 







econd half of di trict play opened 
with the Bear looking to win the la t 
half crown. Bear fans watched with 
hope that turned to d1. may as P JA fell 
1n quick succession to Edinburg. 39-47. 
Porter. 44-56 and We laco. 37-38. All 
began \\-ith a good tart for the Bears 
but last quarter mistake co t them on 
the coreboard . The only Bear win 
came again t celler-dweller an Benito 
41-34. -
The cagers started off the la t half 
hoping to turn their . ea on around to 
the winning side after the deci ive 
victory over San Benito. However. thi . 
wa not to be a the Mighty Bear fell 
once again to Harlingen. 45-51 . A if 
thi lo s was not bad enough on 
morale. four player. were uspended 
from the team two day later leaving 
onl) six player remaining. But the 
Bear didn't let thi get them down a. 
the remaining team member faced 
their la t three opponent ready for the 
fight. Although they lost them to 
Mi sion. 37-53. Hanna. 34-51 and 
McAllen. 44-50. all were close game . 
The Bear nearly pulled out the 
McAllen game going into four 
overtime . Three of those were 
corele but the Bulldogs managed to 
pull ahead in the last one defeating the 
Bears in the final game of the season. 
Thi left the Bear with a 4-12 di trict 
record . 
Fred Ramirez- Sr. 
JV- I yr. Var- 2 yr . 
Johnny Cabrera- Soph. 
Var- I yr. 
b 
Arnie Ysaguirre-Jr. 
JV-I yr. Var-I yr. 
a) Johnn) abrera warms up before the game. b) Art) Cabrera dribbles 
around a McH1 defender. c) Joe Espinosa puts one m from the side. d) Char-
lie Flores makes his move. 
d 
Carlo Flore -Sr. Javier Garcia-Jr. 






Varity Stati tics 
ame Pt . 
F. Ramirez 181 
J. Garcia 158 
R. Garcia 67 
B. Salina 70 
J. abrera 59 
A. Y aguirre 14 
J. E pmo a 4 
A. Cabrera 15 
. Flore 41 












a) Rick Garcia goes for two against Porter. b) 
Johnny abrera put one up. 
Robert Rivera-Sr. 
JV-I yr. Var-I yr. 
Joe Espino a 
JV 2 yr . Var I yr. 
a) Bears how off their Osoette cake. b) Robert 
Rivera hows an a p1ring young ter how it's done 
at basketball chnic. c) Fred Ramirez explain a 
basketball technique. d) Arty Cabrera teaches a 










PSJA 41 Edinburg 39 
PSJA 47 Porter 56 
PSJA 61 Weslaco 44 
PSJA 58 S. Benito 39 
PSJA 58 Harlingen 63 
PSJA 46 Mi ion 76 
PSJA 57 Hanna 56 
PSJA 42 McAllen 48 
PSJA 39 Edinburg 54 
PSJA 39 Porter 37 
PSJA 46 Weslaco 45 
PSJA 56 S. Benito 34 
PSJA 56 Harlingen 70 
PSJA 43 Mission 74 
PSJA 38 Hanna 63 
PSJA 37 McAllen 53 
a) Johnny Lopez work II in for two. b) Roger 
Laughlin goes for the teal. 
b 
JV basketball players are left to nght. David Reyes. David Escobedo. Stanley Ramos. oel Gonzalez. Coach G . DeSutter. Frank lanelh. Renato Salazar. Frank 
Gonzalez and Johnny Lopez. 
The Junior Var it} cager . under the guidance of new 
Coach Eugene DeSutter. had a good ea on once again for the 
1979-80 year. The Bears po ted a 7-9 di trict record and a 17-
11 overall record. 
The JVers started off the ea on with a win again t the 
Edinburg Bobcat . 41-39. Their next game against Porter wa 
a los . 47-56. but the Bear pulled off two win in a row 
again t We laco. 61-44. and San Benito. 58-30. However. the 
next two games re ulted in losse for the cagers a the} fell to 
Harlingen. 58-63. and Mi ion, 46-76. The Bear clo ed out 
the fir t half of the ea on to Hanna in a win. 57-56 and to 
McAllen in a loss 42-48. This gave the JV team a 4-4 fir t half 
record. 
The cagers looked to improve upon their season during the 
econd half. Thing tarted off rather lowl} as the) lo t the 
fir t game to Edinburg, 39-54. However, the} came back to 
win three in a row against We Jaco. 46-45, Porter. 39-37. and 
San Benito. 56-34. But the cager took a down lide lo ing the 
next four. Also, two members of the team were u pended 
leaving only six player remaining. The Bear lost to Harlin-
gen, 56-70, Mi sion, 43-71, Hanna, 38-63 and the last game of 
the eason to McAllen. 37-53. 










a) l\oel Gonzalez gets advice from Coach 
DeSutter. b) Renato Salazar put one up. c) 
Frank Janelh goe for the core. d) David Salina. 
drives II m e) Frank Gonzalez wall to pass 11. f) 
Johnny Lopez trie for the Jump ball. g) oel 





Sitting left to right : Lou Ann Garza. Maribel Silva. Carol Zammarripa, Linda Vecchio. Cindy Munoz. Sylvia Quintanilla. Jenny Garza, Carmen Hernandez. 
Girl's B'Ball 
Has 7-17 Mark 
This year girls' varsity basketball had 
an impressive season with 7-17-0 over-
all won-lost record and a 4-10 mark in 
conference. Hard work and a lot of 




The Girl' Junior Var 1ty ba ketball 
team improved va ti} from la t year a 
they po ted a 5-9 di trict record. The 
girls gained a lot of experience which 
will prove invaluable to them when 
they move to var ity next year. The 
team also had a new coach, C. Petch. 
who came over from Au tin Junior 
High to help out with var ity and to 
coach the JV team. 
Letty Tagle shoots for two as Cns Luera and 
Lupe Fonseca wall for the results. 





ame Pt . Ave. 
C. Hernandez 117 9 
L. Garza 107 8.2 
C. Munoz 135 9.6 
S. Quintanilla 31 2.2 
L. Vecchio 23 1.6 
J. Garza 50 3.5 
C. Zammarripa 27 1.9 
M. Silva 59 5.36 
a) Linda Vecchio heads for the ball as Lou Ann and Jenny Garza look on . b) 
Cindy Munoz dribbles for two points. c) C. Munoz shoots for two points as L. 
Vecchio and M. Silva wait in suspense for the result . 
Varsity Volleyball Players are front row: Leonor Salazar. Rosie Susaita, Carmen Hernandez. Norma Mendoza. and Jenny Garza, Back row 1s : Coach J. Perez. 
Sylvia Quintanilla. Virginia Flores. Cindy Munoz. Lupe Fonseca and Benji Garcia. 
b 
Girls' Volleyball 
Hard practice, weating and ome di appointment are 
ingredients that make a good volleyball team. Thi year' 
team wa coached by J. Perez. The girl had a ucce ful ea-
on and Carmen Hernandez was named to the All-Di trict 
team. 
a) Lupe Fon eca attempt to block one against M1ss10n . b) ylv1a Quintanilla 





JV Volleyball proved its worth again 
thi year a they came away with a 
good record. They played well at home 
a well a placing econd in their own 
tournament. 
a) Linda Vecchio spikes it while Coach Gonzales 
b) look . on. 
,,.._..- ......... ~·-
S11ting left to right: Leuy Tagle, Becky Garza. Mary Donova, kneeling: Maribel Silva, Linda Vecchio. Yolanda Camarillo. Reyna Leal, standing: Coach A. 
Gonzalez. Sandra Ramirez, Sus10 Garcia, Marisa Cantu. Mary Galvan. 
a) Carmen Hernandez was named all District Volleyball Player. b) Lenor 
Salazar hits the ball back to the other team as Rosie Susa11a looks. c) The 
team huddles as V1rgm1a Flores breaks for a breath . d) Jenny Garza hits the 
ball to her opponent on the other side of the net . 
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CHANGES IN SPORTS 
Spring Sports 
a Winning Tradition 
Baseball and track are two spring sport activitie at PSJA 
that are two main attractions of the spring eason. Both have 
brought home many award through the year including a dis-





a) 1965 tennis team. b) 1965 baseball team mem-
bers. c) 1964 winning track team includes two 
current PSJA faculty, Joe Garza and Julio Ayala. 
d) 1940 baseball team wa a winner. e) '61 mile 







The P.S.J. . Bear Ba eball Team. 
with new Coach S. Bazan. led the way 
with the returning tarter F. Ramirez. 
G. Elizondo. and J. alina for thi ea-
on. Coach Bazan looked for good 
player with pride and ability to make 
big plays in the 28-AAAA district 
game. 
Thanks to the ecunt) State Bank of Pharr. 
Texas. the P . .J .A. Ba eball Team is now using 
the core board which was donated last year. 
Sitting: R. Palacios, X. Canche, M . Morales, G. Elizondo, R. Sierra, E. Sierra, R. Garza, B. Aguirre, H. Trevino, T. Pena, Standing: Coach S. Bazan, 0. Palacios. 






a) Beto Aguirre waits for the hall to come h1, "a) . h) Ja,1er Canche "a1ts for 
the pitcher to thrm, the hall. c) \1emher, of the \ .ir,1t) Team practice on 
their grnuntler,. tl) Rene Palacio, in a tlaze. tin.:, h1, e,erc1,es. e) Ernie Bra\'O 




a) Mike Morales swings his way . b) Javier 
Canche trip , in hopes of finding the ball. c) 
Ralph Palacios caught the ball with his eyes 
closed . d) Gus Elizondo waits for the batter to 








a) Another ball like that and I'll be an ex-ba e-
ball player. b) Maybe if we smile, they'll let us 





Sitting left to nght: L. Garza. J . Garza. R. Rodnguez. W. Arroyo, Kneeling: F. Gomez. J. Garza, R. Sierra. M. Salazar. S. Olivare . Standing: Coach J. Serna. A. 




The J.Y. Bear<; Bas.chall Team was 
well equipped th1. season . The ind1\id-
ual player's kntmledge. background 
and kill made the difference . Their 
compet1ti\e dri\e made the games 
more exciting and attendance at games 
wa high. Thanks to oach J. Serna the 
team had a good eason. 





The P.S.J.A. Swimming Team ha 
alwa) been on top. Thi year i no 
exception. With the addition of several 
new member and the teady input by 
it veteran wimmer P.S.J.A. has put a 
foot forward and is off into the water. 
Being chased by Jaws II! 




Kneeling: Soledad Arroyo, Norma Garza, Charlotte Jackson, Mary Trevino, Cynthia Davila, Standing: Leo Alvarado, Danny Cortez, DeArmon Warden, Tony 
Gonzales, Daryl Scott, Andy Guerra, Alonzo Padron, Coach R. Salinas. 
Varsity Tennis 
Whacks 'Em! 
The P.S.J.A. Varsity Tennis team worked hard in 1980 to 
add their records of achievements to the growing traditions of 
sports to P.S.J.A. High School. They participated in many 
tournament in which they did well. We here at P.S.J.A. are 
proud of the accompli hments of the tennis team this year. 
Charlotte Jackson hits the ball back to her opponent during practice. 




The J.Y. Tennis Team wa a great ucce thi year. Tennis 
can be both a team or an individual sport. This year' squad 
banded together, to bring victory to P.S.J.A. and al o on a 
personal level. Although they're ju t a J.V. Team their work 
earns the right to a spot on next year' quad. 
a) Cynthia Davila serves the ball while thinking about her boyfriend. b) 




Sitting left to right : J. Castillo, D. Flores, M. Galvan, M. Donava, P. Martinez, M. Mendez, M. Hernandez, 8 . Moncevais, C. Hernandez, M. Salinas; 
Kneeling: R. Sanchez, M. Mata, L. Garza, L. Salazar, M. Cantu, S. Garcia, . Mendoza, S. Ramirez, M. Silva; Standing Z. Zapata, E. Avila, C. Ortiz, L. 
Fonseca, E. Barrera, C. Zamarripa, C. Munoz, L. Vecchio, A. Gonzalez. 
a) Girl's relay team is Maggie Salinas, Sandra Ramirez, Betty Moncevais and 
Clara Ortiz. b) Coaches are J. Perez and C. Vela. 
b 
h 
Girl's Track Shines 
With Maggie Salinas 
This wa the year for the girl Track Team. fter hard prac-
tice day in and day out in the un the team wa. determined to 
reach victory. Maggie Salina ure did a. she qualified for 
late and placed econd in the cro . -country with a time of 
11 :36. Overall the team wa impre. sive this year. Maggie ali-
na explained, "It' a dream come true. I never believed I 
would do o good." 
a) Mile rela) Team. b) Maggie ahnas after receiving econd place. c) Maggie 




Kneeling left to right are : 0 . Rivas. R. Chavez. E. Cano. A. Enriquez, F. Rodriguez, J . Rodriguez, M. McDonald, R. Altair, R. Alani , R. Wood, F. Vargas, J. 
Ortega . Standing: Coach P. Ramirez, R. Gomez, 0 . Salina . E. Gomez, M . Gonzalez., E. Chapa, D. Garza. K. Madon, R. Martinez. S. Guzman. F. Beltran, J. 
Jones. G . Castillo. Coach J. Suarez and Coach J. Crosby. 
Boy's Track Continues 
Good Running Season 
The PSJA Running Bear competed in numerous track 
meets this year taking I t, 2nd and 3rd place ribbons. The 
boys track had ome excellent runners who practiced hard 
and enjoyed their kill. Led by Coach P. Ramirez, Coach J. 
Suarez, and Coach J. Crosby, the team looks good for the 
future. 




a) Moe Gonzalez shows h1 speed in heading for the fin1 h line. b) Frank Var-
gas leads the Bear Pack. c) Juan Ortega heads toward the finish line. d) A run-
ning Bear goes hunting. 
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Bear Boo ter are exactly what the name implie . They are 
the people who give our player , The Mighty Bears, the boo t 
in supporting pirit, leader hip, port manship and lots of 
love. The e people consist of the many group uch a Cheer-
leader . 0 oette , the Band and Bearette . A we all know. the 
people involved are hard working and full of vigorou upport 
for our Bear team . People like the e, our Bear Boo ter . give 
our school a great spiritual environment which exceed 
beyond any mea urement. 
a) Bearelle Belinda Salinas dunng a halftime show. b) The Mighty Semor 
Bear. c) The Band always supports the Bear . d) Osoelle President Irene Gon-
zalez knows who's umber I. e) ette Trevino receives assistance from Bear 





Marches with Pride 
The PSJA ar ity Band 1s the one who goe on the field 
during halftime to play beautiful mu ic. A usual. the band 
gave the pectator a great year of entertainment at pep ral-
lie , halftime how. and annual concert . Throughout the 
year, band member. really worked practicing drill and vari-
ou drill at after . chool and night practices alway try mg 
their be t to perfect them elves at getting the lines straight or 
ju t the right tune for the annual Pigskin Jubilee and Concert 
conte t. But all thi hard work, determination and devotion 
didn't leave these tudents empty for they received a Division 
I rating at Pigskin for the fourth consecutive year. They also 
did well at Concert Conte t and once again were invited to 
play at the econd annual Palm Bowl game in December. In 
April, the band attended the annual A troworld Invitational 
Band Festival of 1980. The Mighty Bear Band ha had a very 
rewarding year. 
a) Mr. Pete Cisneros 1s the P JA Band d1rector. b) Band favorite for this year 
are Patricia Lemen and Albert Morales . c) Band members await their 
moment on the field during halfllme. d) The 1979-80 Mighty Bear Band . e) 
The Stage Band performs in concert for tudents. f) Albert Morale of the 





a) Monica Sandoval. left , 1s the head drum maJorette and Sandra Olivarez 1s 
her a s1 tant. b) Tnc1a Lemen is head twirler this year. c) The director of the 
PSJA band are left to nght. P. Cisneros, D. Swam. Candelaria, H. Chapa, J. 
Puente, E. Luna, T. Ke selring. P. Denman. J . Taylor. E. Fuentes and R. 
Guzman . Twirlers are d) Anna Romans, e) Debbie Laughlin and f) Cheryl 
Jack on. g) Rachel 11larreal looks on. h) Mr. C. directs the band at Pigskin . i) 
The Band' very own "Exorcist!" Other twirlers arej) Le he Lemen, k) Lillian 
Herrera, I) adme Lui and m) Evelyn Romero. 
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UCA Rates Cheerleaders 
28-4A Grand Champs 
Spirit, determination and hard work i essential to fulfill a task of consistantly 
building up vigor as well as sportsmanship in our student body. But don't ever doubt 
our fine Varsity Cheerleaders for they are highly capable and do their job well. 
To prepare them elves for the year, they attended a Universal Cheerleading Asso-
ciation camp at North Texas State University in Denton and received all three top 
awards: Spirit Stick, Master Spirit Key and Grand Champs of the district squads. 
This enabled them to compete in Regionals where they ranked in the top five of the 
31 squads. Money making projects included a back to school sochop, selling maroon 
and white spirit porn porns and two cheerleading clinics held in November and April. 
a) Varsity cheerleader spon or Mana Serna watches over "her" girls. b) Varsity cheerleader are bottom 
row, Lisa Shawn, Debbie Garcia, Janet Brown, Sandra Guzman and Sandra Ramirez. Top row is ette 




Cheerleaders are a) Sandra Guzman, b) Debbie 
Garcia and c) Chns Garza. d) The spmt leaders 
begin their stretching exercise before the games. 
Other var ity cheerleader are e) Jeannie Pecina, 
f) Janet Brown and g) Mary Bazan. 
b 
b 
a) The cheerleaders in one of their many chants. 
b) It takes a lot of pracllce to get that stunt right. 
c) Sandy Vecchio screams out her support. d) 
Lisa Shawn blocks the sun with her "Foster 
Grants." e) Chns and Jeannie dress up for Hal-






The Junior Varsity Cheerleader 
continue to strengthen the pride and 
spirit in Bear fans as they back up the 
Varsity quad at the Varsity football 
games. They also lead their own cheers 
at the JV football games. But can any-
one guess how much hard work and the 
strenuous responsibilities these girls are 
put through? Well, to make a long story 
short, it all goes back to summer when 
they exercised, lifted weights and prac-
ticed stunts and yells at Bear Stadium. 
During summer practice they also 
attended a cheerleading camp held 
annually at Pan American University 
for one week. 
a) J .V. cheerleaders Alma Morillo and Lilia 
Rosales cheer at the pep rally. b) Sponsor is Pat y 
Vela. c) J.V. spirit leaders are bottom, Sandra 
Rodriguez ; second row, Gracie McDonald, 
Marisa Trevino and Lilia Rosales ; third row is 




Always Keep Spirit 
Having cheerleader whose job is to bring out chool spirit 
and sportsmanship among a student body is a longtime tradi-
tion that has been carried on throughout many high schools in 
America. Cheerleaders are great people, who sometimes don't 
get the recognition that they deserve. What is it to be a cheer-
leader? It's a per on with love for hi school and the people 
around him. The e people are a great tribute to our school 
environment. 
a) 1965 Honey Bears were left, D. Guzman and J. Killinger. b) 1966 Var. Chs. 
were left to right, P. Stonehead. J. Killinger. S. Wells. and standing, C. 
Wnght. F. Tompkins and F. Armstrong. c) 1965 Mr. Spmt was D. Jackson. d) 
Nette Trevino and Janet Brown traditionally led the annual snake walk to the 
bonfire in 1979. e)'65 cheerleaders "pm" their moms. 
b 






The PSJA Osoettes are a group of 20 
hardworking girls that promote school 
spirit by functioning as a pep squad at 
football, basketball and baseball 
games. If you were to ask what group 
has the most pep in the school, the 
Osoettes would be the answer. 
The Osoettes were very active this 
year as they are every year. They held a 
candle sale before school started, 
candy sales throughout the year and 
also held poster parties to promote 
school spirit. Also, for the first time in 
the history of PSJA, Osoettes sold spirit 
ribbons and buttons during basketball 
season. 
a) Osoette sponsors are Miss Y. Martinez and 
Miss S. LaPeer. b) Osoette favorite is Rosalinda 
Garcia and sweetheart is Robert Rivera. Senior 
Osoettes are front to back, Debbie Brooks, Rosa-
linda Garcia, Irene Gonzalez, Diana Olivarez, 
Rosario Luera, Olga Diaz, Luisa Tellez, Liz 
Rodriguez and Becky Hinojosa. 
1979-80 Osoettes are front, Cindy Garcia. Lydia Medillin, Esmeralda Alvarado, Luisa Tellez, Liz Garza, Liz Rodnguez, Minerva Mendiola, mgr.. ora Ramo . 
Becky HinoJosa. Janie Calderon, Patsy Garcia, Emma Moya. Elly Ramirez, Back are Debbie Brooks. Edwina Ramirez. Mary Alvarado, Rosa Guerra, Elena 
Cano, Olga Diaz, Rosalinda Garcia, Irene Gonzalez, Rosario Luera. Diana Olivarez, Angie Alvarado. Janie Coronado, Cindy Gongora, Martha Gonzalez and 
Connie Hernandez. 
b 
a) 0 oette officers are 0. Diaz, treas .. R. Garcia. 
v. pre ., I. Gonzalez, pres., R. Luera, ec., and D. 
Olivarez. parl. b) 0 oette D. Olivarez. 
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CHANGES IN BEAR 
Spirit Remains High 
Thru PSJ A History 
Spirit. Thi i one word that survive years of football 
game . IL meet and pep rallie . Looking back, one can 
almo t see it take wing and fly, occasionally dipping during 
lo ing easons, then ri ing again when the winners begin to 
appear. Four group which have helped keep this spirit high 
over the years are the band, Bearette , Osoettes and cheer-
leaders. 
a) Ahdele Wofford wa drum maJorette in 1950. b) The 1970 Osoette Council 
provided leadership for the squad. c) 1966 Bearette officers. d) There were 
even cheerleaders in 1947! e) Artem10 mo was drum maJor in 1963. f) 1954 
Bear Cheerleaders Knapp, Ayala, Hinkle. Vasquez and Gorman. g) The 













Bearettes Jazz Up 
Half time Shows 
The 1979-80 Bearette are a group of 47 girl who did a fine 
job of performing during halftime shows, with their dazzling 
new uniforms, at football and basketball games. They also 
danced at parades and held their annual Variety Show. Dur-
ing the ummer, the Bearette attended a ummer camp held 
here at the high chool where they worked hard learning the 
routines to all of their dances. Two weeks before school 
started the Bearette officers attended a drill team camp in 
Houston anµ came back with various award perfecting their 
teps in order to be prepared for their Friday night perform-
ances. Money-raising projects included selling PSJA Bears 
wastebaskets, ribbons during the football season and candy 
canes during December. 
a) MaJor Karen Suers leads the way. b) Bearette perform one of their many 
hand routtnes. c) Felicia Gonzalez dazzles the audience. d) Bearette sponsors 
. Casttllo, far left, and S. avarro. far nght. confer with O oette sponsors Y. 
Maritnez and S. LaPeer. e) 1979-80 Bearettes are fourth row, M. Gonzalez. L. 
Martinez, D. Gonzalez. R. Ybanez. I. Gonzalez. S. Sandoval. M. Leal, M. 
Trevino, Y. Gonzalez, E. Lara. D. Rutledge. Third row, . Esparza, M. Pal-
ac10s, G. Garza, G . Ramirez. H. Lopez, S. Gonzalez. R. Compean. I. Villes-
cas. M. Alaniz, L. Gomez, V. Obst. L. Deleon. Second row, L. Trevino, R. 
Villarreal, K. Whillock. K. Stters, C. McIntyre. M. Rivera, R. Gallardo. First 
row, B. Salina • D. Reichert. G . Garza. . Suarez. D. Chapa. D. Sandoval. B. 
Abrego. f) More Bearette actton. g) Mr. & Mrs. Bearette are Daniel Gonzalez 




a) Bearette officer are, front row, Lone Trevino. 
Rosie V11larreal. Mary Rivera and Rosalinda 
Gallardo. Back row are Kathy Wh1tlock, Karen 
Stiers, maJor. and Cheryl McIntire. b) Right and 
left guards for 1979-80 are front. Vickie Obst. 
Gracy Garza, orma Suarez, Gilda Garza. Deb-
bie Gonzales. Back row are Melinda Leal, Lolly 
Trevino. Susie Gonzales, Rosario Compean. 
Oma Reichert, Maricela Palacios, Dyanne Rut-
ledge and Sylvia Sandoval. 
b 
QB Club Supports Bears 
There is a special group of people outside of our student 
body who really care for the Bears, just as much or even more 
than some students. These people are the devoted citizens of 
the PSJ A School District. They've got the gusto to back up the 
Bears by forming a group, many of them parents, who do 
much to help all players in the numerous sports. 
a) Roger Laughlin receives his treat from a QB Club member. b) Club "moth-
er " prepare to treat the players. c) Members at one of their weekly meetings. 
d) Sergio Lujan is treated by a member. 
b 
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Club are a vital part of any chool, 
a the)' are at P JA. In P JA. there are 
over twenty-fi e club all a different in 
purpo e and achie ement a each indi-
vidual who make them up. There are 
club for cience. career , math, and 
even for journalism. Without these 
clubs chool life would probably be 
boring and Ii tie . 
b 
a) ell ie TiJerina and Mary Ann Luna enjoy a break during an FTA conven-
tion. b) Blood drive participants take time out for a smile for the camera. c) 
Homer Cano 1s ready for action. 
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E-M ~ and a high average member hip in the Tri-City chapter of the ational 
Honor Society. But it take more than brains to tay in! Leadership i one on the Ii t, 
followed closely b} character, and a ense of humor doesn't hurt either. In order to 
make ends meet, member carry around boxes of candy which they mu t sell, "OR 
ELSE"! Only E. J. Ballew knows for sure. 
a) HS members are front Aaron V11larreal, Otto Urhbrock. Jose A. Rodn-
guez. Back. Patricia Lemen. Helen Hernandez, Denise Skinner, Evelyn 
Romero. Irene Gonzalez, Melinda Leal and Janet Conquest. b) "Gotcha!" 
says Roger Lara. c) New HS members. d) HS sweethearts are Alberio 
Morales and Patricia Lemen . e) Patricia Lemen. HS member. f) HS offi-




Drama Comes Alive 
With New Sponsor 
"To be or not to be," that wa the que tion of the PSJA 
Drama club from the pa t year . but for the 1979-80 chool 
year things really began to roll. To begin with. Drama has a 
new sponsor. Mr. G. Zepeda. or "Me.siah" as he is known by 
hi band of merry follower . Mr. Zepeda. has taken full con-
trol and organized many unique event . like kits for the pep 
rallie . play and entering duet in U IL competition. The 
Drama lub i al o headed by club Pre ident Danell Carl on 
and Vice-Pre ident Robert Gomez. 
a) Danett Carl. on takes a break. 
b) Drama Club members for 1979- 0 are from left to right: J . Gossett . D. 
Carlson. ~1 . Robles. 'vi. Hernandez. J. Pacheco. econd- row: R. Lara. P. 
unn. A. Romans. G. \llontalvo. G . Cavazos. L. Rosales. J . Moreno. L. 
Lopez. . Ramos. M. \llend1ola. J. P. Trevino. F. Trevino. E. Cabrera. D. 
Martinez. 0. Munoz. 'VI. Longoria. R. Blair. J . Palacios. F. Hetrick. B. Hicks. 
B. Gossett. and B. Farrar. 
b 
a) Drama officer, for this \ear are left to nght: 
Roger Lara. reporter. Lilia Ro,ale,. sec .. Robert 
Gomez. \. pres .. Oa\1J Martinez. Joe Go"ett. 
par!.. Danett Carlson. pre, .. hank lletnck. trea,. 
b) Bart Farar knO\\'> how It feel, to cut a finger 
<luring a aber Juel. c) EJJ1e Guzman let, h1 tal-
ent out with a roar. 
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a) Johnny Moreno hows off his old friend "King Tut". b) Gilbert Zepeda is 
the ma ter mind behind Drama' a tonishing change. c) Drama rolls PSJA 
into a chool skate. 
a) Dannel Carlson greets Barbra Hicks as she enter PSJA Drama. b) Even 
Raul asares 1s into Drama. c) One of the fir t proJects held by the Drama 
club "'as a work shop cons1 ung of everal different games and cxerci c u e-







FT A stand for uture Teacher of 
Amenca. which land for the advance-
ment of teaching a a career. FT A i a 
club that help bring student to an 
under landing of teacher' problem . 
The tudent are introduced by grading 
paper . decorating bulletin board and 
other activitie for teacher . FT A is 
pon ored by two real-life teacher : 
Ms. Suzan LaPeer and M . Yolanda B. 
Martinez. 
a) Gloria Luna 11 pallently walling for an FTA 
meeting to come 10 order. b) Thi year FT A 
attended 1hree convention including late in 
Hou ton. c) FT had two . pon . or for Ihe 1979-
0 }ear. Ihe) are 'vi . Yolanda B. 'vlartinez and 
"1s uzan LaPeer. 
h 
a) Imelda. Brenda and Diana ,ecm to he read\ for their n.:,t FTA rnnven11on 
in :'v11ss1on h) Sonia Salina, rdr.:,hc, hersl!lf \\tth .1 ml...: "hile ~orma Soto 
relaxes after a hard da} l:) I· I mcmhers arc first nm P \lloran I Palal:1m. 
D. Hernandez. ·econd ro\\. D. 011\arez. C, Luna. S Sanl:hez. S Salinas. I:.. 
Bocanegra. Third row. \II. Luna. J Btll:anec.ra O Buenrostro. M \llanc1as. E. 






Picture your elf on a foggy, moonlit pier. In the distance you hear the toot 
from a slow moving barge and a lone gull circle. overhead. You flick your ciga-
rette butt onto the creaky wooden plank. that make up the pier. and you grind 
out it last sullen glow. You feel a wet coolne . grab at your trench coat and 
tilt your hat to the breeze. uddenly you hear the signal and your heart skips a 
beat, you pin around. but ju. t too slowly. and a herd of reporter mobs your 
man . Your . coop i in doubt. but with the blind determination of a charging 
bull elephant you lunge your elf into the midst of the crowd, your story is 
saved and Mr. Mc Keever spilL hi, gut.. Quickly you make the front page of 
the next edition of the Bear's Tale. 
ound a little far fetched? ot really. many times Bear' Tale reporters 
turned in stories thi year in much the same way. Thi year eight editions were 
published plus a special edition about the '80' SE IORS. The Bear's Tale al o 
changed publishers and the paper was printed by the San Juan Advance. 
h 
a) Bear"s Tale spon or 1s Carolyn Morn s. b) Quill & croll members are 
David Elizondo. Chri tee Thrall and Roger Lara. c) port's Editor i Roger 
Lara . d) Chn tee Thrall 1s news editor. e) Bear's Tale members are left to 
nght. front : Celia GuaJardo. Modesto Gonzalez and Velia Gutierrez. Back. 
left to nght. Bobby Jimenez. Bobby Camilo. Edith Ca. 11110. David Elizondo. 
Norma Gonzalez and Juan Hernandez. f) Modesto Gonzalez heads the taff 






"He) look there' what' -hi -name!" "Boy do I wi h I had a PSJA yearbook." 
Ho~ man) times ha thi happened to you? Probably not many becau e you were 
smart and bought one. There are man) wonderful things worth remembering. nfor-
tunatel) our memory fails u now and then. but the yearbook taff never does, and 
we are supplied with yet another "Diary of PSJA." When it comes to making the 
yearbook. it takes a lot of patience, and days and day of hard work. But it's worth it. 
b 
d 
a) Bear Memories returns this year with new members Martha Gonzales and 
Arturo Bocanegra. b) Darkroom Devils Albert Guuerrez. J. P. Trevino and 
Andre Escobar have a tough Job developing. printing and taking picture of 
all types. c) Mary Ann Molina. hke all staff member . i hard at work running 
a concession stand at this year's home football game . d) Editor Latncc 
Hertzler and orma Gonzalez proudly d1spla, their letter awarded to them 
as emors. e) Staff members are first row. E. Cabrera, M. Gonzalez. A. 
Bocanegra. D. Rodnguez. L. Hertzler. . Morns . A. Gutierrez. R. Trevino, 
C. Perales. J. Bocanegra. econd row. A. Escobar. G . Maldonado, G . 
Fon eca. S. Cuellar. M. Flores. 0 . Meza. M. Puente. J. P. Trevino. M. 
Molina. . Gonzalez. R. Villarreal. 0 . Gama. f) C. Morriss, yearbook pon-




To Quill & 
Scroll 
168 
Quill & Scroll is the honorary national journali m ociety for high school journal-
i t . Requirements for member hip are high cholastic standing in the class as well a 
excellence in journalism during the chool year. Member are generally two year 
staff members but there are also a few first year member . All of the e tudent are 
recognized at the Senior Assembly in May. 
a) Bear Memories Quill & Scroll members for 1979 are left 10 nght Oscar Garcia. Roy Trevino. Gracie 
Maldonado. Mary Ann Molina. and Mano Puente. b) orma Gonzalez and Latrice Hertzler are also 







a) ew members Mario Puente, Gilbert Fonseca 
and Olga Meza flip through recent yearbooks for 
idea . b) Two year members Dora Rodriguez and 
Roy Trevino look over negatives in search of 
more candids. c) Eluid abrera, being the only 
sophomore on the staff, 1s doing more than a fan-
tastic job. d) One photographer is Oscar Garcia. 
e) A few of the senior members are Latrice Hertz-







This year the Science Club is again under a new sponsor, Ms. Linda Gardner, a 
Marine Science and Biology I teacher. The club has organized science related activi-
tie uch a : a greenhou e for the campu , and a science fair for the upcoming school 





a) Albert Morales and Dorth\ Jone, ,,ere chosen c1ence Club Fa\tmte, for 
1979- 0. b) Linda \farvin prefer, a higher ,eat in the c1ence Club. cl Juan 
Bocanegra 1, a member in good standing. d) Da,1d Fhzondo "an acll\e 
member e) c1ence Club member. are f1r,1 rn" E. Bocanegra. I Gonzalez. J. 
Deleon. D. Jone,. J Conquest. Second rlm : ',_ Gon,.alez. D. Ponce. \ 
Marllnez. L. \1arunez. L l\1ar,in. J. Cano. \ . Gomez. L 1,~ landing \1s . 
L. Gardner. J Ortiz. A. Bocanegra. l. Guuerrez. 0. Rodnguez. R Sala1ar. D 
E:hzondo. . Salina,. f) Jad,1e Del.con. 1s the president of the ;,-ear·s c1ence 




UIL Turns Out 
Winning Season 
Mrs. Janet Doyle, famed U IL coordinator has done it 
again. She has along with many coaches churned out another 
winning UIL season. 
IL i meant to educate the student in verbal manipula-
tion, competitive spirit, and how to squeeze $2 out of "Mama 
Doyle", but above all to respect others and learn responsibil-
ity. UIL is ju t not a club, it is made up of varied groups in 
which individuals select a preferred event in which to com-
pete. This event could be any one of twenty-two ranging from 
interpretation to the non-district drama events. 
d 
a) "Mama" Janet Doyle is UIL coordinator. b) 
1979-80 UIL members. c) UIL Science competi-
tors. d) UIL Ready writers are C. Martinez, R. 
Gomez, L. Zuniga and Coach D. Flores. e) UIL 
Spelling is composed of F. Ramirez, B. Salinas 
and Coach L. Bounous. f) UIL Debate is B. Jime-
nez, M. Bazan, Coach H. Garza, D. Brooks, J. 







a) IL Typing. b) Mr . Doyle lends O car Rodnguez a hule help at Kings-




a) l.,IL Journalism. b) IL Slide Rule. c) IL Persua ive and lnformauve 






"The hall are alive with the sound of 
mu ic." That's becau,e Mr. L. Ramo 
and hi cohort J. Reyna and Julie 
Duran ha e grouped together a bunch 
of crazy people to form P JA' newe_ t 
club ... alia ... "The Music Club". 
The Mu ic Club ha been keeping bu y 
all year long. rai ing money for not 1 
but 2 mu ic related scholar hips given 
at the end of the year. So till then keep 
"Dreamin" and "Staying Alive". 
a) \fano Garza . '\/ell) Zamarripa . and Cleo 
Rodnguez. clown around before getting down to 
work at the Mu 1c Club record-hop. b) Gilbert 
Cava o . peers over the rat! to check out the 
dance floor acuon before going out to boogie. c) 
Loh \1arunez. shows the ecret technique for 
stuffing shoes into paper bags known onl) to 
ophomores of the female gender. 
-
b 
a) Music Club members for 1979-80 are eated left to nght. Mr. L. Ramo . L. 
l\llarunez. M. Mendez. I:.. Romero. D. De Leon. E. Bocanegra. J . A. Reyna. F. 
Trevino. econd row : 1\11 . l\llata. F. Dimas. I Palacio . . anchez.. R. Garza. 
S. Olivarez. D. Ponce. J. Cano. R. Cavasos. C. Rodriquez. S. Garcia. Third 
row: H. Gonzalez. A. Mata. R. Saenz. B. Liscano. M. Jas o. R. Garza. B. 
Saldana. D. Garcia. M antu. S. Ramirez. G . Garcia. Fourth row : R. 
egrete. J Alaniz. B. 010. . oule. C. Alon o. G . Cavazos, . Zamamppa. 
D. TreV1no. and 1\11 . Garza. b) Monica Mendez. aha "Destroyer", ets up 
hop at the Mu ic Club oc-hop. c) In add111on to filling the role of an a i t· 
ant principal, Mr. Ramos take lime to sponsor the music club. 
177 
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a) Debbie De Leon's spmt 1s a great as et to the Music Club. b) Mano Garza 
takes lime out from the bus} Music Club schedule to cheesecake the camera . 
c) \ far) 'via ta. E me Bocanegra. and Albert Morales serve up a storm at the 
record-hop. d) Mu 1c lub officers and sponsors for 1979-80 are left to nght: 
!'vir. L. Ramos. ponsor. Debbie De Leon. L1lo Martinez. Esmeralda Bocane• 





There 1s nothing better to ""arm a per<,on up on a cold day 
than a nice toast) warm cookie or muffin from the Homemak-
ing Department. The Homemaking Department formed a 
club for those who wanted to continue their studies. Officers 
were elected and the) were: oelta f1Jenna. president: Linda 
Ro ales. vice pre .: l\far) E. Flores. treas.: and Sylvia Bravo. 
reporter. Ever) one \\a<, happ) and there \\.as JO) and laughter 
and lots of munchies throughout the land. 
a) FH Officers for 1979- 0 are left wright: Linda Rosales \fan Jane Pena. 
ell) TiJerina. S)hia Prarn. '\;orma Villarreal. 
b) FHA Memhers for 1979- 0 are left to right · FiN nm Zen) hapa. \ ,far) 
Bauusta. '\;orma Qu,lantan. ernnd ro" \ilan Jane Pena. Linda Rosales. 
ell) TiJerina. ) Ina Bravo. Third ro" '-orma \ ,llarreal. Belinda aldana. 
Blanca aldana. Roselia "-;egrete. \ilehnda Soto. Rud\ Gar.w. Jame Alaniz. 






In order for the Student Council to work in an orderl) and efficient manner the 
member mu t be knowledgeable in parliamentary procedure. To further keep thi 
pace the officer appoint an executive board which vote on all i ues before being 
introduced to the council. The e prov1 ion are then debated and again voted on. 
The Student Council has matured into a well organized, well equipped club. It is 
much like a miniature governing body with the leader hip of Evelyn, 0 car. Janet, 
L1 a. the executive board and the upervi ion of Mr. R. Ca tillo and Mr . D. a tillo. 




a) R. Cas11llo. sponsor. stops on his way to an important emergency meeting to exchange a bit of gossip. b) Pierre Gall1os. foreign exchange student, wa elected 
tudent Council weetheart for 1979-80. c) Amalia Forina gets tough w11h donors to queeze out those extra few drop. for the record 147 pints at the PSJA Blood 
Drive. d) Charlotte Jackson concentrates on a poster at one of the Student Council sponsored "Poster Par11e. ". e) Imelda Gonzalez and Brenda "-<app look on a 
Roland Murillo 1s "busted" by the sniffer dog trainer. f) Mari Garza ns and ponders while Mr. Castillo drags on with another of his "ideas" . g) Cindy V11lareal. 





a) P J .\ meets \1cH1 tudent ouncil in an intercouncil a a ge ture of 
fnend,h1p . b) andra Guardiola beats a heav) path to -102 for a Student 
Council meeting. c) Execull\e Board members for 1979- 0 are s111ing left to 
right: us1e Bandin. Beha Perez. Else Watts. andra Lopez. Delia Perez. Dora 
Rodnguez. Amalia Forina. Karen Hensle). Denise J..inner. landing left to 
nght: Rolando Murillo. Esmeralda Bocanegra. 0 car Rodnguez. Maricela 
Garza. Evel)n Romero. Janet Conquest. Ro) Trevino. Mana Fonna. 





Tri-City Top Teen helps a lot of young women to better 
under tand themselves and the world around them. The e 
young women learn to care by helping needy familie and al o 
by helping the community. Mrs. JoAnn Doffing and Mrs. 
Terry Doffing are the pon or who help the club be a much 
needed ervice organization. 
a) TCTI members for 1979-80 are standing left to right: Rachel Villarreal, 
Susie Bandin. Mireya Silva. Mal) Flores. Gloria Garcia. Janie Perez, elly 
TiJerina. Minerva Salazar. Melinda Morales. Jenny Fuentes. Wendy Hallock, 
s111mg: Karen Hensley . In Gonzalez. Lez11h Briones . Debbie Ponce, 
Esmeralda Bocanegra, Patsy Moran. Mary Ovalle and aria Canales. b) 
TCTI Officers for 1979-80 are left to right: 1st row: Esmeralda Bocanegra. 
Carla Canale . Jenny Fuentes. Patsy Moran. 2nd row: Mireya Silva. Gloria 
Garcia. elly Tijerina and Melinda Morale . c) TCTI pon or are Mrs. 





Club have come a long way ince the Pharr-San Juan-
Alamo Independent School District wa e tablished in 1919. 
One of the fir t club wa the H i-Y' , a club of young students 
who took time to "con ider and discu the higher things in 
life" and the problems that were common to all. The Girls 
Re erve ha given way to the more popular club such a 
Future Teacher of America, although ome club like the 
Drama Club have been going trong for more than 60 years. 
a) The 1939 adettes helped the band in drill . b) The 1965 Key Club. c) 
Member or the 1949 T- lub. no longer in existence. d) FT Awa going trong 
in 1950. e) Bear Memone had repre entallve to each home room in 1965. r) 
The H1-Y Club circa 1921. 
185 
Honor + Brains 
Add Up to 
Mu Alpha Theta 
186 
Mathematic i one of the olde. t known and mo t tudied ciences. Those who 
pur. ue it with diligence u ually became member of the honorary math ociety. Mu 
Alpha Theta. It ha to do with good grade. in algebra. pointy hat and little blue 
cape . and an initiation ceremony 1s also held each year to indoctnnate new mem-
ber in to the world of parallelogram . square roots and y2 = mx + b. 
a) '\ey. members await 101uauon. b) pon. ors are 
Sh1rle) Saulsbul) and Pat Gill c) Mu Alpha 
Theta members. d) Officers are Dorthy Jone . 
l\llinnie Salazar. ylv,a Sandoval and Delfino 
Lorenzo. e) Delfin~ Lorenzo looks tud1ous. f) 
1',,ey. "'1u lpha Theta Members. 
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a) Mr . aul bury shakes the hand of a new member. Mark Patano. h) Dorthy 
Jone and sponsor Pat Gill at a Mu Alpha Theta meetmg. c) "What's brew-
mg?" at the Mu Alpha Theta a . embly? 
Metal Trades Puts 
Honor into Iron 
Any student interested in the metal trade field will mo t 
likely belong to the Metal Trade Club. Mr. S. Campos, club 
sponsor, hopes to cultivate the student' intere ts in thi field. 
Metal Trade members participate in area leader hip confer-
ences that help prepare them for their future occupation . The 
class dedicated to metal trades allows the tudent to actively 
work on personal or community metal projects. 
a) Learnmg to and metal IS part of the proce . b) Spark occa ionally do fly 





Ai. Ai. Arriba, Arriba. iCuantas 
vese en PSJA ha oido e os gritos? 
Muchas ve e . Verdad. Si como no, y 
porque? Porque el Pan-American Stu-
dent Forum e ta listo para desparamar 
y en enar a todo lo alumno y pupi-
tre en la escuela de PSJA. iCrelle que 
en el futuro vamos a estar comiendo 
tortillas y frijoles refritos en la cafete-
na. 
a) Melinda Morales and Esmeralda Bocanegra 
demo traung new acne cover-ups. b) PASF offi-
cers for 1979-80 are left to right: Juan Ortega, 
Helen Hernandez. Blanca Aguirre. Mirta Garcia, 
Alex Guerra. and sponsors: Mrs. R. Rodriguez 
and Mr. J. Ramirez. 
b 
a) PASF Member are left to nght. kneeling: R. egrette. 8. aldana. 8 . 
Quizada. M. Garcia. A. Guerra. Aguirre. . Qu1lantan . Standing H. 
Hernandez. E. Guerra. 8 . Saldana. M . Segovia. 0 . Alaniz. C Ortiz. I. 
TiJenna. . Rodnguez. E. Bocanegra. Z. hapa. Y. Galvan. E. Ca as. E. 
Reyes. 8 . oto. . Rodnguez. Back row: J . Ortega. M. Puente. J . Morale .. J 
Pena. A. Guerra. M. Lopez. M. Medina. R. 1erra. S. Olivarez. M. Ja o. A. 
Padron, 0. Buerrostro, L. Rosa. I. Alaniz, M. alinas. b) weethearts Helen 






The VICA-Television Production 
Chapter, better known a Ma Com-
munication i "rolling" once again, 
producing news programs, special and 
port coverage. Last year produced a 
TV pecial, "80 Proof Youth", which 
ranked I tin tate competition. 
This year, they produced a imiliar 
pecial in their new PSJA headquarters. 
a) Ma ommunications proudly accept a cake 
as a token of appreciation from library staff. b) 
Rene Escobedo rehear e a news report to be 
used in a Channel 2 TV news report. c) R. Marti-






a) Instructor Rey Martinez explain the working 
of the TV Production classes to vi itors during 
Vocational Week . b) KO O goes on the air at 







a) TV cla\ es have a tud} lime. too. b) 1979-80 
Ma s Commumca11ons class members. 
b 
a) Mass Commun1cauons officers are snting. Frank Rodnguez. Ciro Cano 
Standing are Roger Lara. Melody Cisneros. erg10 Cervantes. and Rene 
Escobedo. ot shown are David Martinez. Robert Kristek and Hope Gonza-
lez. b) Camera equipment used in class. c) "Smile







There i more to hfe than football game and tudy hall. 
And JCT i helping tudent find thi out. A per on ha to 
learn that good hone t hard work L the an. wer to man} of 
life' problem . !CT teache it. tudent to help them. elves to 
learn the value and even ome trick on how to keep heads 
above water. without getting them u. ed a . tepping tone for 
omeone el e. 
a) Modesto Leal seem to have found the nght answer b) Vernon 1\1111chell is 
ICT favorite . c) Hortencia Garza di cu se elhng technique w11h a fellow 
tudent. 
b 
a) Gdhert studies his little heart to death h) Enedina really gets dO\rn to 
worJ... hut is ,he really thinJ..ing ahout \,orJ.. ~ ,) \ crnon and Roher! go over an 
assignment hdorc going out to worJ.. at an IC l -an1u1red Joh d) '\oem1 looJ..s 





a) JCT . tudents have to tudy, too. b) Cyndi Villarreal would rather day-
dream than study. c) ICT students m class. 
b 
Migrant Auto Mechanics 
Above the Rest 
All they need i a wrench to keep 
the e guy occupied for a long time. If 
your car i sick take it to the one who 
know about car , Migrant Auto 
Mechanic ! Why tru t your car to any-
one else? The e future mechanic are 
skilled in their field and are getting the 
experience now that will provide them 
with a rewarding future. 
a) There's even ume for a lmle fun and game 
dunng Migrant Auto Mechanic class. b) Han-
dling the equipment with care 1s of vital impor-
tance m working with mechanics. c) Instructor 
Zavala offers advice on the workings of a car to 




a) Migrant Auto Mechanics officer for 1979-80. 
b) Mr. Zavala teaches a technique on the over-
head proJector. c) Members of the Migrant Auto 
Mechanics cla . d) Student Ii ten attentively to 




Stays on Top 
of the Heap 
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What keep us moving? Wheels! And who keep our wheels moving? Why, Auto 
Mechanics, of cour e! Our Auto Mechanics take great pride in their work and they 
always strive for perfection. These talented young men are more than "grease mon-
keys". they're adults pursuing a worthwhile trade. These students are proud, and 
with adequate rea on. 
b 
a) Instructor E. Palacios and Leonardo Sepulvedo discuss a mechanical prob-
lem. b) Checking out the engine 1s top pnonty. c) Aroldo de Leon looks over 
an engine. d) Felipe Gasca get. h1. hands a h11le dirty. e) Sammy Suarez 
hook up a chain to pull out an engine. f) Joe Garcia works on a carburetor. g) 
Auto mechanics class members are s1111ng. Sergio Espinoza. Leonardo 
Sepulveda. John Howe. Javier Soto. Florenzo Davila. Octavio Salinas. Joe 
Garcia. Mayo Galindo. Back are Felipe Gasca. Mike Robles. Artem10 Gua-
Jardo. Narciso Pena and Andrew BaraJas. 
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Office Work High 
on Career List 
OEA I one club which help tu-
dent 1n one of the more common 
career.. office work. OEA I headed by 
club president Elda VIilanueva and 
pon ored by D. Longoria. Office work 
i one of the mo t chosen career b) 
. tudent . because it demand many 
\aried kill . uch a typing, filing, 
shorthand and duplicating, which the e 
tudent tudy in high chool. 
a) weethearts left to right - Diane Hoelscher. 
OEA Jr Co-op. weetheart. and Becky Quick. 
OEA r Co-op weetheart. b) Left to right : 
Kneeling Yolanda Palacio and '\fartha Mar-
tell. tanding Becky Quick. Tina Vera. Ro ano 
Luera. Vilma Salina . Yolanda Garza. Elda Vil-
lanueva. Leucia Campo . Cecilia AleJandro. Eliz-
en da Gonzalez. Elida Gonzalez. Diane 
Hoel cher. onia Hino1osa. Lupe Martinez. 




a) Office Educauon As ociallon Combination group members for 1979-80. b) OEA ombination 
officer are M . Alaniz. Spon., R. Garcia, Parl., A. Contreras, Hist., M. Luna, V.P .. B. Quezada, Pre .. I. 
E trada, Rep., B. Alonzo, Sec., L. Garcia, Lab Treas. and S. ino. Coop Treas .. c) 1979-80 OEA 
Combinauon Sweethearts are Rosa Cerda. OEA Combinauon Sweetheart- Lab and Blanca Quezada, 
OEA Combination Sweetheart-Coop. 
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a) The Offae L<lutatton •\"oc1at1on I.ab member, are a, follows: Kneeling 
left to nghl. 0 Re~e, and E Melendez . First ro". left to nght. G. Casttllo. S. 
Guerrero. \ \ illc,cas. R. C,uerra. M. Gutierrez. R. Lopez and 'v1 . Casas: 
Second ro" . left to nght . S. Jaime. Y <le la Pena. C Garza. L Ramos. M. 
'vlontez. L. \ilia and M. ·ahnas. Top ro". left to nght. D. Omz. J. Gonzalez. 
'vi Gama. A. Villarreal and O Rodnguez. b) VOE Lab Sweethearts are 
Gu<leha Casullo. Senior I.ah and Manljn Casas. Junior Lah. c) Left to nght: 
M 'vlartell. Rep .. l Martinez. V.P .. l Campm. Hist.. Y Garza. Pres .. D. 
lloelschcr. l rcas .. 'r Palauos. Par!. and l. Vera. Sec. <l) Office E<lucauon 
N soc1allon l ah officer, are Mrs. Guapr<lo. Spon .. Y. <le la Pena. Treas .. L. 
Villa. gt.-at-arms. E elen<leL. ec .. J. Gonzalez. V.P. and Student Council 
Rep. \ \ 11le,ca, Pres .. \1 Gutierrez. Par!.. R. Lopez. Rep .. R Guerra. 
Trea,. and l Ramos. H1,t and e) Left to ruzht : R Bustamante. ec .. B. 
Flore, Rep. \ Salina,. \ .P .. L V11lanue\a. Pres .. E. Gonzalez. Treas .. E. 




Working for Careers 
Developing future leader for marketing and di tribution is 
DECA' main goal. Di tributive Education Club of America 
help train tudent in bu ine skill that they can utilize in 
future career . Student jobs are arranged through bu ine es 
in the local communities where they are taught to be sales-
men, clerks and checkers as well a other trade . DECA mem-
bers help take inventorie in local tore and participate in 
sales project and projects to aid senior citizens. This year 
DECA is sponsored by Miss E. De la Garza and Mr. R. Dan-
iel. 
a) DECA Sweethearts for 1979-80 are Gloria Garcia and Ricky Duran and b) 
1979-80 DECA members during cla . 
b 
a) 'v11ke \ cla and h) Ton) anchez are t,q, DEC;\ memher, ~ho put what 
the) learn in cla, into their Joh . c) DEC;\ 11 fa"onte 1, Thoma Lopez. d) 






DOT 1 a vocational career club 
which pecializes in the operating of 
everal types of duplicating and stencil-
ing machine . They include: the fluid 
duplicator, stencil duplicator, offset 
duplicator, electro tatic stencil maker, 
binder, plate maker, ream cutter and 
the collator. The member of DOT 
learn how the e machines work, which 
is no easy ta k. And many enter into an 
office-oriented career with some 
important experience. 
a) Member in the duplicating clas learn how to 
use many different type of machine . b) Learn-
mg layout with a mile I al o a vital part of the 
duplicating office training. 
b 
h 
a) Members of the 1979-80 Duplicating Office 
Training Class. b) Officers are left to right. Cri-
selda Gonzalez. sponsor. ylv1a Aguilera. ser-
geant-at-arms. Martha Rodriquez. h1 tonan. 
Noemi Ramirez. advisor. Irene Luera. v1ce-pres1-
dent. Vicky Zavala. reporter. and Martha Alepn-
dro. treasurer. ot shown are Leticia Contreras. 







E eryone need a carpenter now and 
then. but where doe one look? One 
hould try the Vocat1onal Buildmg. 
Room 104. becau e that' where Build-
ing Trade i taught by Mr. Allie 
McKee. Mr. McKee and hi crew enjoy 
building picnic table , cedar chest , 
cabinet , shelve and gun rack , not 
only for them elve but for other teach-
!!rs, students and the general pubhc. 
a) Spon or is A. L. McKee. b) First row: Marcos 
Garcia. Aaron Rosales. Maritn Rodriquez. Elias 
Gomez. econd row: Rey Mendoza. Alfredo 
Gonzalez. Enriquez Trujillo, Rene Ybarra. 
Baldimar Cano Leads 
Cafeteria Workers 
Every day when students go into the cafeteria to get their 
daily ration of lunch. the only thing they usually think about 
is getting in line to get their plate. But countle s hours of work 
go into putting that food into the pan to cook. then into the 
warming pan to keep it hot, onto the plate, onto the fork and 
then into the mouth. There are three shift of employees who 
work around the clock to prepare the next day' meal. The e 
people (b and c) are under the direction of Mr. Baldimar 
Cano (a). Food Service Director. 
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The celebritie ection of an} yearbook i always a special 
one for it i where the be t known tudent usually are 
located, many of them more than once. The tudent body 
plea antly surprised itself this year by choo ing many for 
favorite who had never received thi type of honor before. 
The e people were chosen by popular vote and while voting 
wa lighter than usual, many still turned out to vote in fresh, 
new face . Who's Who, Students of the Month and Rotary 
Couple were no urprise a the mo t out landing students 
both academically and chool ervice-wi e were selected by 
the faculty. This portion of the yearbook al o include the 
football and basketball sweethearts and the football banquet 
award winner . 
a) Karen Suers readies to bite her apple on Toga Day. b) Evelyn Romero 
happily receives her Honey Bear crown. c) The Homecoming Court of I 979-
80. d) Simon Guzman proudly displays his defensive player of the year award. 
b 
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4 Bears Attend 
Girls/Boys State 
Girl' State and Bo}' State offer. tudent a chance to 
experience the management and mechanic of a democrauc 
government, to under land the responsibilities of American 
citizen hip and realize and appreciate the privileges of being a 
citizen of the , to attend a traditional hi torical conven-
tion and to learn and under land about the unkn wn. Thi 
year Delfino Lorenzo and J.P. Trevino attended Boy's State at 
the Univer ity of Texa at u tin. Evelyn Romero and Doro-
th Jone attended Girl' State at Texa Lutheran College in 
eguin. 
a) Delfino Lorenzo and b) J .P. Trevino attended Bo} ·s State. c) Dorth} Jones 





Civitan State gives students a chance 
to attend a citizen hip eminar held at 
Southwe t Texa State niver ity in 
San Marco . Thi year Jeannie Pecina 
and Willie Perez pent one week of 
excitement where they heard gue t 
peaker . prominent busine men, state 
repre entatives and held open discus-
sions with other students from all over 
the tate. They al o discussed ocial 
problem and everything relating to cit-
izen hip. 
a) Jeannie Pecina and Willie Perez attended C1v1-
tan State. b) Jeannie cheers at a Bear basketball 






The selection of Who's Who is done 
every year by the faculty. Senior tu-
dent are cho en who maintain an 88 
overall average and show qualities of 
leadership, character and school and 
community involvement. The faculty 
first nominate the students on the 
above on a scale of one to five. The top 
ones from thi Ii t are then rated again 
and the top 30 are elected for Who' 
Who. The following are these students: 
ALMA GARZA .. . Future Teachers 
of America . .. Who' Who . .. 
BRIAN BLEYi S . .. Future Farmers 
of America ... Who's Who .. . Student 
Council . .. Che Club . .. Mu Alpha 
Theta. . . ational Honor Society . .. 
OLIVIA GARZA ... Who's Who . . . 
Future Homemakers of America . .. 
JA ET CO QUEST . .. Band .. . 
Student Council . . . Senior Class .. . 
Who' Who .. . Student of Month .. . 
ational Honor Society . .. Mu Alpha 
Theta ... 
ROBERT GOMEZ ... Junior Class 
President . . . Senior Class . .. UIL .. . 
Student of Month . .. Who's Who .. . 
Student Council . . . ational Honor 
Society ... 
IRE E GO ZALEZ ... Rotary Cou-
ple ... Student of Month ... Osoette 
President . . . ational Honor Society 
... Who' Who ... 
ROGER LARA ... Quill and Scroll 
... Mass Communications ... Who's 
Who ... National Honor Society 
Mu Alpha Theta ... Bear's Tale ... 
HELEN HER A DEZ ... Band ... 
Student of Month ... Rotary Couple 
. . . Who's Who ... 
MELI DA LEAL ... Bearettes ... 
Who's Who ... National Honor Soci-
ety ... Mu Alpha Theta ... Class 
Favorite ... 
DORTHY JO ES ... Who's Who .. . 
Senior Class ... Student Council .. . 
Mu Alpha Theta ... National Honor 
Society ... 
ORMA LEAL ... Future Teacher 
of America ... Who's Who ... Student 
Council ... Mu Alpha Theta ... 
French Club ... 
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PATRICIA LEME ... Band ... 
Who's Who . . . ational Honor Soci-
ety ... Mu Alpha Theta ... Student of 
Month ... Rotary Couple ... Head 
Twirler ... Band Sweetheart .. . 
DAVID MARTI EZ ... Mass Com-
munications ... Student Council ... 
Student of Month ... Rotary Couple 
... Mu Alpha Theta ... UIL Drama 
DELFI O LORE 20 ... Chess Club 
ational Honor Society ... Mu 
Alpha Theta ... UIL Sliderule ... 
Who's Who ... UIL Science ... 
ALBERTO MORALES ... Band ... 
Band Sweetheart . . . ational Honor 
Society ... Music Club ... Stage Band 
. . . Who's Who ... 
ORMA MANCIAS ... Who's Who 
KEYi PLYLER ... Chess Club .. . 
UIL Science ... Who's Who ... Mu 
Alpha Theta ... National Honor Soci-
ety ... Rotary Couple ... 
RICARDO RIOS ... Who's Who . . . 
BLA CA SALDA A ... Junior Var-
sity Choir .. . Concert Choir ... Stu-
dent Council . .. Bearettes ... Who's 
Who .. . 
JOSE A. RODRIGUEZ . . . ational 
Honor Society ... Mu Alpha Theta . . . 
Student of Month .. . Track ... Who's 
Who ... 
SYLVIA SA DOV AL .. . Bearettes 
... Mu Alpha Theta . . . ational 
Honor Society ... French Club . .. 
Who's Who .. . 
EVELY ROMERO ... Honey Bear 
ational Honor Society . .. Band 
... Twirler ... Girl's State Delegate ... 
Mu Alpha Theta ... Studen t Council 
President . .. Who's Who .. . 
DE ISE SKI ER . .. Who's Who 
... Rotary Couple ... Student of 
Month ... Senior Class . . . 
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OTTO UHRBROCK ... UIL Science 
. . . Che Club ... Who' Who ... Mu 
Alpha Theta . . . ational Honor Soci-
ety ... 
RICARDO VILLARREAL ... Who's 
Who ... UIL Slide Rule . . . ational 
Honor Society ... Chess Club ... Mu 
Alpha Theta .. . 
ELVIA VEGA ... Who's Who ... Sen-
ior Clas ... Mu Alpha Theta .. . 
r 
OFELIA SANDOVAL ... Choir ... 
Who's Who . . . ational Honor Soci-
ety ... 
AARO VILLARREAL ... Who's 
Who ... UIL Math ... Mu Alpha 
Theta . . . ational Honor Society ... 
RUBE GONZALEZ ... Who's Who 
ational Honor Society ... Band 




Who' Who ha been a long- landing 
tradition at PSJA High School, intend-
ing to honor student for their aca-
demic excellence, leader hip qualitie . 
good character and extra-curricular 
activities. Those students cho en to be 
in Who' Who are fir t nominated by 
the high school faculty and then rated 
on a cale of 1-5 with 5 being the high-
est core po sible in any one category. 
Some of the pa t member cho en for 
the high honor of Who' Who include 
a) Karen L. Mettlach. 1974, b) Ben 
Davi . 1949, c) Marilyn Miller. 1960 




Each month during the school year, two outstanding senior 
students are chosen to be a Rotary Couple. These students are 
selected by the faculty on the basis of school service, scholar-
ship, leader hip and the Four-Way te t. This te t is based on 




_____ ). Helen 
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Students of the Month 
The PSJA faculty elect one tudent for the honor of Stu-
dent of the Month. The e election are ba ed on leader hip, 
cholar hip, character and chool participation. The students 
are rated on a cale of one to five with five being uperior. The 
10 top rated senior are then chosen to repre ent the student 
body for one particular month. 








January- David Martinez 
April-Evelyn Romero 
February- Jose A. Rodriguez 








Being cho en favorites of the entire 
chool i an honor that i be towed 
upon two eniors each year. Thi year 
the student body chose Melinda Leal 
and Rene Palacios as Belle and Beau. 
Melinda ha been very active in Bear-
ette during her four years at PSJA. She 
is al o a member of Who's Who and 
HS. Rene has been a member of the 
baseball team while at PSJA. 
a) Runners-up for Belle and Beau are Karen Su-
ers and Albert Morales. b) Melinda Leal and c) 
Rene Palacios are the school favorites. 
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SENIOR FA VO RITES 




The enior have chosen Celia Que-
zada and Albert Morales as their cla 
favorites this year. Celia is an active 
member in the Vocational Department. 
Albert has been active in the band for 
four year , is a member of Who' Who, 
HS, Music Club and Mu Alpha 
Theta. 
a) Senior favorites are Celia Quezada and Albert 
Morales. b) Senior favorite runners-up are Joe 
Solis and Gracy Garza. 
b 




Class of '8 I favorites for thi year are Sandra Ramirez and 
Martin McDonald, both repeat selection from la t year. San-
dra has been a cheerleader on the junior var ity and varsity 
squads for two years. Martin, al o known as " umber 33", 
has played varsity football as a running back for two years. 
Junior favorite runner -up are a) Sandra Guzman and Roy "Bubbles" Tre-








The selection of favorites and hon-
ored students at PS J A has always 
ranked high on the "I- ure-hope-1-get-
picked" list. Hoping to be chosen 
Homecoming queen or Honey Bear or 
cla favorite by fellow students is as 
traditional as apple pie. Faculty elec-
tion for Who's Who, Student of the 
Month or Rotary Couple have also 
been around since the l 930's. It' 
always an honor to be recognized in 
one of these ways even if it's as the Ped-
dle Pusher favorite of 1975. 
a) The 1954 Honey Bear was Bobbie Lee Trent. 
b) Marva Martin and Eddie Graves were Mr. 
and Miss Bearette, 1963. c) 1947 Belle and Beau 
were Yvonne Field and Darrell Hortness. d) 
Bobby Lemen was elected to Who' Who in 
1948. e) Georgina Silguero and Hector Gomez 
were Peddle Pushers favontes, 1975. f) Scholar-
hip winners in 1961 were, left to right, Freddie 
Grabmer, Steve Genewein and Douglass Peel. g) 
Sharon McKeever was also selected to Who' 
Who m 1963. h) Rotary Couple in 1961 was 
Diana Trevino and AleJo Romero. i) Freshmen 











Herman Trevino and Irene Villescas 
are this year' Sophomore Class favor-
ite . Herman is in hi first year of var-
ity football where he plays receiver. 
Irene ha been active in many PSJA 
activities during her first year at the 
high chool. 
a) Sophomore class favorites Herman Trevino 
and Irene Villescas. Runners-up are b) Rene Vil-
lareal and c) Cheryl Jack on. 
b 
FA VO RITE TEACHERS 
Favorite Teacher i an award given 
by the student of PSJA High School 
and one that would please any teacher 
if he received it. Each tudent i asked 
to nominate their favorite male and 
female teacher. Student Council then 
take these names and narrow the 
choices to IO male and IO female teach-
ers. The student are then asked to vote 
again for their favorites among the e 
finalists. The result i PSJA' Favorite 
Teachers for 1979-80. It is intere ting to 
note that this year, the Student Council 
revi ed their election proce and now 
excludes any teacher from being 
elected for two consecutive years. 
David Rivera (a), keep active on 
campus teaching Health, Phy ical Edu-
cation and working with the PSJA Bear 
football team a defen ive coach. 
Coach Rivera devotes many hours to 
PSJA student and i amply rewarded 
by the satisfaction derived from a job 
well-done. 
Junior and Senior English teacher 
Terrie Doffing (b), i in her third year 
here at PSJA High School. Mr . Doff-
ing enjoy giving extra time to pon or-
ing the Tri City Top Teens. a dedicated 
service organization. 
Both Mr . Doffing and Coach Riv-
era are to be congratulated for being 
chosen by the student body of PSJA as 







Each year the football and ba ket-
ball team , a well a the cheerleader , 
elect their weetheart for the year. 
The e elections are based on who 
help the teams the mo t spirit-wi e or, 
in the cheerleader' ca e, a senior mem-
ber of the ba ketball team. 
Honey Bears for 1979-80 are a) Deb-
bie De Leon and Evelyn Romero. They 
were al o football weetheart la t year. 
b) Fred Ramirez congratulate 1980 
Ba ketball Sweetheart Marinette Tre-
vino. The cheerleader selected c) 






Gil Steinke, a) athletic director at Texa A&I University, 
wa guest speaker at the Football Awards Banquet thi year 
where several senior var ity football players were honored. 
Those receiving awards were b) Ricky Trevino, Student Ath-
lete of the Year: c) Frank Lara, Most Valuable Player; d) 
Jesse Barrera, Mario Romero Award; e) Mauro Sandoval, 
Def en ive Player of the Year, along with Genaro Castillo, not 
shown; f) Simon Guzman, Offen ive Player of the Year; and 
g) Bobby Martinez, D. Bagwell Offen e Award. Mauro also 
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C ANE SERVICE INC. 





D & M CLEANERS 
Cleaning- Pressing 
Alteration 
One Day Service On 
Reque t 
129 W. Park- Pharr 
787-1401 
Your Valley' Bridal 
Headquarters 
Discounts For The Bride 
& Her Party & Groups 
The Valley's Most Complete 
Line Of Fabric • otions • Trims 
Grace & Bob Lewis 
ARMANDO'S TACO HUT 
TACO CAPITOL OF THE 
VALLEY 
FINEST IN MEXICAN FOODS 
42 DIFFERENT TACOS TO CHOOSE FROM 
ARMANDO ELIZONDO AND FAMILY OWNERS 
106 N. CAGE PHARR 





WHERE FULL SERVICE CUSTOMER S 




THE BEA RS 
THE EWSPAPER FOR 
PHARR SA JUA &ALAMO 
P.O. Box 710 Pharr 
203 S. Cage Blvd. 
Ph. (512) 787-2291 
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IRON SKILLET REST AU RANT 
AL DO M l O ! 
Lots Of Good 
Home tyle Cooking 




We May Doze But 
We ever Clo. e 
CIRCLE 
G 
GOLDE FRIED CHICKE 
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. MAI ST. SA JUA 




WITH OFFICES TO SER VE YO 
McAllen• Edinburg • Pharr 
We Jaco 




IF YOU HAVE A LOT TO DO, 
LET VECCHIO'S DO IT FOR 
YOU! 
SPECIALIZING IN SMALL OR LARGE JOBS 
FRANK VECCHIO PAVING COMPANY 






"THE BEST THI G THAT'S 
HAPPE ING TO WOOD" 
705 E. PECA 
McALLE 
BEAUTIFIES A D PROTECTS 
CHRISTIAN BOOK SHOP 
EL CENTRO MALL 
500 . JACKSO 
787-9974 
MAC DONALD 3-D 
MAGNETIC SIGNS 
"Designs with you in Mind" 
Plastic 3-0 ign 





Plastic Letters in stock 
787-0016 
Out of state toll free 
Dial l- 800-531-5717 
1315 W. Hwy. 83- Alamo 
We use only top Quality Materials 
KAUTISCH TRUE VALUE 
HARDWARE & LUMBER INC. 
LUMBER• HARDWARE 
PLUMB! G • PLASTIC PIPE 
ELECTRIC R.V. SUPPLIES 




"Stanley" HOME PRODUCTS 
"Changed My World" 
201 . Aster 
300 . Cage 
PHARR 










*Silk screened real estate signs 




tltUHfll U l 1111 







PHARR AUTO PARTS 
787-9931 
Everything Automotive-Wholesale Retail 
BASKIN ROBBINS 
ICE CREAM PARLOR 
2228 N. 10th 
McAllen 











8 S. MAIN McALLEN 
1609 N. 10TH McALLEN 
686-8598 
PLAZA AUTO PARTS 
787-8514 
Everything Automotive-Wholesale Retail 
781-1892 
The Real Variety Store 
DICK OFFICE 
SUPPLY INC. 
1807 . 10th 
McAllen 
682-6306 
802 S. CAGE 
PHARR 
245 
a ~ • • • 
[B 
REALTOR 8 
SA J A , TX 787-0001 
BRO SVILLE 541-4991 
HARLI GE 428-3983 
GLE R. ROBIE 









• TILE BOARD 
• CARPET 
• FLOOR TILE 
• VINYL FLOOR 
COVERINGS 




• PLUMBING FIXTURES 
• PLYWOOD 
~ • DOORS 
L::..J • WINDOWS 
• INSULATION 
• ROOF ING 
ERVI G YO R EVERY EEO 







FROM 6 TILL 1 
* McALLE 
* HAR LI GEN 







401 E US 83 EXPRESSWAY• Pharr, Texas 
Owner: Julie Monc1va1s Styli sts a re: Fra nce G arza. Mar) Lou Montecillo. Georgia Anza ld ua. Ro a a laza r. Ahc1a 
Lozana. Yolanda Reyes a nd Debbie Garza . 
JULIE'S BEAUTY SALON 
Complete Beauty Service 
HIGHLY EXPERIE CED HAIR STYLISTS 
o Appointment ece ary 
Specializing in the latest hair de ign for the entire family ... WIG STYLI G . PEDIC RE. AFRO. BLOW DRY, BLEACH ES. 
PERMANE TS. HAIRCUTS. FROSTINGS. ARCH. HAIR COLOR! G. a nd SC LPT RE AILS. 
1019 W. HWY. 83 Alamo 787-9243 







































INVEST IN A PART OF PSJA 

















































Hi Her Fa hions 
127 Alamo Rd. Alamo, Tx. 




101 S. Cage 
Owners 
Ruben D. Garza 
Romeo Escobar 
Pre cription Speciali t 
Ph. 787-3255 
ALAMO PHOTO SUPPLY 
And 
COLOR LAB, INC. 
819 Main, Alamo 
787-1831 
Serving The eeds Of 
The Pro 





Janet Conquest Juan Garza 
125 W. Park 
Pharr 
STINNET JEWELRY 







Diamonds • Watches • Silver 
Groceries 




Je u Barriente 
Corner Of 









Sale • Service • Rental 
Typewriter • alculator 
& 
Furniture 
1229 W. HWY. 83 
Pharr 787-3975 
MARTIN DRUG CO. 
60 l S. ebra ka 
It'll Take More Than One Bite 
To Finish A 
Giant Hamburger 
From 
JIMMIE'S GOLD MINE 
Table On Patio 
Giant Hamburger 
Picnic Supplie 
1223 W. HWY. 83 
Alamo 
Flower For All Occa ion 
BRA VO'S FLOWER SHOP 










~ ~T•N f"m 
WWM ~ 
All Make Part & Service 
ew & ed Truck Full Line International 
Truck -Scout 
711 . Cage- Pharr 787-5927 or 383-3271 
f8-
INDUSTRIES, INC. 




On The Corner Of Kelly and 281 
111011 
McAllen State Bank 
200 South Tenth, McAllen, Texas, Member F.D. I.C. 
MAGIC VALLEY STUDIOS 
* AT RAL COLOR PORTRAITS 
*SE IOR PORTRAITS 
*WEDDI GS 











M.ex ica.:n. ~ A-m.erica.n.. 
food 
1()01 E: , 'H.wy 83, PAa.rr 
OKIE'S DRIVE IN 
GROCERY 
312 . ALAMO RD. 
ALAMO, TX. 
ROUND UP RESTAURANT 
SPECIALIZI G I FI E FRESH 
SEAFOOD A D MEXICA FOOD 
709 W. HWY. 83 
PHARR 
NORTH CAGE CLEANERS 
AND 
TUXEDO RENTALS 
"FOR QUICK SERVICE" 




THE BUDGET SHOPPE 
AND 
BEE THRIFTY SHOPPE 




100% atural Ice Creams 
& 
Yogurt 
Old Fa hioned Soda 
Fountain 




A Full Line Of Ceramic 
Bears And Gift 
We Will Teach You To Make Your Own 
"The Valley's Large t Ceramic Supply Hou e" 
787-7761 
922 W. State St. (Bus 83 at Sugar Road) 
Hours: Mon IO-IO Tues-Sat 10-7 La ora McWilliams 
781-2426 
* Buy, Sell and Rent * 
• ·~ Dli1¥Music Shop 
Strings, Effect Pedal P.A. Sy tern 
Reed • Poli hed Clothe • 
Di co Mu ic • 
In trument • P. . Rental • 
Light Sy tern 
113 W. HWY. 83 
For All Your Grocery eed 
Pharr 
220 . Cage 
Pharr 787-2311 
MONTGOMERY WARD CHAIN SHOP 
El Centro Mall 










To all my dear friends: Thi ha been 
a really nice year that I have pa ed 
with you. I just can't find the word to 
tell you how much I liked the chool 
and living in the Valley. I've often been 
a ked which I like be t, Switzerland or 
the .S.A. Even now, I'm embarra ed 
to an wer this. Everything i o differ-
ent here that you just can't compare it 
to omething el e. I love it very much 
down here but I can't top liking Switz-
erland either. When I will be back in 
Europe, I will miss you a lot. 
I also want to say a big "thank you" 
to the Skinners for all the things they 
did for me during my stay at their 
home. You can believe me, it's really 
great to have two moms, two dads, and 
another si ter. And remember, when-
ever you go to Europe, e pecially 





When I first came here, there were a 
lot of people to greet me at the airport 
and I really appreciated it! The 
Moores , my American family , were 
present as well as Mr. McKeever, the 
AFS chapter and a bunch of students 
from the High School. On the signs 
they had made I could read "Welcome 
to Bear Country" and I was wondering 
why "Bear Country"! I knew there 
were no such animals in South Texas! 
After a few words of explanation, I got 
the idea and understood what those 
Bears stood for. You see, in France, 
schools have no such things as mascots, 
no spirit, no ~olours specific to them or 
emblems. Everything is strictly aca-
demic. Here, I enjoyed so much all the 
extra-curricular activities. The first pep 
rally that I went to was very, very 
strange but from then on, I did not miss 
one and I liked them very much. 
It is going to be so hard to leave. I 
feel like a Valleyite and I'm going to 
miss you all very much. For sure I'll 





AGUILERA, OLIVIA- FT A 3, DECA 4 
AGUILERA, SYLVIA- Music Club 3: VOCCT-Sgt at arms. JV 
Choir4 
ALANIZ, MARIA OLGA Who's Who-Lang 3: FHA , r 
Class, Peer Tutor 4 , TCTT, PASF 3.4 
ALEJANDRO, MARTHA LETTICIA VOCCT I ) ; VOCCT 
I I-sweetheart 4 
ANDRE, JOSE LUIS CVAE Coop. 3: CETA Youthwork 4: 
VOCTJ,4 
AYALA, MARIO- Football 2, Mechanics 3 
AYALA, SARAH Band 2,3.4 
AVEVALO, A NA LEE- DECA, CETA youthwork, VOCT 4 
AVILA, ENEDELIA 
BA DA. GLORIA 
BARER RA. JESSE- Football 2. Football-all d1 t. 3.4 
BAZAN. MARY UIL Debate 2.3; Var Ch 3.4 . U A dist 
champs & State Regionals Finals , UI L E.iemporanous 
Speaker 4 
BENAVIDEZ. VERO ICA 
BENITEZ, ROLANDO Sc,ence Club 3; Student Council 4 
BLEYi S. BRIAN- Student Council. Chess Club. Scholarship 
award highest GPA in FFA Club 2, HS. Who's Who, UIL 
MATH 4; FFA, MU Alpha Theta 3.4 
BROOKS, DEBBIE- Nat. Forens,cs League, French Club. 
Bear's Tale 4: Osocttes 3.4, UIL Debate 2.3.4 
BROWN, JA ET ARLENE- JV Chs. 2; Football Fav . ) ; 
Homecoming Queen Cand. 4 Var Chs. 3.4 
CABRERA, ARTY JV Basketball 2, Var Basketball) 
CACERES, CONSUELO 
CANTU, CARLOS 
CA TU, LUI Football, Track 2.3.4 
CARLIN, PAUL 
CARLSON. DA ETT- UIL Drama-one act play 3 . UIL 
Drama Club-Pres., at. Forens,c's League. UI L Solo Act 4 
CASAS, ELMA 
CASAS, MARILYN FTA 2; HS, OEA-Sweetheart, OEA-
Lab. 3,4 
CASTILLO, GUDELIA M.-VOE-Sr Lab-Sweetheart 4 
CAVAZOS, ASSARLIE-,Student Council-alt. 2; Music Club 3 
FFA Sweetheart Jr & Sr 
CHAPA. LI DA 
CHAVEZ. MARTA tudent Council 4 
CONQUEST, JANET LYNN- Soph. Clas V Pres. 2, Jr las 
Prom Chairman, American Aux1hary Girls' State 1st aux1l-
1ary 3; Sr. clas -Sec., Who's Who. AHSS, Who's Who at PSJA 
UIL, Student of the month. Mu Alpha Theta 4; NHS 3.4 Stu-
dent Council. Sc,ence Club, JETs 2.3.4 
CONTRERAS, LETICIA-VOCCT-Sec .. ODP I 3, VOCCT-
Pres., ODP 114 
COR ELIUSEN, SHARO - Var. Twirler. Band 2, Veg. Show 
Queen 3 
CORNELIUSE , BRET- Student Trainer. Bear Memones, 
English Club 2 
CORO ADO, FRA K Voe TV. Prod .. VICA 4 
CRUZ, PATRICIA UILSpelhng2 
CULLAR, SHELLY- Bear Memones. Sc,ence Club. PASF 
Span,sh Club, 3,4: Drama Club 2.3: Che Club, UIL Sc,encc 
Club 3; Sr. Class, FHA, FTA 4; Student Council. TCTT 2.3.4 
DE LA ROSA, EUSTOLIO-Gcn. Con. Building Trades, Cla 
Rep. JV Baseball 2; Drama Club. Student Alternate 3. DECA 
3,4 
DE LA ROSA, LErrY- Band 2,3,4: All Valley Band, PA F Co. 
Tres. Com 
Senior Brags 
DE LEO . DEBORAH------Concert Band. Bat Girl 2.3.4 . Basket-
ball sweetheart 3; Student Council Rep. 2.4; Mus,c Club-Pres. 
4; Honey Bear 3.4 
DE LEON , JACKIE -Student & Soph Council Rep., Band 2; 
Sc,encc Club-Pres . Sr Class, Homecoming Queen Cand 4; 
Sc,encc Club 2.3.4 
DE LEO . VERO ICA- DECA 3 
DIAZ, OLGA Student Counc,I 2.3 : Jr FFA v Cand , 3. 
Osoettes-tres ., VOCCT-Rcp. 3.4 
DOFFI G, CHUCK JV football. FFA 2; CVAE. Coop.. HS. 
Who's Who 3: Var. football-R G .. JCT Coop. 4 
DURA . RICARDO Gen . Metal Trades-Parl. Boys Track-
hon . men. 3; DECA-Pres. & Sweetheart 4 
ELIZO DO. BEATRIZ LUCIA- Sym . Var all valley. state 
Band, UIL solos & ensembles 2.3.4: 1st div. solo & ensembles 
2.3 ; ommcc for Band Sweetheart 4 
ENRIQUES. AURELIA Volleyball 2; FHA 3; Track 2.3 
FE DER. JILL ALLYSO -2nd alt . Imperial M1 s 2; 1st div. 
solo & ensemble-valley. state) ; at. Forens,cs League. Grethc 
Sullivan School of Dance 4. UIL Prose & Duct. Drama Club. 
Var Band 3.4 
FLORES. MARY Photo Club. UIL Sc,encc Club. PASF 3 
TCTT. FT A Chap., FHA Tres . ADED. Sr. Class Council 
4, Bear Memories Sc,encc Club. 3,4 , Student Council. Drama 
Club 2.3.4 
FO SECA, GILBERT- Journ. I 3. Pharr 4-H V Pres . Bear 
Mcmones 4: Chess Club 3.4 
GALLARDO. JOEL- -Soph. Class 2, Jr Class 3, Sr Class 4. 
Chess Club, Student Council 2.3 
GALLIOS, PIERRE- Student Council, HS. AFS (France). Sr 
Class 4 
GALVA , MELISSA Leo Club. 1st ensemble 2; French Club-
Sec., Rotary Couple 4; 1st div. solo & ensemble 3.4 , sym. Band 
2,3,4 
GARCIA, ESTER- Band 2,3: Choir. W. of Enginenng Seminar 
4 
GARCIA, GLORIA Jr. Class 3: Mus,c Club, DECA weet-
heart, Photo Club 4: TCTT. FHA 3.4 
GARCIA, LAURA L.-Sym & concert Band. Concert Choir 
2.3,4 : Student Council. Sc,encc Club 4 
GARCIA, LI DA YVO E- Soph Class, Student Council 2; 
Jr Cla ) ; All Valley. 1st div. solos 7 ensembles, Sym Band 
2.3.4, Leo Club 2,3 
GARCIA, MARTHA- VOE 3; Tutor 3.4 
GARCIA, MARY Band 2,3 
GARCIA, OEMI JV Cho,r 3. JCT 4 
GARCIA. NORMA- PASF 2; JV Choir, DECA-Cert of Part. 
Outstanding Service Award. 2 area Ach. Award. event ach 
award, ccruflcatc or acc .. 3rd food service. outstanding student 
year 3: concert Choir, Sweethcart-Tres., DECA-Tre 4 
GARCIA. OSCAR- Track 2; Photo Club-Pres. 3.4. Bear Memo-
ries-Photo 2.3.4 
GARCIA, ROSALI DA pan,sh Club 2: FHA 3: DECA-Parl 
3.4; Osoc1tes-V. Pres. 2.3.4 
GARCIA, CIRIA VOE-Lab. 4 
GARZA , DEBBIE- Student Council. JV Head Chs 2; Var. 
Chrs., Football Fav. 3.4 
GARZA, GRACY- Soph. Class Rep. 2: Sr. Class Rep., M1 s 
Bearctte Nominee. Sr. Class Fav. 2,4; Bcarcttc Council-Rt 
Guide 2.3.4 
GARZA, LOEL- VOCT State Rep. 3: FF A-Sec. 2.4 
GARZA, MARICELA-Osoenes 2, Bearenes 3: Student Coun-
cil Rep. 2,3.4: Span,sh Club, Sr. Clas . Folklonc Dance Club. 
Sc,encc Club. Drama Club. Exe . Board Mcm scrapbook 
Comm. Chairman 
GARZA, OLIVIA-FHA. Who's Who 4 
GARZA, RICK-N Football 2: Var. Football 3.4 
GARZA, ROEL-Gen. Metal Trades Club. VOCT ); DE A 
Club4 
GOETZI GER. GAY AN"IE- Band A 2.3. Band B 3.4 
GOMEZ. ELENA OEA 3.4 
GOMEZ, EPIFA I 
GOMEZ, HOMER 
DECA 3; DECA V Pres. 4 
GOMEZ, J VE Tl 0-PLA ) ; UIL Typing. All Region Band 
4; UIL hdc Ruic. Var Band A-Solos & Ensembles, Stage 
Band 2,3.4 
GOMEZ, ROBERT Soph. Class Co uncil 2, Jr Cla s Pres. 3. 
French Club-Pres , Who's Wh o. Student of Month-Dec .. 
Rotary Boy, ominatcd-Mr. Spmt. Drama Club-Ollicer. at. 
Forens,cs Assoc., Sr Class Council , Student Council, 4 , OPA, 
UIL Speech 2,3.4 
GO. ZALEZ. ELIDA OEA-Parl. 3.4 
GO ZALEZ, IRE E- -Mu Alpha Theta) ; Rotary Girl. Who's 
Who, HS-Sec. 3.4. Osoctte-Rcp. & Pres 2,3.4 
GO"IZALEZ, LUIS 111- DECA-Lab 3; DECA II-Rep. 4 
GO"IZALEZ. MODESTO- tudcnt Co uncil. Exe Board. AFS-
Tre ., Photo Club. Sc,encc Club, Sc,encc Club. Jr Class ) ; 
Bear's Talc-Co. Ed. & Man . Ed ., Var Cros Country, Var 
Track 
GO'IZALEZ. ORMA VERO ICA Student Council 3. Sci-
ence Club. Drama Club. Joum . II Photo .. Band . Quill & Scroll 
3,4 
GONZALEZ. RUBE A.- HS. Who's Who. All Valley Band 
4. Marching Band. Stage Band solos & ensembles. Concert 
Band 
GO ZALEZ. ZORAIDA Student Co uncil 2. PASF. FTA 
2.3.4 , FHA 3. DECA 3.4 
GOODWYN. LARRY FFA 2.3.4 
GOSSETT, JAMES JOSEPH UIL 3rd A Toum Extcmt., 3; 
UIL Original Oration. Drama Club-Parl . UIL peech. IL 
Drama. UIL Debate 2.3.4 
GUERRA, ALEJA DRA- UIL One Act Play 2. PASF Tres & 
Pres. 3.4 : UIL Poetry 2.3.4 
GUERRA, A DYE.- PASF 4: Tcnn,s Team 3.4 
GUERRA, EVA GELINA NHS 3 
GUERRERO, ANDRA- VOE-Lab .. OEA-Club 4 
G TIERREZ. VELIA- Joum I) ; Bear's Tale-reporter. 4 
G ZMA . IMO Chs. Fav .. JV Football 2, Var. Football-
d,st Champs -all dist.-hon. mcnllon. 3. V r. football -All D,st. 
& Valley-off player or year. Chs. Beau 4 
HAAG. KELLI- DECA-Sweethcart 3. DECA. Gen Mer. 3.4 
HER ANDEZ. HECTOR 
HER ANDEZ. JOSE-Gen Met. Trades 3 
HER A DEZ. JORGE LUIS 
HER A DEZ. ROBERTO 
HERTZLER. LATRICE- Rotary Girl 4: Joum II-Adv. Mgr.-
Ed . of Annual Quill & Scroll 2.3.4. M1 s San Juan. 4: Who's 
WhoAHSS.4 . FTA. 3.4. 
HETRICK. FRANK - Band. UIL Poetry. 2.3.4. Drama Club-
Tres . UIL43.4 
HI OJO A. ELLY French Club-Tres . 4; Bcarettes 3.4 
HORT ESS, JEA ETTE M.-FFA-Rad10 Broadcasllng. d,st 
area 2.3.4 
JACKSON. CHRI PASF. Student Council 2, AFS 3; Vollc)-
ball mgr 4 ,encc Club 2.3 
JO ES. DORTHY Soph Jr Class-Sec. 2.3. UIL 3. HS. M1 
Spmt, Who's Who, Sr. Class V Pres .. Rotary Girl. Student of 
Month 4; Sc,cnce Club-Sec.- V. Prcs.-Swccthcart 2.3.4 
KRISTEK, ROBERT- Mass. Comm PSJA TV .. V Pre 2.3.4: 
VICA4 
LARA. FRA CI C tudcnt Council 2; Welding Club Pres 
4, Football-Track d1 t. champs-All Dist. defense 2.3.4 
LARA, ROGELIO-UIL Pcrsua 1vc Speaking. UIL Drama. 
Drama Club-Rep.. HS. Sr Cla Pres .. Who's Who. Rotary 
Boy. Top 10%. at Forens,cs League 4. UIL Debate, TV Prod 
259 
260 
Cla 2.3.4 . L:IL Joum . Bear Talc pts. Ed . Qutll Scroll. 
~1u lpha The1a 3.4 
LEMEN. PA TRICIA and1datc Soph Fav .. soph Band Stu-
dent award 2; Whcv Who 1n Music. Can . Jr. Fav .. 3rd M1 
San Juan. Who's Who AH , H1d.llgo Cot1lhon Club. J ; Stu-
dent of Month- Sept . Rotary Girl-Sept.. Who's Who. Can . Sr 
Fav .. Band S"'ccthcart. Homecoming Queen Can .. 4; HS. 
Tres. Fav., Mu Alpha Theta 3.4. All Valley-Arca Band, 1st 
div. solos en cmblc . Var Twirler-head 2,3,4 
LEAL. MELI DA- Soph. Class Fav. & Scholastic award 3. first 
runncr•up Homecoming Queen . Who's Who 4; Bcarcucs-
Counc1l-RT Guide 2,3.4 
LEAL. ORMA- FTA. Student Council 2; Sr, Class. French 
Club, Who's Who 4. Mu Alpha Theta 3.4 
LOMAS, FRA K 
LO G. L YLE- FFA 2.3,4 
LORE. 20, DELFl'-10 Mu Alpha Thcta-2y rs V Pre J , 
HS, Ches Club V Pres., UIL shderulc 4 yrs .• UIL Sc,cncc 3 
yrs., UIL umber Sense I yr ., UIL calculator, Who's Who. 
AHSS4 
LU ERA . MARIA DEL ROSARIO- VOE Coop . Mcm 4 : 
Osocttc Mcm. Sec. 3.4 
LUNA. MARYA UILShorthandJ ; OEAV Pres 4 . FTA-
Mcm. & Pres. 2,3.4 
MARTI EZ. BOBBY -JV foo tball 2 ; Var, Foo1ball. d,st , 
champ -All DISt. Hon Mention 4 . Var. Track 2.3 
MARTI E2.CECILIA- FTA. FHA. VOE-Lab .. VOECoop4 
MARTI E2. DAVID R.-Lco Club, Student Council 2. V Pres. 
Jr Oa . Dir TV show J ; S1udcnt of Mon1h-Jan .. RoLary Boy-
ov., Mr Spmt Mass Comm-Pres .• S1udcnt Council-Sgt. of 
Arms, Spanish Club. Mu Alpha Theta, HS. Uf L Drama 
Com. 4 , UIL One Acl Play 2.4 
MARTI EZ. DOLORES-VOE 3; HS 4 
MARTI E2. JOEL- FFA, Voe. Ag. 1rophy, poultry. proJ. 2.3.4; 
Spanish Club, FFA-Rcp. 4 
MEISEL. CA DA E- UIL Ready Wnt1ng 2: DECA 3 
ME DIOLA HAROLD A. 
MEZA. OLGA LYDIA- Journ . I 3; Bear Mcmoncs 4 
MOLINA. MARY A - JV Choir 2; Who's Who-AHSS. Quill 
and Scroll, Concert Choir. Bear Mcmonc 4 
MO CIVIAS. LEO EL JR Gen . Me1al Trades . Mos1 
Improved S1udcnt 3,4 : Graduate Student 4 
MORALES. ALBERT A.-lst div. on solo. 3rd region tryouts. 
stage band, 2; Var Band A, Who's Who 1n Mus,c. Mu Alpha 
Theta, ls1 chair area & Region tryouts. 1st div. solo & 2nd div. 
solo & state award solo 1n JUZ. stage band. 1st div. cxpenmcn-
tal JASS ensemble, 3; nominated Beau, Sr. Cla Fav. Who's 
Who, HS. Student of Month, Sc,cncc Club-Sweetheart. Band 
Beau, Pres. of Band, 1st chair area & region tryouts 4 
MORALES. JAVIER- Shdc Ruic 2,3; PASF Spanish Club-
danccr4 
MURILLO. CORI A- TCTT 3; CETA-youthwork-a1dc 4: Var. 
Band 2.3.4 
IELSO • SEVERT- Band 2.3.4. FFA-Tres .. Grand Champ. 
Hidalgo County Youth how 2. FFA V. Pres .• Student of Year 
1st Hidalgo County Youth show 3; FFA Pres .• 2nd Garden 
Plot4 
OBST. DEBORAH Veg. show reserve champ .• Key Oub 2; 
Radio Broadcasting team 3rd place 3, Radio Broadcasting 
team 1st dist ., 9th area 4, FF A-Chap. Sec 
OLIVIA, DAISY- Var. Band. UIL solo & ensemble 2; TCTT 
2,3, FTA, CETAyouthwork. Student Council 3,4 
OLIVAREZ.DIA A- FTA4 , 0socttcs2ndyr Parl3,4 
OLIVARE2. OLE DA- Basketball); Drama. Bcarettcs 4 
ORTEGA. YVETTE- FHA 3. Bcarettc, Sr Class 4 
ORTIZ. DIA A--OEA Oub 4 
PACHECO. JOSE M .-Band All Valley, Stage Band 2,3; PLA. 
Arca, PLA G Die .• Chccos Raiders-Com .• 4 
PALACIOS. LETICIA- VOE 
Senior Brags 
PECI A, JEA IE- JV. Chs .. Soph Fav Runner Up 2; Var 
Chs .. football fav .. C1v1Lan C1t1.un hip Award J ; Homecoming 
Queen Can .. Belle Can, Sr. Fav. Can. Rotary Girl. Var .. Chs. 4 
PE A. MARY JA E--Osocttes. Student Council 2; JV Choir 3, 
Concert Choir, Spanish Club. FHA-Sec .. 4: DECA 3.4 
DE LA PE A. YVETTE- PASF 3: OEA-Trcs 4 
PERALES. MELI DA- VOCCT 3; Concert Choir 2.3.4 
PERE2. WILBERTO-Sym., Stage All Valley Band. Var Ten-
nis. 2; outsLand1ng Jr .• Stage. Valley, Arca. State Band. Who's 
Who-Mus,c, Cmtan State, Jr. C.VJtlan Club, Class I rating 
solos & ensembles 3: Stage All Valley, area, Jr C1v1t1an Club 4 
Pl'-10 , IMELDA 
PLYLER. KEV! - Chess Club-Sec .. UIL Cal. UIL Sc,cncc 
2.3.4. UIL Slide Ruic, PLA 3; Mu Alpha Theta 3.4 ; HS. UIL 
umber Sense. Who's Who. Rotary Boy 4 
PUE TE. MARIO-Var. Band 2.3,4, Jr Class. Student Council 
3, Bear Mcmoncs. PASF Spanish Club & dancer. Quill & 
Scroll, Sr Class, Student Council. Photo Club. 
RAMOS. RA DY- Basketball. PASF 2; !CT I 3; !CT II Parl. 
Vol. Fire Dept. 4 
RAMIREZ. CARLO Band 2: outstanding Band ensemble J ; 
stage Band. Choir 3. 4 
REBOLLAR. DAVID-Jr Candidate 
REYES. DIA A- DECA I. 11-HISt. 3.4 
REYES, FELIPE- Diploma of the Com . of Art . Drawing 2nd 3 
RJOS. EPITACIO-FFA 4 
RJVERA. ALICIA- Mu Alpha Theta 3. HS 3.4 
ROBLES. JOEL LEE- solo & ensemble, sym .. stage, concert, All 
Valley Band 2,3,4 
RODRIGUE2. CANDIDO JR.-Baskctball 2,3 
RODRIGUEZ. ELIZABETH- FT A. TCTT 2; Osocttes 2.3.4 
RODRIGUEZ, GRACIANO (CHA 0 }-Band, PASF Spanish 
Club-V Pres., 2: Concert Choir PASF 3,4: Clikcr Club 4 
RODRIGUEL JOSE A.- NHS. Mu Alpha Theta, 3,4; Who's 
Who, Student of Month-Feb .. Track 4 
RODRIGUE2. JUA A.-M1g. Mech Trades 4 
RODRIGUEZ. ROSA pan1sh Club 2; prep. Jr. Sr. Prom 3; 
FFA4 
RODRIGUE2. SEFERINO-VICA 4 
ROMA S, A NA- Student Council. UIL Debate, Science 
Club, Drama UIL 2: Joum I 3: UIL Speech, Span,sh Club. 
Choir; 4 Drama Club. Band Twirler 2.3.4 
ROMERO. EVELYN YVETTE- Soph . Jr. Sr. Class Trcs .. Band, 
Band Twirler, Student Council Rep. Pres. & d,st . Editor. 1st 
div. UIL Twirling solo & ensembles 2,3,4; HS. Honey Bear. 
3,4: Basketball sweetheart. Girls State Delegate 3; Music Club-
Scc .. Mu Alpha Theta. Who's Who among PSJA, Rotary Girl-
Dcc .• Student of Month-Apnl, Homecoming Queen can 4 
ROASLES . LI . DA - Student Counci l, Sc,cncc Club . 2: 
VOCCT-Tres .• sweetheart, member V Pres .. 3, 4, FTA 4 
RUIZ. JAVIER- Metal Trades-Par!. CV AE J : Tv Prod. Class 4 
RUTLEDGE. SANDRA- N Chou 2,3; Concert Choir 4 
SALAZAR, JOSE LUIS-VICA auto mcchan1cs-Trcs. 4 
SALAZAR, Ml ERVA- lst solo & ensemble 2,3. sym. Band 
2,4; state solo, Who's Who-Music, hbranan. concert Band, out-
st.a.nd1ng student-Band 3; TCTT. Band Chap .. 4: Mu Alpha 
Theta mcm.-scc .. all valley 
SALAZAR. RUDY-Soph. Oass Pres .• solo & ensemble. Texas 
State 3,4, Expir .. All Valley, Arca, State Band 2.3.4 
SALDANA. BLANCA- N Chou 3; Concert Choir 2,3; Student 
Counctl 3; Bcarettcs 4 
SA DOYAL. EDUARDO RENE-Var. Band 2.3.4 ; UILSwim-
mmg Team 2: solo & ensemble 4 
SA DOYAL, MAURO- JV football. 2: Var football d11t 
Champs . J ; Var. football-Hon . men ., Def. player of Year, Chs. 
Fav., Bear Award 4 
SANDOVAL. MONICA- Band Twirler. TCTT. Soph .. Can . Fa .. 
2; Jr. Cand. Fav., CYO 2nd Queen. DECA Queen 3: Concert 
Band, Homecoming Queen 2nd. MJSs Pharr 2nd, Stage Band. 
Choir. Student Council , Sym. Band 2.3 : CYO mcm. & Sec .. 
CCD Classes 2.3.4 
SANDOVAL. SYLVIA- Bearcttes-Capt. & Rt. Guide 2.3,4 ; Mu 
Alpha Theta 3,4, HS. French Club-V Pres .. Who's Who 4 
SCOTT. DIA A- DECA 2 
SEGOVIA, MARIA ISABEL-Band 2.4. PASF 4 
SHAW • LISA tudcnt Council 2,3; Bcarcttcs 3, Var. Chs 4 
SIVY. LAURA J.-Girls Scouts 2; Sc,cncc Club. Student Coun-
cil , Science Oub 2.3, 4; Sr Class 4 
SUARE2. ORMA IRE E- Bcarcttc-Counc1l. Lt. & Rt Guide 
2,3,4, Homecoming Queen Cand. 4 
SUARE2. RAUL 
SVOBODA. VALERIE- AFS. Student Council , NHS. Sr. Class 
4 
TELLE2. LUISA- FT A, TCTT 2: Osocttes 2.3.4 
TERA • SOLEDAD-DECA 3,4 
TIJERI A, HORACIO-DECA 4 
TIJERI A. OELIO LEE- Jr Class 3. TCTT-Song lcadcr-
Tres .• V. Pres . FT A mcm. & V Pres. 2.3,4, FHA mem. & Pres. 
3,4 
TOVAR, MARIA I EZ- Mu Alpha Theta 3: UIL Shorthand 4; 
upward bound 2,3,4; Band A-Librarian 2,3,4 
TRAMMELL, KATHY 
TREV! O. MARI ETTE-Bcarcttcs. Swim team 2; football 
fav. 3; Homecoming Queen 4, Var. Cheerleader 3,4 
TREVINO, GREGORIO-N baseball 2: VOCT Club Pres. 3.4 
TREVINO, JP- Var. Band 2.3: UIL Poetry, Concert Choir. 
2,3,4 ; Boys State 3; Bear Memories, Who's Who, Rotary Boy-
May 
TREVINO, LOLLY- Mu Alpha Theta 3: Bcarettc Lt. & Rt. 
Gu1de-Counc,I 2,3,4 
TREVINO, LORIE- Leo Oub, Sc,cncc Oub. Band 2: FTA. 
Girls State, 4; Student Council. upward bound 2,3,4: TCTT. 
UIL English, 2,3; Bcarcttcs mem. 3rd Lt . 3,4; Drama 2.4 
TREVINO. MARY NELL-Bearcttes 2,3,4; Student Council 2 
TREVINO, RICK- football d,st. champs 2nd All Dist. Student 
Athlete of Y car 2,3,4 
UHRBROCK, OTTO-JETS Conceptual Cont1nu1ty. Chess tro-
phies 2; 1st math con., NMSQT (PSA 1), Nat. Com. Students, 
PLA J ; Who's Who Hunting 10th 4; Chess Oub. UIL Sci-
ence 2,3,4; Mu Alpha Theta, HS. Pinball WJUrdry 3,4 
VARGAS, IRE E- VOE Club 3 
VASQUEZ, REBECCA-VOCT Club, HS 3 
VARGAS, DEMENCIA- DE-Lab 4 
VEGA, ELVIA- Who's Who, Sr Class 4 , Mu Alpha Theta 3.4 
VELA. MIKE- DECA V Pres. 3,4 
VILLARREAL, AARON- Who's Who, UIL Math 4: JErs. Mu 
Alpha Theta, NHS 3,4 
VILLARREAL. CYNDI-JV Chs. 2; DE Club J ; ICT Club 4; 
Student Council 2,3,4 ; Drama 3,4 
VILLARREAL, RACHEL-Band 2.3.4; TCTT. Science Club, 3; 
Bear Mcmones 4 
VILLARREAL. RICARDO-UIL Slide Ruic 2.3.4; Band 2: 
PLA 3: Who's Who. HS 4; Chess Club, JETs. Mu Alpha 
Theta 3,4, UIL Cal, umber Sense 3,4 
WARDEN, DE ARMON- Var. Tennis 2.3.4; solos & ensembles 
3,4 
WHITLOCK, KA THY- Bearettes Lt. Rt. Guide-2nd capt. coun-
cil 2.3,4 
WOOD. ROSS-Key Oub 2, 3rd & 1st hurdles d,st , meet 2,3; 
double e&, Club 4; Var. Track 2,3,4; Var. football 4 
ZU IGA. ALBERT- Football 2; DECA 3; VOCT44 
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bad . Gloria p. 4 
Ab,tua. Armando p. 4 
Abrego. Beck) p. 36 
Aco ta . Elizabeth p. 48 
co<1a. Rober1 p. 4 
dame. dan p 4 
Adame Grac,c p . 12 
dame. Mannza p. 36 
Adame amm) p. 36 
dam . Marl p 36 
u1 l1nan . ,onna p. 26 
gu1lar. Beel) p. 36 
qulia. Joe p. 4 
gu,lera. lrma p. 12 
gu,lcra. \1af) p. 12 
Agu,lera . Oh\la p. 12 
gu,lera. Rene p. 36. 9 
gu,lera . Rober1 p. 36. 9 
Aguirre. Beto p. 36 
Aguirre. M ,gucl p. 36 
Alan, Albert p. 4 . 99 
Alan, . Aurelio p. 48 
Ian, . D°' 1d p. 4 
Alan, . D,ana p. 4 
Alan,s . Edurdo p. 48 
Alan, Isabel p . 12 
Ian, Jc "'p. 4 
Lam \1ana Olga p. 12 
Alan,z. \1cla p. 12 
Alan,z. Miguel p. 4 
Alam . \iomca p. 4 
Alam . Olga p. I 9 
Alan, . Rc)naldo p. 48. 132 
Alan1Z. Rogelio p 36. 4 
Alcala . '<armo p. 4 
Akjandro. Cecelia p. 12. 204 
Alejandro. Gerado p. 12 
Alejandro. Maria p. 12 
Akman. Gu,llermma p. 36 
Akman . \hr) p. 36 
Akman . S) l\la p. 36 
Almendarez. Sandra p. 48 
Alonzo. Belinda p. 12 
Alonzo. Cmd) p. 48 
Alonzo. Fernando p. 48 
Alonzo. Manccla p. 36 
Alonzo. Rosa p. 12 
Alonzo. Ruben p. 48 
Alonzo. V1\i1ana p. 48 
Ahah,I. Ed,.ardo p. 48 
Ahah,I. Ricardo p. 4 
Altair. R p. 132 
Aharado. Aida p. 12 
Al\'arado. Cn tma p. 48 
Alvarado. Ernesto p. 48. 99 
Alvarado. Esmeralda p. 147 
Alvarado. Hcrrnan p.36 
Al,arado. Leonel p. 36 
Aharado. Mal) p. 48 
Ah arado. Rosano p. 48 
l,arcz. And) p. 48. 85. 94 
h arcz. Da\ld p. 36 
Alvarez. Fernando p. 12. 84 
Ah.arcL \.iar~chno p. 4 
Al\lso. Gregona p. 12. 179 
Amschler M 11chcll p. 36 
Alaya. Ro<, 
Anaya. Jos, Angel p. 22 
Anders, Docl p. 12, 225 
Andrade. Carrncn p. 36 
Andrade, Gil p. 48 
Angel , Buda p. 48 
Anzures. Sylvia p. 48 
Aranda. Ahc,a p. 36 
Aranda. Glona p. 12 
Aranda, Oscar p. 36 
Aranda, Rosalinda p. 48 
Arcaute, Erruly p. 48 
An pc. Carlos p. 36 
Anvalo, Anna p. 12 
Arredondo, Jaime p. 48 
Arredondo, Librada p. 48 
Arredondo, Mano p. 12 
Arredondo, Martha p. 36 
Arredondo. Melba p. 4g 
Arredondo, Raul p. 48 
Arnaga, uuy p. 48 
Amaga,R. 
Amaga, Rosic p. 13 
Arroya, Jav,cr p. 36 
Avila, E. p. 130 
Avila, clly p. I 3 
Av1laro, Elizabeth p. 48 
Ayala, Bertha p. 13 
Ayala, Dolores p. 36 
Ayala. Mano p. 13 
Ayala, Sarah p. 13 
Ayala, T p. 99 
Baker, W,lham Westly p. 40 
Sanden, Estela p. 13 
Bandin, Alfredo p. 13 
Bandin. Su ,c p. 48, 182. 183 
BarajU, Andrew p. 203 
Student Index 
Baraja . Ros, Ann p. 48 
Barbe. Cleat p. 4 . 99 
Barbosa. Joel p. 36 
Barbosa. Marcelino p. 36 
Barboza. Oscar p. 36 
Barrera, Cmdy p. 13 
Barrera, Esmeralda p. 35. 36. 130. 171 
Barrera, Jesse p. I 3. 4, 237 
Barrera, Hector p. 36 
Barrera, Manna p. 36 
Bancntcs. . oeha p. 4 
Bauusta, Blanca p. 4 
Bauu ta . Mana p. 13. 179 
Bauu ta . \1ana p. 13 
Bazan. \1af) p. 13. 142. 173 
Bcamscl) . Kenneth p. 36 
Bclmaucs. Ramiro p. 48 
Behran. Carrncn p. 36 
Behran. Re) 99. 132 
Benavidez. Jaime p. 48 
Benavidez. Roel) p. 36. 84 
Benitez. 11\ orma p. 13 
Bcn11cz. Rolando p. 13 
Bermea. Guadalupe p. 36 
Bla,r. R p. 158 
Blanco. Sandra p. 4 
Blnms. Onan p. 21 
Bocanegra. Arluro p. 167. 171 
Bocanegra. Esmeralda p. 36. I 2. 183. 178. 190 
Bocanegra. Juan p . 36. 167 
Boughs. George p. 48. 84. 98 99 
Boghs. Sandra p. 13 
Borrego. Ja ime p. 4 
Borrego. Joe p. 36 
Borrego. Rachel p. 36 
Bra,o. Bertha p. 36 
Bravo. Enbcrto p. 36 
Bra;,.·o. Ernie p. 13 
Bravo. Guadalupe p. 36 
Brl\O. S)l\la p. 36. 179 
Bndgcman . R,ck\ p. 13 
Bnggs. B,11 p. 48 
Bnoncs. L,z11h p. 36. I 83 
Brooks. Dcbb,c p. 13. 146. 173 
Brown. Janet p. 13. 24. 140. 145 
Buenrostro. AIMrt 13 
Buenrostro. Ohv1a p. 48 
Bustamcnta. Ros,c p. 14. 204 
Bustamente. Edwardo p. 48 
Cabrera . Ari) p. 102. 106. 109 
Cabrera . Elu1d p. 4 . 49. 158, 167. 169 
Cabrera. Johnny p. 49. 103. 106. 108 
Cabrera. Lazaro p. 49 
Caceres. Consuelo p. 14 
Calderon. Jan,c p. 49. 147 
Calderon. "1ark p. 49 
Calderon. Son,a p. 36 
Calderon. P,crrc p. 14 
Camacho. Homer p. 37. 84. 98 
Camacho. V,ima p. 14 
Camanllo. orrna p. 14 
Camanllo. Yolanda p. 37. I 15. I 18 
Cameron. \ 'irgama p. 37 
Campos. Carla p. 49 
Campos. Leonardo p. 49 
Campos. Lcuc,a p. 14. 204 
Campos. Sus,c p. 37 
Canales. Carla p. I 3 
Canales. San Juan11a p. 37 
Canchc. Xa\ler p. 37 
Cancino. Ehsa p. 14 
Cancino. Jame p. 49 
Cano. C,ro p. 37, 195 
Cano. Edgar p. 37. 98. 132 
Cano. Edwardo p. 37 
Cano. Fchc,ano p. 37 
Cano. Ins p. 49 
Cano. Ismael p. 49 
Cano. Homer p. 37. 155 
Cano. Ja\lerp. 37, 171 
Cano. Thelma p. 49 
Cantu. Angelica p. 49 
Cantu. Becky p. 37 
Cantu. Chris p. 37 
Cantu. Clcmcnt,na p. 37 
Can1u. Danny p. 49 
Cantu. Edward p. 84 
Can1u. Elma p. 49 
Cantu. Grac,c p. 49 
Cantu. Hchodoro p 49 
Cantu. Jan,c p. 49 
Can1u. Ja"er p. 49. 85 
Cantu. Loreto p. 14 
Cantu. Lu,s p. 84. 85 
Cantu. Oh,er p. 37 
Cantu. \fanssa p . 49. t t 8. 130 
Cantu. ',,!on p. 49 
Cu1u. Omar p. 37 
Cantu. Ramon p. 37 
Cantu. Ruben p. 49 
Cantu . Shc,la p. 49 
Cantu. T110 p . 49 
Cantu. Tomasa p. 49 
Carlson . Danell p. 15. 159. 161 
Carmona. Mana p 49 
Carranza. orma p. 49 
Carranza. Raul p. 49 
Carranza. Rene p. 14 
Carranza . Robert p 37 
Camilo. Bobb) p. 165 
Casares. Raul p. 37, 161 
Ca a . Elma p. 14 
Ca<.as. George p. 49 
Ca . as. Mani) n p. 14 
Casa . Olga p. 37 
Casas. Sandra p. 49 
Cas taneda. Jc u, p 49 
Castaneda. Ros,mal) p. 49 
Ca 1elcanos. Joe p. 49 
Casullcja. Jose p. 49 
Ca ullcja . Rosalinda p 49 
Casullo. Areccl,c p. 49 
Casullo. Ednh p . 165 
Casullo. Genaro p. 14. 84. 85. t 32. 237 
Camilo. George p. 49 
Ca ullo. J p. 130 
Ca ullo. Mana p . 14 
Cast,llo. Mana G p. 37 
Casullo. Manccla p. 14 
Casullo. Orlando p 37 
Ca.ullo. Roel p. 49 
Ca 11110. hen p. 49 
Ca iro. Antonio p. 37 
Castro. llhana p. 49 
Ca tro, Lupe p . 49 
Ca,azos. R,ck) p. 49 
Cavazos. Ruth p. 14 
Cavazos. Tma Mana p. 49 
Cazares. Rebecca p. 49 
Cazares. Xavier Rene p. 49 
Cerda. Miguel p. 49 
Cerda. Rosa Del C p. 14 
Cerda . Rosa p. 37 
Ceruntc . Irma p. 49 
Cervan1es. Rene p. 49 
Ccrvan1es. Sergio p. 195 
Chapa. Arnold p. 14 
Chapa. Diana Lisa p 37 
Chapa. Dora p. 49 
Chapa. Erasmo p . 37. 98. 132 
Chapa. Linda p. 14 
Chapa. Mal') p 49 
Chapa. Richard p. n 
Chapa. Rosalinda p. 37 
Chapa. Zenaida p. 14, 179 
Chavez. Martha p. 14 
Chavez. R. p. 99. 132 
C,sncros. Melody p. 195 
Cloud. Nathan p. 14 
Colmenares. Alma p. 37 
Compean. E meratda p. 14 
Compean. Rosano p. 132 
Conquest. Janet p . 12. 14. 15. 156. 157. 171. 182. 
218. 227 
Contreras. "-iora p. 37 
Cordova. Rosa p . 37 
Coronado. Francisco p. 14 
Coronado. Lcttc1a p. 37 
Coronado. "1ano p. 14 
Coronado. Rosa p. 14 
Comchu . Sharon p. 14 
Comchus,n. Bret p 14 
Cortez, Adolfo. p. 50 
Cortez. Abelardo p . 50 
Cor1ez. Glona p. 14 
Cor1ez. Mano p. 37 
Cor1cz. R,ck) p. 37 
Cortez. Roberto p. 14 
Co1tlc. Chris p. 50 
Cranf,cld. Dall)! p. 50 
Crank. Enk p. 50 
Crank. Karl p . 37 
Cruz. Bchnda p. t S 
Cruz. Francisco p. 37, 98 
Cruz. ora p. 37 
Cruz. Patnc,a p. 15 
Cuellar. Aracclly p . 50 
Cucllar. Shclly p . 15. 167,169 
Culpepper. ou p. 50 
Curtis, Lucy p. 15 
Curu . Rosalynn p. 50 
Davila. Cynthia p. 50 
Davila . Elda p. 37 
Davila. Florenzo p. 203 
Davila. Juan p. 15 
Davila . Sylvia p. 50 
De La Cruz. Juan p. 50 
De La Garza . Elia p. 50 
De La Garza. Sandra p. 50 
De La Garza. Robert p. 50 
De La Garza. L,uc,a p 15 
De La Rosa. Raul p. 37 
De La Rosa. Rolando p 50 
De L,on. Aroldo p. 15. 203 
De L,on. Carlo p. 36 
De L,on . Cyndi p. 37 
De L,on . Dann) p . SO 
De L,on . Dcbb,c p I 5. 178. 236 
De L,on . Ocha p. 50 
De L,on . Jack,c p . t 5. 25. 170. 171 
De L,on. Lone p. 50 
De L,on. Mano p. 50 
De Leon. 'lanq p . 37 
De L,on. Ra) p. 50 
De Leon. Rogelio p. 50 
De L,on. Ro) p. 37 
De L,on. Victor p. 37 
Del F,crro. Carmen p. 38 
Delgado. Esmeralda p. 50 
Delgado. Guadalupe p. 37 
Delgado. Yolanda D. p. 50 
Diaz. Jan,c p . 50 
Diaz. Ja"1er p. 50 
Diaz. Jose p. 37 
D,az. Juan p 37 
Diaz. Olga p. I 5. I 46 
Diaz. Ruben p. 15. 84 
Diaz.Sump 50 
D,az. Yo landa p. 50 
Dimas. Franl p. 50 
Dimas. amucl p. 50 
Doff mg. Charl,c p. 5. 15. 84 
Dona\i . Bertha p. 50 
Dono\i . '< p. 130 
Dorado. Irma p . 50 
Dorado. Ruben p. 50 
Dubos,. John p. 37 
Duran . Diana p. 37 
Duran . R,ck) p 15 
Echartca Marge p. 15 
Eche>crna. Roel p. 38 
Elizalde . Jav,cr p. 38 
Ehzondo. David p. 165. 171 
Ehzondo. Gus p. 84 
Ehzondo. Joe p. 50. 99 
Ehzaldc. Rolando p. 50 
Ennqucz. Arturo p. 38. 132 
Ennqucz. Aureliz p. 15 
Ennqucz. Diana p. 38 
Enriquez. Janae p. 38 
Escobar. Andre p. 15. 166. 167 
Escobar. Elsa p. 5. 37 
Escobar. us,c p. 50 
Escobedo. Anadma p. 50 
Escobedo. Cns p. 38 
Escobedo. David p. I I I 
Escobedo. Rene p. t 5. t 92. t 95 
Esparza . Norma p. 38 
Espinoza. Elsa p. 50 
Esp10osa. Joe p. 107. 108 
Esp,nosa . Robert p . 15 
Espinoza . Serg,o p . 50, 203 
Espinoza . Tony p. 38 
Esquivel. Blanca p. 50 
Estrada. Era to p. 50 
Estrada. Ester p. 38 
Estrada. I renc p. 38 
Farar. Bart p 50. 158. 159 
Fana . George p. 50 
Fana . Leo p. 50 
Fanas. Mar!Za p. 50 
Farias. Romcha p. 50 
Faullner. Lisa p. 50 
Fender. J,11 p. 15 
F,nl. Juhc p. 15 
Figueroa oc p. 50 
Flores. Adolfo p. I 5 
Flore . Belinda p. 16. 204 
Flore . Carlos p. 16 
Flores. Charl,c p. 107. 236 
Flore . Diana p. 50 
Flores. Diana p. 50 
Flores. Gilbert p. 50 
Flores. Issac p. 50 
Flore Joel p. 3 
Flore . Juanp. 16 
Flore . Mary p. 16. 167. 169. 183 
Flores. Maryann p. 38 
Flore . Maximo p. 38 
Flore . "- ell) p. 38 
Flores. "-c tor p I 6 
Flore . Ray p. 50 
Flores. Rene p. 50 
Flores. Rosalinda p . 50 
Flores. an uago p. 50 
Flores. Virg101a p. 16. t 17 
Flore . Yolanda p. 38 
Fons,ca. Glibert p . 167. 169 
Fonseca . Gilbert p . 16 
Fonseca, Ismael p. 50 
Fons,ca . Jc sc p. 50 
Fonseca, Lupita p. 3 . 115, 117. 130 
Fonna, Amaha p. 38, 43, 181 
Forma, Mana p. 16, 182 
Fuente . Frank p. 38 
FucnlC , Jan,c p. 50. 183 
FucnlC , Jos, p. 38 
FuenlC . Rachel p. 50 
Fucn1es. Raul p. 16 
Funk. Lone p. 50 
Galindo. Ismael p. 50 
Galindo. Ma)O p. 203 
Gallardo. Da"d p. 5 I 
Gallardo. Joel p. 16 
Gallardo. M ,le p. 38 
Gallardo. Rosalinda p. 38. 132 
Gallegos. Ruben p. 38 
Gallois. Pierre p. 16. I I. 257 
Galvan. Mana p. 50. I 18 
Galvan. "1elissa p. 16. 225 
Gal>an. Yolanda p. 51 
Gamez. Lup11a p. 5 I 
Gama. Abel p. 38 
Gama. Adel11a p. 51 
Gama. Alt>ert p. 38 
Gama. Alberto p. 38 
Gama. Alma p. 38 
Garcia. Ah ana p. 38 
Garcia. Arturo p. 51 
Gama. Cind, p. 38. 147 
Gama. Cnstolda p. 51 
Gama. Dn,d p. 51 
Gama. Da"d p. 5 I 
Gama. Debbie p. 140. 142 
Gama. Debbie p. 51 
Gama. Enadelia p. 16 
Gama. Enrique p. 38 
Gama. E ter p. 16 
Gama. E,a p. 11 
Garcia. Evangelina p. 16 
Gama. Gloria p. 16. 183 
Gama. Ismael p. 5 I 
Gama. Jacob p. 51 
Gama. Jav,er p. 38. IOI. 103. 105. 107 
Gama. Jilma p. 38 
Garcia. Joe p. 16. 184 
Gama. Joe p. 38. 203 
Gama. Joe A p. 5 I 
Garcia. Jo~c Jr\J p. 51 
Garcia. Laura p. 16 
Garcia. Lcuc1a p. 38 
Garcia. Linda p. 16 
Garcia. Linda Joe p. 51 
Garcia. Ludivina p. 51 
Gama. Marcos p. 17. 212 
Garcia. Manna p. 38 
Garcia. Manna p. 38 
Garcia. Ma no p. 51 
Garcia. Mansda p. 51 
Gama. Martha B. p. 51 
Gama. Martha E. p. 51 
Garcia. Martin p. 51 
Garcia. Marun p. 51 
Gama. Mercedes p. 38 
Garcia. Norma p. 17 
Garcia. 'orma p. 17 
Gama. Odilia p. 51 
Gama. Oscar p. 17. 167. 168. 169 
Gama. Pats) p. 51. 147 
Garcia. Ramiro p. 17 
Garcia. Ricardo p. 51 
Gama. R,ck p. 102. 105. 108 
Gama. Robert p. 38 
Gama. Robert p. 38 
Gama. Robert p. 5 I 
Gama. Rogelio p. 51 
Garcia. Rosa p. 17 
Gama. Rosa p. 38 
Gama. Rosalinda p. 17. 146 
Gama. Salome p. 17 
Gama. Sammy p. 38 
Gama. Susie p. 51. 118 
Gama. S)lvia p. 38 
Gama. Ton} p. 51 
Garcia. Amaha p. 17 
Garza. Alma p. 17. 218 
Garza. Baldemar p. 5 I 
Garza. Beel) p. 51. 118 
Garza. Cesar p. 38 
Garza. Chrisp. 17. 140. 142. 143 
Garza. Cind) p. 38 
Garza. Cma p. 17 
Garza. ens p. 17 
Garza. Dahlia p. 17 
Garza. Debbie p. 17. 140. 141 
Garza. D J p. 52. 85. 132 
Garza. El,azar p. 38 
Garza. Ehzabeth p. 38. 147 
Garza. Gilda p. 17. 132 
Garza. Gracey p. 17. 132. 230 
Garza. Hortencia p. 38. 45 
Garza. Jenn) p. 38. 114. I 16. 117. 119 
Garza. Je se p. 52 
Garza. Jesus p. 52 
Garza. Joe p. 38 
Garza. John p. 38 
Garza. Juan p. 17 
Garza. Juan p. 38 
Garza. Juan p. 38 
Gan.a. Juan p. 52 
Garza. Juan p. 52 
Garza. Julian p. 38. 84. 98 
Garza. Lero) p. 52 
Garza. Loel p. 17. 224 
Garza. Lou Ann p. 52. 99. 116. 130 
Garza. Mana p. 52 
Garza. Maricela p. 17. 181. 182 
Garza. Marisol p. 52 
Garza. Melis a p. 38 
Garza. orma p. 38 
Garza. Olivia p. 218 
Garza. Oralia p. 18 
Garza. Oscar p. 18 
Garza. Ramon p. 18 
Garza. Raul p. 38 
Garza. Ricky p. 84 
Garza. Robert p. 52 
Garza. Rodrigo p. 52 
Garza. Roel p. I 8 
Garza. Rolando p. 38 
Garza. Roman p. 52 
Garza. Rosie p. 52 
Garza. Rudy p. 52. 179 
Garza. Tirso p. 38 
Garza. Yolanda p. 18. 204 
Garza. Fehpe p. 38 
Gasca. Felipe p. 203 
Gauna. Ph,lemon p. 84. 98 
Ga) ton. Carmen p. 52 
G,11. Marl p. 52. 99 
G,I. "1,chael p. 52 
Goetzinger Ga, Anne p 18 
Goforth. Robb) p. 38 
Gomez. Arturo p. 52 
Gomez. Elias p. I . 212 
Gomez. Elizabeth p. 38 
Gomez. Ep,fan,o p I 8 
Gomez. Fernando p. 52 
Gomez. Homer p. I 
Gomez. Jaime p. 3 
Gomez. Ju\.Cntmo p. 18 
Gomez. Leticia p. 39 
Gomez. Lisa p. 52 
Gomez. "1 ana I p. 18 
Gomez. "1ano p. 52 
Gomez. "1al) p. 39 
Gomez. Raquel p. 39 
Gomez. Rene p. 52 
Gomez. Robert 12. 18. 32. 132. 158. 159. 218. 224. 
226 
Gomez. Ro) p. 52 
Gomez. Y 1ctona p. 52 
Gomez. Cindi p. 52 
Gomez. Mirna p. 52 
Gonzalez. Alfredo p. 212 
Gonzalez. Alfonso p. 39 
Gonzalez. Aleida p. 52 
Gonzalez. Alic,a p. 52 
Gonzalez. Angie p. 18 
Gonzalez. Arturo p. 52 
Gonzalez. Bertha A p. 52 
Gonzalez. Cancino p. 84 
Gonzalez. Carlos p. 52 
Gonzalez. Daniel p. 18 
Gonzalez. Debbie p. 18. 132 
Gonzalez. Delfa p. 52 
Gonzalez. Diana p. 39 
Gonzalez. Eddie p. 52. 99 
Gonzalez. Elida p. 18. 204 
Gonzalez. Elizena p. 18 . 204 
Gonzalez. Elo) p. 18 
Gonzalez. Eva p. 39 
Gonzalez. Felicia p. 150 
Gonzalez. Felipe p. 52 
Gonzalez. Felipe p. 52 
Gonzalez. Frank p. 52. 111. 113 
Gonzalez. Glona p. 18 
Gonzalez. Gonzalo p. 52 
Gonzalez. Hope p. 195 
Gonzalez. Idalia p. 52 
Gonzalez. Imelda p. 39. 171. 181 
Gonzalez. Irene p. 7. 17. 18. 135. 146. 156. 157. 
219. 224. 227 
Gonzalez. Ins p. 39. 183 
Gonzalez. Javier p. 52 
Gonzalez. Juan p. 39 
Gonzalez. Julie p. 39 
Gonzalez. Lct1c1a p. 52 
Gonzalez. Loretta p. 19 
Gonzalez. Luis p. 19 
Gonzalez. Manuela p. 52 
Gonzalez. Martha p. 19 
Gonzalez. Martha p. 39. 166. 167 
Gonzalez. Mehssa p. 52 
Gonzalez. "1,le p. 52 
Gonzalez. Modesto p. 19. 132. 165 
Gonzalez. Noel p. 84. 98. 111. 113 
Gonzalez. Norma p. 19. 167. 168. 171 
Gonzalez. orma I p. 52 
Gonzalez. Olga p. 19 
Gonzalez. Patnd p. 52 
Gonzalez. Raul p. 52 
Gonzalez. Robert p. 39. 84 
Gonzalez. Robert p. 52 
Gonzalez. Roberto p. 52 
Gonzalez. Rosa Belia p. 52 
Gonzalez. Rosie p. 52 
Gonzalez. Ruben p. 19. 222 
Gonzalez. Ruben p. 39 
Gonzalez. Ruben p. 52 
Gonzalez. aul p. 52 
Gonzalez. Susie p. 39. 132 
Gonzalez. Ton) p. 52 
Gonzalez. Victor p. 39 
Gonzalo. C. p. 98 
Goodw)n. Barbara p. 39 
Goodwin. Lari) p. 19 
Gorena. Meli sap. 19 
Gosset. Elizabeth p. 52. 158 
Gosset. James p. I 9. 158. 159. 173 
Gnffm. Dana p. 19 
GuaJardo. Artem,o p. 203 
Guajardo. Ceha p 165 
Guajardo. Erasmo p. 39 
Guajardo. Ernesto p. 39 
Guajardo. Ruben p. 39 
Guana. Benno p. 52 
Guana. \.tanucla p. 18 
Guana. "1argie p. 39 
Guardiola. Hilda p. 39 
Guardiola. Sandra p. 39. 182 
Guerra. Alejandra p. 19. 190 
Guerra. Andre~ p. 19 
Guerra. Consuelo p. 52 
Guerra. David p. 19 
Guerra. Edeha p. 52 
Guerra. Eleazar p. 52 
Guerra. Esmeralda p. 52 
Guerra. Ludnna p. 39 
Guerra. Mano p. 19 
Guerra. Rosa Nehda p. 39 
Guerra. Sally p. 52 
Guerra. T eme p. 39 
Guerra. Teresa p. 53 
Guerrero. Juan p. 53 
Guerrero. Ro} p. 53 
Guevara. \.t ancela p. 19 
Gutierrez. Albert p. 19. 166. 167 
Gutierrez. Belinda p. 39 
Gutierrez. Sett) p. 19 
Gutierrez. Blanca p. 19 
Gutierrez. Esteban p. 39. 44. 171 
Gutierrez. Graq p. 53 
Guuerrez. Josue p. 39 
Guuerrez. Juan p. 53 
Gutierrez. Marco p. 53 
Guuerrez. Miguel p. 53 
Guuerrez. Petra p. 39 
Gu11errez. Reb«ca p. 19 
Gutierrez. Rolando p. 53 
Guuerrez. S) lv1a p. 39 
Gu11errez. Velia p. 165 
Guzman. Eddie p. 159 
Guzman. George p. 19 
Guzman. Jose Luis p. 39 
Guzman. "1 ana p. 20 
Guzman. Rick) p. 39. 84 
Guzman. Rosano p. 39 
Guzman. Sandra p. 39. 140. 142 
Guzman. Simon p. 4. 11. 20. 84. 90. 141. 214. 237 
Guzman. S) lv1a p. 20 
Hallock. Fredd) p. 39 
Hallocl . Wend} p. 39. 183 
Hempel. R,d p. 53 
Hensle) . Henl) p. 53 
Hensle) . Karen p. 39. 182. 183 
Hernandez. Adela p. 53 
Hernandez. Ad nan p. 39 
Hernandez. Alberto p. 53 
Hernandez. Carmen p. 39. 114. 117. 119. 130 
Hernandez. Connie p. 39 
Hernandez. Daniel p. 53 
Hernandez. Danny p. 53 
Hernandez. Diana J. p. 53 
Hernandez. Diana p. 53 
Hernandez. Elizabeth p. 53 
Hernandez. Fernando p. 53 
Hernandez. Helen p. 20. 25. 156. 157. 204. 219. 
225. 226 
Hernandez. Jaime p. 53 
Hernandez. Juan p. 165 
Hernandez. Letty p. 20 
Hernandez. \.1ana Luisa p. 53 
Hernandez. "1ana De Los Angeles p. 39 
Hernandez. Martina p. 39. 159 
Hernandez. Pat p. 53. 115 
Hernandez. Roberto p. 20 
Hernandez. Romelia p. 20 
Hernandez. Rosie p. 53 
Hernandez. Ruben p. 53 
Hernandez. Ruben p. 53 
Hernandez. Sandra p. 53 
Hernandez. Sergio p. 53 
Hernandez. Tino p. 53 
Herrera. L,lhan p. 53. 138 
Hertzler. Latnce p. 20. 26. 166. 167. 168. 225 
Hetncl. Franl p. 20. 158. 159 
Hidalgo. "1ana Luisa p. 53 
HinoJosa. Beel) p. 20. 146. 147 
Hinojo a. Ell) p. 20 
Holland. Karen p. 20 
Hortness. Jeannette p. 20 
Hoslscher. Diana p. 39. 104 
Ho"•· John p. 203 
Huerta. Frank p. 39 
H)de. Ted p. 39 
lanelli. Franl p. 111. 113 
Ibanez. "1arun p. 53 
Ibarra. Mana p. 53 
Ibarra. Rene p. 39 
lnran1e. Veronica p. 39 
lnls. Jadie p. 53 
Jaclson. Chel) I p. 53. I 38. 234 
Jackson. Charlotte p. 39. 18 I. 182 
Jackson. Cns p. 20 
Jasso. Minerva p. 53 
Jaime. Linda p. 39 
Ja,mez. phi< p. 39 
Jarez. Jose Luis p. 39 
Jasso. Ramiro p. 39 
Jimenez. Bobb\ 39. 165. 173 
Jiminez. Jesu1:1 r,. 53 
Jimenez. Juan p. 53 
Jimenez. "1ar1 p 53 
Johnson. Ten p. 53 
Jones. Doroth) p 12. 20. 141. 188. I 9. 216. 219. 
224. 226 
Juarez. Alfredo p. 53 
Juardo. Lut\ p. 53 
Keller. Jem p 53 
Kemn. Kand) p. )9 
K,llinges. Ani,ie p. 39 
Kim. K)ong p. 53 
Kra)s. Cind, p. 53 
Kn tel. Rot>ert p. 21. 195 
Kroge. Darlene p. 21 
Landez. \1ana p. 21 
Landez. \" 1ctona p. 53 
Lara. Franl p. 21. 84 92. 95. 96. 237 
Lara. "'arda p. 39 
Lara. Rogelio p. 12. 21. 27 156. 15 . 159. 165. 
173.195.219.225 
Laugh Im. Debbie p. 53. 13 
Laughlin. Roger p. 39. 110. 153 
Lazes. Abel p. 53 
Lazo. "1 mer> a p. 36. 39 
Leal. Able p. 39 
Leal. Elva p. 39 
Leal. Hector p. 21 
Leal. Joe p. 53 
Leal. "1ehnda p. 21. 24 132. 156. 157 219. 228 
Leal. "1 odesto p. 21 
Leal. '-orma p. 21. 219 
Leal. R,- na p. 53. 11 
Ledesma. "1art1n p. 53 
Lee. Yolanda p. 39 
Lerma. Isidro p. 53 
de la luz Lerma. "1ana p. 21 
Ledesma. Jes e p. 21 
Lemen. Leslie p. 37. I 38 
Lemen. Patnc1a p. 16. 21. 25. 136. 13 . 156. 157 
220. 224. 226 
Lman. Elma p. 53 
Liscano. Arturo p. 39 
L,u. "ladine p. 16. 58. 138 
Lizcano. Beel) p. 53 
Llamas. Blanca p. 39 
Lomas. Esteban p. 53 
Lomas. Frank p. 21 
Longona. Manna p. 53. 158 
Longona. Olga p. 53 
Longoria. Richard p. 21 
Lopez. Carmel p. 42 
Lopez. C,nlo p. 21 
Lopez. D,a na p. 42 
Lopez. Ened1lia p. 21 
Lopez. Esmeralda p. 42 
Lopez. Estela p. 53 
Lopez. Eva p. 53 
Lopez. Francisco p. 42 
Lopez. Hilda p. 42 
Lopez. Ignacio p. 42 
Lopez. Javier p. 21 
Lopez. Javier p. 53. 99 
Lopez. Je ,ca p. 42 
Lopez. Jesus p. 53 
Lopez. Johnny p. 110. 111 
Lopez. Juan p. 53 
Lopez. Juvenc,o p. 53 
Lopez. Lee p. 54. 84. 98 
Lopez. Leticia p. 42 
Lopez. L1ha p. 42 
Lopez. Mana Teresa p. 53 
Lopez. Martha S. p. 53 
Lopez. Oscar p. 54 
Lopez. Pre 1hano p. 42 
Lopez. Rosa p. 42 
Lopez. andra p. 42, 182 
Lopez. Thomas p. 21 
Loredo. R,cky p. 42 
Lorenzo.Dclfmop.20.21.1 9.216.220 
Lozano. Jose Angle p. 42 
Lozano, Sonia p. 54 
Luc,o. Johnny p. 54. 99 
Luera. Chris p. 115 
Luera. Irene p. 42 
Luera. Irma p. 54 
Luera. Rosano p. 146. 204 
LuJan. Irene p. 21 
Lujan, Sergio p. 21. 153 
Luna. Alonzo p. 42 
Luna. Francis p. 21 
Luna. Gloria p. 54. 162 
Luna. Leo p. 42 
Luna. Mary Ann p. 21. 154 
Luna. orma p. 54 
Luna. Ralph p. 34 
Luna. Sandra p. 54 
Lundquist. Dana p. 42 
Maldonado. Gracie p. 167. 168 
Maldonado. Luis p. 21 
Maldonado. Robert p. 42 
Maldonado. Sylvia p. 42 
Mancias. Javier p. 42 
Mancias, Mana p. 54 
Mancias. orrna p. 21. 220 
Macias. Ramona p. 54 
Mancias. San Juanita p. 42 
Mann. Roger p. 42 
263 
264 
Mara\llla. Guadalupe p. 42 
MareL E peranza p. 54 
MartineL Abb) p. 42 
Mart,ou .. Alex p. 54 
'VoarllneL Alfredo p. 42 
\brtineL Bobb) p. 21. 81. 84. 86. 93. 94. 95. 96. 
97. 237 
MartineL Carlos p. 21 
Martinez. Carmen p. 54 
MamneL Cecelia p. 21 
MartineL David p. 12. 141. 158. 159. 182. 195. 
201. 220. 224. 227 
MartineL Dolores p. 21 
MaruneL El,na p. 54 
MartineL Freddy p. 98 
MartineL Gilbert p. 54 
MartineL Guadalupe p. 42 
Mart,neL Jo,I p. 22 
\.faruncz. Launc p. 54 
MaruneL Lollie p. 54. 171. 178 
Manmcz. Lora p. 42 
\-Jart1neL Lup11a p. 42 
\brtineL Manuel p. 54 
\1art1neL Mana L. p. 22 
MartineL Manbel p. 54 
Mart,neL Mano p. 42 
Maruncz.. Martin p. 54 
Martinez. Marun p. 54 
Manmcz. Martin p. 54 
MamneL Melissa p. 42 
Martmcz. M chssa p. 54 
Martinez_ orma p. 42 
MaruneL Paul p. 22 
MaruneL Ray p. 42 
Marun,z. Robert p. 42. 45. 84. 86. 87. 90. 97. 132 
MaruneL Rodngo p. 54 
MaruneL Rosalinda p. 22 
MartineL Rosano p. 42 
MartineL Ro} p. 22 
MartineL Rudy p. 42 
MartineL Sam p. 54 
\bn1ncz. San Ju.a.nu.a p. 42 
\1aruncz. V1c1or p. 54 
\1arv1n . Linda p. 38. 42 
\1a" in. Pall) p. 54 
Mas,rang. Tell) p. 42 
Mason. Kn,n p. 42. 84. 94 
Mata. Aharo p. 54 
\1ata. Andrea p. 43 
\1ata. Mar~ p. 130. 178 
Ma1land. Stuart p. 43 
Manhw;. C')stal p. 54 
McCutcheon. Jo, p. 43 
McDonald. Graci, p. 54. 144 
McDonald. Marun p. 43. 84. 86. 87. 90. 93. 96. 
132. 231 
McIntyre. Sheryl p. 22. 132 
McIntyre. St<phan p. 54 
McW1lkams. Vaughn p. 84. 91 
Mc Williams. Vineh p. 43 
Med1llin. L) d1a p. 54. 147 
Medina. Eddie p. 22 
Medina. Manna p. 43 
Median•. Mary p. 54 
\1edrano. George p. 22. 84. 91 
Medrano. Jo, p. 43 
Mers,1. Candice p. 22 
MelcndeL Elma M p. 43 
Menchaca. San Juanita p . 43 
Mend<L Aurora G . p. 54 
Mend<L Letty p. 43 
Mend<L Mary p. 43, 130 
Mendez, Monica p. 50, 54, 178 
Mendiola, Harold p. 22 
Mendiola, Mincna p. 147 
Mendiola, Minerva p. 54, 158 
Mendoza, Aurelia p. 54 
Mendoza, Mansa p. 54, 130 
Mendoza, Ray p. 212 
Mendoza, Steve p. 54 
Mendiola, Teresa p. 22 
Mendoza, Adela p. 22 
Mendoza, orma p. 43, 117 
Mendoza, Tony p. 54 
Mcsqu1t1c, elly p. 43 
Mcsqu,uc, Rosano p. 56 
Mercado, Angie p. 22 
Meza. Eltzabeth p. 54 
Meza, Homer p. 54 
Meza, Olga Lily p. 22, 167, 169 
Meza, Ros,mary p. 43 
Miller, Walter p. 43 
M,n,r, Edward p. 42 
Mircles,o, Elsa p. 54 
Mireles, lrascma p. 54 
Mercy&, Silva p. 43 
Mitchell, Debbie p. 54 
Mohna, Lisa p. 54 
Molina, Mary Ann p. 22, 167, 168 
Molina, o, p. 43 
Monc1va1s, Leonel p. 22 
Monccva, , Roel p . 43 
Montalva, Olona p. 43 
Montalvo, Irene p. 43 
Montalvo, Mandy p. 54 
Montavcz, Sammy p. 54 
Montemayor, ocrru p. 54 
Mont<mayor, orma p. 54 
Montes, Raul p. 45 
Montes, Robert p. 54 
Morales. Delia p . 54 
Moralcs. Alberio p. 136. 157. 220. 226. 229. 230 
Moral,s. Ja, ,er p. 22 
Morale . M ehnda p. 43. 183. 190 
Morale . Mike p. 43 
Moran. Pats) p. 43. I 3 
Moreno. Johnn) p. 38. 43. 160 
Moreno. Rene p. 59 
Moreno. R110 p. 43 
Morgan . Anna p. 43 
Monllo. A Ima p. 43 
Monn . Balde mar p. 55 
Monn . Beha p. 55 
Monn . Celia p. 22 
Monn. Estela p. 55 
Monn. Mane p. 22 
Mose le). Georgina p. 22. 23 
Moia. Emma p. 147 
\1o) a. Lupe p. 22 
MunoL An11a p. 55 
\1unoL C1nd) p. 43. 114. 116. 117. 130 
MunoL Eh ,a p. 43 
\1unoL Joe p . 55 
Munoz. 0. p. 159 
M unoL Ro) p. 55 
Munllo. Corina p. 22 
Munllo. Rolando p. 43. 99. 181. 182 
",app . Brenda p. 55,181 
ava. Guadalupe p. 43 
a,a. Juan p. 22 
Na,arro. Javier p. SS 
egreie. Rosella p. 43. 179 
eilson. Severt p. 22 
Nelson. Richelle p. 55 
Nelson. Robert p. 43 
Nino. Gilbert p. 55. 99 
Nino. Sandra p. 43 
'oonan. David p. 43 
'-ioonan . Da\ld p. 22 
'-lunn. Gene p. 43 
'-unn. P p. 159 
ObsL Deborah p. 22. 132 
Ob L V1cli, p. 22 
Ocanas. Juan p. 43 
Ochoa. Homero p. 43 
OJeda. Ruben p. 22 
Olaque. Beatnz p. 43 
Oh\l. DalS) p. 22 
Oh-,rcz. Ocha p. 55 
Oh-areL Diana p. 23. 146 
Oh,arez. Glenda p. 23 
Olivarez, Margie p. 55. 61 
Olivarez, Rene p. 55 
Ol1var<L Sandra p. 138 
Olivarez. Santos p. 55 
Olvera, Santa p. 55 
Ordaz, Modesta p. 23 
Ordaz, Sally p. 43 
Orendain, Joseph p. 43 
Orozco, Jos, p. 55 
Ortega.Juanp.23. 6.91 , 132.190 
Ortega. Mary p. 43 
Ortega, Yvette p. 23 
Ortiz, Armando p. 23 
Ortiz, Carmen p. 55 
Ort1L Clara p. 130 
Ort1L Enedina p. 55 
OrtlL Jaime p. 43, 98. 171 
Ort1L Maruela p. 55 
Ou1iado. Imelda p. 55 
Ovalle. Mar) p. 183 
Oviedo. Edward p. 43 
Oviedo. L)d1a p. 55 
Ovalle. Linda May p. 43 
O)crreides. Aurora p. 55 
Ozuna. Alma elly p. 55 
Ozuna. Ramiro p. 43, 84 
Pacheco. Jose M p. 23. 158 
Padron. Alonzo p. 23 
Palacios. Angel p. 55 
Palacios. Arnold p. 43 
Palacios. Eldelm,ro p. 43 
Palacios. I me Ida p. 55 
Palacios. Jaime p 55. 158 
Palac,os. Lcuaa p. 23 
Palacios. Lupe p. 55 
Palac,os. Manccla p. 132 
Palacios. Omar p. 43. 84 
Palacios. Rafael p. 23 
Palacios. Rene p. 28. 228 
Palacios. Roy p. 84 
Palacios. Yolanda p. 23. 204 
Palomin. Juan p. 23 
Palomin. Mauro p. 43 
Patano. Mark p. 188 
Patino. Lucy p. 43 
Paz, Bea p. 23 
Pecina. Jeanni, p. 23. 25. 130. 142. 225 
Palomo. Aleida p. 43 
Pecina. Santos p. 55 
Pena. Eden a p. 43 
Pena. H ,Ida p. 43 
Pena. Hope p. 43 
Pena. Mary Jane p . 23. 179 
Pena. amso p. 203 
Pena. Of cha p . 55 
Pena. Richard p. 44 
Pena. Ru bcn p. 44 
Pentena. Rosalyn p . 26 
Pequeno. Gracie p. 55 
PeraleL Cind) p. 44. 167 
PeraleL Lino p 44 
Perales. Melinda p. 26 
Peralez. Re)es p. 55 
PeraleL W,lleam p. 44 
PereL Beha p. 44. 182 
PereL Blanca p. 44 
PereL Da-,d p. 84 
Perez. Deha p 44. 182 
PereL Ehas p. 55 
Perez. E tela p. 26 
Perez. Gus1avo p. 44 
Perez. Jan,ep . 183 
Perez. Jerri p. 26 
PercL Jesu> Jr p. 44 
PercL Manuel p. 84 
Perez. Marona p. 55 
PereL Ma') p. 44 
PereL Man p. 55 
PcrcL Mirtha p. 55 
PercL Paublo p. 44 
PereL Peie p 44 
PereL Robert p. 44 
PercL Roel p. 55 
PereL w,11., p. 26. 217 
Peterson. Jell p. 26 
Pineda . Je u p. 26. 84 
Pinon . I me Ida p. 26 
Pizado, Ton) p. 55 
P,una. Luisa p. 55 
Pl)ler. David p. 55 
Pl) ler. Kevin p. 26. 220. 224 
Pompa. Rosa p. 55 
Pompa, Dora p. 55 
Ponce, Debra p. 26 
Ponce. Debbie p. 171. I 83 
Ponce. Leonel p. 26 
Prado, Armando p. 55 
Potano, Mark p. 43 
Puente. Albert p. 55. 99 
Puente. Hector p. 55 
Puente, Estela p. 26 
Puente, Hermehmda p. 44 
Puente, Jcorge p. 55 
Puente, Mano p. 26. 167. 168. 169 
Quezada, Blanca p. 26 
Quezada. Celia p. 26. 230 
Quezada, Diana p. 44 
Quintero, Rene p. 55 
Quintanilla. Ahc,a p. 26 
Qu1ntan1lla, Fchx p. 55 
Quintanilla, Jos, R. p. 44 
Quintanilla, Rachel p. 55 
Qu1ntan1lla. Sylvia p. 44, 114. 117 
Quintero, Blanca p. 26 
Qu,lantan, Norma p. 179 
Radz.cv1c1ou . Raymond p . 55 
Ramirez, Charlie p. 26 
Ramirez. Eddie p. 44 
RamircL Eloy p. 147 
Ramires. Erne top. 55 
Ramirez. F crnando p. 26 
Ramirez. Fred p . 27. 103. 105. 106. 109. 225. 256 
Ramir<L Henry p. 55 
Ramirez. Ismael p. 44 
Ramirez. Joel p. 27 
Ramirez. John p. 44 
Ramirez. Josefa p. 55 
Ramirez. Jo 1c p. 44 
Ramirez. Juanita p. 55 
Ramirez. Lett} p. 45 
Ramirez. Mana de la Luz p. 55 
Ramirez. Mar) Loup. 58 
Ramirez. Noemi p. 27 
Ramirez. Oscar p. 44 
Ramirez. Ponce p. 58 
Ramirez. Rene p. 58 
Ramirez. Rober, p. 44 
Ramirez. Rosalinda p. 58 
Ramirez. Rosendo p. 27 
Ramirez. Roy p. 44 
RamircL Rudy p . 27 
Ramirez, Sandra p. 44. 140. 141. 232 
Ram,reL Sandra p. 58. 118. I 30 
Ramos. Cindy p. 27 
Ramos. Connie p. 44 
Ramos. Diana p. 44 
Ramos. El,ubeth p. 27 
Ramos. George p. 44 
Ramo . Juan p. 44 
Ramo . Lilly p. 58 
Ramos. Lupe p. 58 
Ramo . Martha p. 58 
Ramos. Norma p. 44 
Ramos. orma p. 58. 147 
Ramos. orma p. 27 
Ramos. Raul p. 44 
Ramos. Rebecca p. 58 
Ramos. Ricky p. 44 
Ramos. Robert p. 58 
Ramo . Ros,c p. 44 
Ramos. Ros,c p. 44 
Ramos. Stanley p. 44. 111 
Ramos. Sylvia p. 58 
Ramos. V1vana p. 44 
Rangel. Rua p. 58 
Razo. Horacio p. 58 
Regalado. Jua_n p. 44 
Reicbcr~ Dina p. 27. 132 
Rendon. Angie p. 58 
Rendon. Jani, p. 58 
Reie . Cha no p. 58 
Re)es . Diana p. 27 
Rei es. David p. 111 
Re)na. Fch, p. 44 
Re)es. Fernando p 58 
Re)es. Martha p. 58 
Re)es . Nora p. 44 
Re)es . Os,el p. 58 
Re)es , Raimundo p. 44 
Rnes. Ruben p. 58 
Re)es. Teresa p. 35. 44 
Reyna. Mira)da p. 58 
Re.na. Norma p. 58 
R,o . Dahha p. 58 
Rios. oe p. 44 
R,o,. Ricardo p. 221 
Rios. Rogelio p. 58 
R10,. Sergio p. 58 
Rios. Alonzo p. 27 
RI\ as. Gilma p. 58 
R1\<as. Maricela p. 60 
Rl\as. Martha p. 58 
Rivas. Oscar p. 27 
R1>as. Rolando p. 58 
R1Vas. Rud) p. 58 
Rl\era. Alma p. 58. 144 
R,-era . Elo) p. 58 
R1\cra. Veronica p. 27 
R1>era. Ci nth,a p. 27 
R1>era. Mar) p. 132 
R1>cra. Robert p. 108. 109, 146 
Rivera. Ruben p. 44 
Robbins . Flo}d p. 58 
Robert , Rodney p. 27 
Robles. Joe p . 27 
Robles. J p. 99 
Robles. Hugo p. 58 
Robles. Jonathan p. 58 
Robles. Manna p. 58. 158 
Robles. Mike p. 203 
Robles. Pam p. 58 
Roble . S)lv,a p. 58 
Rocha. Fch, p. 27 
Rocha. ~ p. 58 
Rodnguez. Albert p 44 
Rodnguez. Arturo p. 44 
RodngueL Barbra p. 58 
Rodnguez. Candido p. 27 
Rodnguez. Candido p. 27 
Rodnguez. Carlos p. 58 
Rodnguez, Carmen p. 44 
Rodnguez. Cleo p. 58. 60 
Rodnguez. Dan,cl p. 27 
Rodnguez. Daniel p. 58 
Rodnguez. Dora p. 35. 44. 167. 169. 182 
Rodnguez. El,ubeth p. 44 
Rodnguez. El,ubeth p. 28 
RodngueL Ernesto p. 44 
Rodnguez. Fortunato p. 44. 132 
RodngueL Frank p. 195 
Rodnguez. Gilbert p. 44 
Rodnguez. Graciano p. 28 
RodngueL Irma p. 44 
RodngucL Imelda p. 44 
RodngueL Jane p. 44 
RodngueL Joe p. 28. 132 
RodngueL Jos, A. p . 156. 221. 227 
RodngueL Juan p. 58 
Rodnguez. Liz p. 147 
RodngueL Lu,s p. 44 
RodngueL Lu,s p. 58 
Rodnguez, Mana p. 28 
RodngucL Martha p. 58 
RodngucL Martin p. 44. 212 
Rodnguez. Mary p. 44 
Rodnguez. Mike p. 28 
Rodnguez. onna p. 58 
RodngueL Olga Lydia p. 44 
RodngucLOscarp.44.171.182 
RodngueL Rachel p. 58 
Rodngu,z, Rafael p. 5&. 99 
RodngueL Ramon p. 45 
RodngucL Ricardo p. 28 
RodngueL Ricky p. 45 
RodngucL Robert p. 45 
RodngueL Rogelio p. 45 
RodngucL Rolando p. 45 
Rodngu<L Rosalinda p. 5& 
Rodnguez. RO} p. 58 
Rodngu<L Ruth p. 58 
Rodnguez. Sandra p. 51. 58. 144 
Rodnguez. Sclcnno p . 45 
Rodngu<L Sylv1.1 p. 45 
Romano, Anna p. 28, 138, 158 
Romero, Evelyn Y. p. 12. 16, 25, 28, 138, 156 
178, 182,214, 221,224,227,236 
Romero, Javier p. 59 
Ronde, Tim p. 45 
Rosa, Jo Deo,se p. 45 
Rosales, Aaron p. 45. 212 
Rosales, Linda p. 28, 179 
Rosal,z, Johnny p. 59 
Rou.lcs, Ltha p. 55, 59, 144, 159 
Rosales, Robert p. 59 
Rosales, Romeo p. 59 
Rou.lcs, V cromca p. 28 
Rosas, Rolando p. 45 
Rosas, Tony p. 45 
Rosser. Sandra p. 28 
Rubeacaba. Lucy p. 59 
RutL Mana p 59 
Ru!L Yolanda p. 45 
Runge. Charles p . 59 
Ru1ledge. D)anne p. 28. 132 
Ru1ledge. Sandra p. 28 
Saenz. Hector p. 59 
Saenz. Janae p 45 
Saenz. Raul p. 45 
Saenz. Ronnac p. 49. 115 
Saenz. Rud} p. 45 
Salas. Elvia p. 59 
Salas. Jose p. 59 
Salazar. Ahcc p. 28 
Salazar. Eleaz.ar p. 59 
Salazar. Enedeha p. 59 
Salaz.ar. Hec1or p. 28 
Salaz.a,. Joe p . 28 
Salazar. Jose Marlin p. 59 
Salaz.ar. Minerva p. 28. 183. 189 
Salazar. Mano p. 59 
Salazar. Marlin p. 59 
Salaz.ar. Rena10 p. 45. 83. 111. 113. 171 
Salaz.a,. Rene p. 29 
Salaz.ar. Rud) p. 2 
Salaz.ar. Ton} p. 45 
Saldana . Behnda p . 45. 179 
Saldana. Blanca p. 29. 179. 221 
Saldana. Danacl p. 59 
Sahnas. Behnda p. 29. 135 
Sahnas. Be10 p. 45. 102. 105 
Sahnu. David p. 45. 84. 113 
Sahnas. Dora p. 45 
Sahnas. Eddac p. 45 
Sahnas. Olona p. 59 
Sahnas. Jaime p. 84. 92. 93. 94 
Sahnas. Jose p. 45 
Sahnas. Maggie p. 83. 130. 131 
Sahnas. Mancruz p. 45 
Sahnas. Maximo p. 59 
Sahnas. Octavio p. 203 
Sahnas. Okac p. 98 
Sahnas. Oscar p. 59 
Sahnas. Raul p. 59 
Sahnas. Rolando p. 29 
Sahnas. Son,a p. 171 
Sanchez. Antonio P. p. 29 
SancheL Eha p. 59 
Sanchez. Ereno p. 59 
Sanchez. Guadalupe p. 29 
SancheL Hermila p. 36. 45 
Sanchez. Jose p. 59 
Sanchez. Mana E. p. 29 
Sanchez. M arlln p. 59 
SancheL Pedro p. 85 
Sanchez. R. p. 98 
Sanchez. San Juan11a p. 45 
Sanchez. S) lv&a p. 59 
Sanchez. Sylv&a p. 59 
Sanchez. To mas p. 29 
SancbeL Y vclle p. 45 
Sandoval. Bchnda p. 45 
Sandoval. Dora p. 59 
Sandoval. Eddie p. 29 
Sandoval. Elena p. 45 
Sandoval. Joe p. 45 
Sandoval Mary Lou p. 45 
Sandoval. Mauro p. 84. 85. 87. 141. 237 
Sandoval. Monica p. 24. 29. 138 
Sandoval. Ofelia p. 29. 222 
>andoval. Orfehnda p. 45 
Sandoval. Sylvia p. 29. 132. 189. 221 
Sarmacnto. Lupe p. 45 
Sauceda. Elena p. 45 
Schlieper. Shelly p. 45 
SchullL Landa p. 45 
ScolL Daryl p . 45 
Segovia. Joe p. 59 
Sendejo. Janae p. 59 
ScndeJo, Ricky p. 59 
Sepeda, Joe p. 59 
Sepulveda. Juha p. 59 
Sepulveda, Leonardo p. 43, 203 
Serna, Abby p. 59 
Serna, Ehud p. 45. 84. 87, 93, 97 
Serna, Homer p. 29 
Servantes, Rogeho p. 29 
Servantes, Sergio p. 84 
Shawn, Gene p. 59 
Shawn, Jimmy p. 29, 99 
Shawn, Lisa p. 29, 140, 141 , 143 
Sierra, Conna p. 45 
Sierra, Ernesto p. 45, 84 
Sierra, Nora p. 46 
Sierra, Rosendo p 46 
Silos, Cec,ho p. 59 
Silva, Alejandro p. 46 
Silva, Inez p. 59 
Silva, Maribel p. 59. 114, 118, 130 
Silva, Mireya p. 183 
Singleterry, Bonnie p. 35, 46 
S.vy, Laura p. 29 
Skinner, Dcn,se p. 156, 157. 182, 221.225, 229 
Slayton. J . p. 99 
Snuth, Judy p. 59 
Smith, Tam, p. 29 
Snell, Daniel p. 46 
Snider, Shawn p. 59 
Solis, Adelina p. 46 
Solis, Aleiandra p. 59 
SoltS, Anacleto p. 59 
Sol11, Carlos p. 59 
Solis, Jaime p. 59 
Solis, Joe p. 230 
Solis, Jose p. 59 
Sol,s, Ruben p. 29 
Sotelo, Diana p. 46 
Soto, Bchnda p. 46 
Soto, Edward p. 59 
Soto, Elizabeth p. 59 
Soto, Javier p. 203 
Soto, Me~nda p. 179 
Soto, Mary p. 29 
Soto, Norma p. 61, 163 
Soto, Nora p. 60 
Soto, Omar p. 46 
Soto, Rudy p. 60 
Soz.a, Elva p. 60 
Stevenson, Cheryl p. 60 
Suers, Karen p. 29,132, 150, 214, 229 
Suarez. Lu11 p. 60 
Suarez. Melinda p. 60 
Suarez, Norma p. 25, 29, 132 
Suarez, Raul p. 29 
Suarez, Ruben p. 29 
Suarez, Samuel p. 46, 203 
Suswta, Rosie p. 46, 115, I 18 
Svoboda, Valene p. 29, 256 
Tagle, Leuc11 p. 46. 115, 118 
Tanguma, Robert p. 46 
Tapca, Luis p. 29 
Tellez, Luisa p. 29, 146, 147 
Teran, Soledad p. 60 
Thompson . Jon p. 85. 46 
Thrall. Chris-Tee p. 29. 165 
T1ienna. Hilda p. 60 
T1ienna. Horacio p. 30 
T1ienna. Irma p. 46 
Tiienna. elly p. 30. 154. 179. 183 
T1ienna. Ricardo p . 60 
T1ienna. Samm) p. 46 
Tillman. T,m p. 60 
Torrez. Anselmo p. 60 
Torrez. Hector p. 60 
Torrez. Joel p . 60 
Torrez. Rachel p. 60 
TorreL Tomasa p. 60 
TorrCL Yolanda p. 60 
Tovar. Mana I. p . JO 
Tmner. 8111 p. 46 
Trammell. Ka1hey p. JO 
TreJO. Patricia p. 46 
Trevino. Aaron p. 60 
Trevino. Art p. 46 
Trcvrno. D,ana p. 60 
Trevino. Freddy p. 46. 158. 178 
Trevino. Herman p. 60. 84. 86. 90. 92. 96. 97. 234 
Trevino. JP p. 13. J0. 158. 167. 216.225 
Trevino. Janie p. 60 
Trevino. Jaye p. JO 
Trevino. Juho p. 60 
Trevtno. Lolly p. 30. 132 
Trevino. Lone p. 30. 132 
Trevino. Lucy p. 30 
Trevino. Mansa p. 60. 144 
Trevino. Mary Nell p. 3 I 
Trevino. Mike p. 46 
Trevino. Ricky p. 3 I. 84. 237 
Trevino. Roy p. 46. 167. 169. 182 
Trevino. Ruben p. 60 
Trevino. Soma p. 46 
Trujillo. Enrique p. 46. 212 
Ureste. Norrna p. 52. 60 
Unva. Bcatncc p. 60 
Urhbrock. Otto p. 3 I. 156. 222 
Uvalde. Mancela p. 47 
Valdez. Leonardo p. 60 
Valdez. Sandra p. 47 
Valle. Felt, p. 47 
Valle. Joc p. 60 
Varga . Carlos p. 61 
Vargas. Frank p 48. 132 
Vargas. Joc p. 60 
Vargas. Martha p. 47 
Vasquez. Al11da p. 60 
Vasquez. Rebecca p. 31 
Vasquez. Roberto p. 60. 99 
Vaughn. Linnet p. 61 
Vecchio. Landa p. 61. 114. 116. 118. 130 
Vecchio. Enrique p. 3 I 
Vecchio. Robert p. 31. 84 
Vecchio. Sandra p. 140. 141 . 143 
Vega. Elvia p. 3 I. 222 
Vega. Eva p. 3 I 
Vega. Jesse p. 47 
Vega. Leo p. 60 
Vega. Martha p. 60 
Vela, EJ,uar p. 61 
Vela, Imelda p. 61 
Velez, Nora p. 47 
Vehz. Debbie p. 61 
Vera, Diamont,na p. 31 
Vera, Martha p. 47 
Villa, Lc1ty p. 3 I 
Villanueva, David p. 61 
Villanueva. Elda p . 32. 204 
Villanueva. Eleaz.ar p. 61 
Villanueva. Em,ged,o p. 61 
Villanueva. Enedina p. 47 
Villanueva. Ma. Elena p. 32 
V1llanurv1. Marlin p. 61 
Villanueva. Rosie p. 61 
VIiiarreai. Aaron p. 32. 156. 222 
Villarreal. Angie p. 61 
Villarreal. Audeha p. 47 
Vdlarrcal.C)nd, p . 32. 181 
Villarreal. Elad10 p. 32 
V,llarreal. Heraldo 
V,llarreal. Larry p . ◄7. 48 
V,llueal. Mano p . 47 
V1llureal. orrna p. 47. 179 
V,llarcal. Oscar p. 47 
Villarrea l. Rachel p. 32. 138. 167. 183 
V1llarrcal. Raul p 47. 99 
V1llarrcal. Rene p. 60. 234 
Villarreal. Rene p. 61 
Villarreal. Rey p. 61 
Villarrea l. Ricardo p 32. 222 
Villarreal. Ros,e p 11. 32. 132 
Villarreal. Sonia p . 47 
Villarrea l. Victor p. 47 
Villegas. Cesar p. 61 
Villegas. Viola p. 32 
Villescas. Gabino p. 61 
V,llescas. Irene p. 61. 234 
V1veL George p. 61 
Vo8uman. Barbara p. 61 
Warden. De Arrnan p. 32 
Watts. Elsa p . 47. 182 
Welch. Benny p. 32 
Whitlock. Ka1hy p. 32. 152 
Wademan. Lee Ann p. 32 
Wilhite. Micheal p. 61 
W1lhams. Phtlhp p. 61 
Wood. Kyle p . 61 
Wood. Ross p. 84. 86. 132 
Word. Ph,Jhp p. 61 
Wnght. Monty p. 61 
Ybanez. Rosac p. 61 
Ybarra. Rene p. 212 
Ybarra. Yolanda p. 61 
Yorl. Ra)mnnd p . JOO. 107 
Ysaquirre. Randy p. 39. 47 
Ysaquirre. Rud} p. 32 
Ysqu,verdo. Art p. 61 
Zamampa. Carol p 114. 130 
Zamarnpa. Jes~ p. 32 
Zamarnpa. elhe p. 61 
Zamora. Nancy p. 32 
Zapata. Zulema p. 47 
Zarate. Aida p. 61 
Zarate. Lruc1a p. 32 
Zarate. Manuel p. 61 
Zavala. Em,ho p 32 
Zavala. Enrique p. 47 
Zavala. V1ctona p . 47 
Zen,le. Ramon p. 47 
Zuniga. Adan p. 61 
Zuniga. Alma p. 47 
Zuniga. David p. 32 
Zuniga. Johnny p. 61 
Zuniga. Linda Jo p. 61 
Zuniga. Lucy p. 61 
Zuniga. Mary p. 61 




The journalism staff has had the assistance of many people this year and we would 
like to cordially thank as many as we can. First, we would like to thank Hector Tre-
vino, of Trevinos Photo Center for lending us his photographic equipment and for 
taking the senior group pictures. We'd also like to thank Don Hlubek for taking sen-
ior portraits, and Meisel Photochrome for processing our color. Other thanks go to 
the faculty and student body for their cooperation and patience in helping us to get 
our pictures taken on time and giving their opinions on polls and special requests. 
David Elizondo, Modesto Gonzalez, and Journalism I students also deserve special 
thanks for their help in taking photographs and handling school pictures and every-
thing else they did. Bill Overall, Newsfoto yearbook representative, receives our 
thanks for his help in the production of this book. Extra special thanks to Alberto 
"Lurch" Martinez for his help with the basketball stats, and Mrs. Jo Ann Doffing for 
helping us find the poem for the senior section. Very special and sincere thanks go to 
our principal, Jack McKeever, for being there when we needed a shoulder to lean on 
and sticking by us through thick and thin. But most of all for his words of wisdom 
and cheery smile during our last two weeks before deadline. 
Last, but certainly not least, we give special gratitude and thanks to the one and 
only person who put up with all of our strange quirks and peculiarities, and who 
helped us up when we were down, an independent person whom we all love and 
respect deeply as our sponsor and special friend. We sincerely thank Miss Carolyn 
Morriss from the bottom of our hearts and wish her the best of luck with her future 
Bear Memories Staffs. 
Thank you all, 




"Bear Memories 1980," the yearbook of Pharr-San Juan-Alamo High School, is 
published by ewsfoto Yearbooks of San Angelo, Texas. The cover, designed by 
Editor Latrice Hertzler, is of a maroon vinyl, cordova grain, with an embossed 
emblem . The paper used is 80 pound enamel in a Smythe binding. The type face used 
is Times Roman #74 and #48. Headlines are 36, 30 and 24 point; body copy is 10 
point and cutlines are 8 point. Some cutline copy and index material is 6 point. The 
endsheets, also designed by Latrice Hertzler, are 50 per cent maroon with 100 per 
cent maroon type. 
All photographs in the book, with the exception of the Senior Portraits and color 
print , are taken, processed and printed by students of PSJA. All color prints were 
processed by Meisel Photochrome, Inc. of Dallas, Texas. Mr. Bill Overall of ews-
foto is our yearbook representative. 
Creating a yearbook is a task that many believe is an easy job. Little do they know 
the endless hours and hours of preparation, picture taking, picture developing and 
printing, copy writing, and other tedious jobs that must be done in order to put out a 
book full of memories. Preserving the past for the future is more important today 
than ever and there are many people who deserve special credit for helping us do our 
job. 
First of all, the parents must be given a standing ovation for putting up with the 
long sessions after school and on weekends. Your kids will be home for supper, now, 
Mom. Thanks. 
Mr. Jack McKeever deserves a round of applause for helping us keep it all 
together. Without his understanding of our situation, his constant encouragement 
and his faith in us to put it out we'd still be trying to figure out what color the cover is 
to be. 
A very, very, very special thank you goes to Suzan LaPeer, for without her help 
and sympathetic shoulder the advisor would be sitting in a sanitarium by now. I'll 
miss you, my friend. 
Two people on the staff deserve much credit for their "Never Say Die" attitude. 
To our very own and very special "Sophomore" Eliud Cabrera, I say Muchas gra-
cias. But to the editor, Latrice Hertzler, I say/ thanks from the bottom of my heart. 
This book would never have gotten off the ground if not for her perseverence and 
determination that it would be the best book PSJA has ever seen. 
And last but not least thank you to the student body. For you are what make this 
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